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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with the performance analysis of manufacturing systems.
Manufacturing is the application of tools and a processing medium to the trans-
formation of raw materials into finished goods for sale. This effort includes all
intermediate processes required for the production and integration of a product’s
components.

Various types of manufacturing systems can be distinguished, see e.g. [10; 3; 26].
The four traditional types of manufacturing systems are the job shop, disconnected
flow line, connected flow line and the continuous flow process.

The job shop consists of a variety of different types of machines, some of which
can perform operations on many different types of jobs, although this may require
some set-up or change-over time between job types. Material handling is such that
different types of jobs can visit machines in a different order.

In disconnected flow lines there is a limited number of identifiable routings and
job types, but inventories can still build up between work stations. A good example
of a disconnected flow line is a semiconductor fab.

By contrast, the connected flow line requires all jobs to visit machines and work
stations in the same sequence. This simplifies the material handling, but limits
the number of job-types the system can handle. Connected flow lines are often
encountered in the automotive industry.

In continuous flow processes, continuous products like sugar or oil flow automat-
ically down a fixed route.

In this thesis we mainly focus on the analysis of disconnected and connected flow
lines.

1.1 Models for manufacturing systems

For the design or improvement of manufacturing systems it is important to be
able to predict their performance. For this purpose, models are being developed
and analyzed. Many types of models can be distinguished, see e.g. [10]. We restrict
ourselves to two types of models, simulation models and analytical models.

1



2 Introduction

Simulation models represent the events that could occur as a system operates
by a sequence of steps in a computer program. The probabilistic nature of many
events, such as machine failure and processing times, can be represented by sampling
from a distribution representing the pattern of the occurrence of the event. Thus,
to represent the typical behavior of the system, it is necessary to run the simulation
model for a sufficiently long time, so that all events can occur a sufficiently large
number of times.

Analytical models describe the system using mathematical or symbolic relation-
ships. These relationships are then used to derive a formula or to define an algorithm
by which the performance measures of the system can be evaluated. Often it is not
possible, within a reasonable amount of computer time or data storage space, to ob-
tain the performance measure from the relationships describing the system. Further
assumptions that modify these relationships then have to be made. The resulting
model is then approximate rather than exact, and to validate this approximation, a
simulation model may be required.

One may compare simulation models and analytical models on different aspects.
In Table 1.1 we give an overview of the differences between these two types of models.

Simulation model Analytical model
Model complexity unlimited limited
Run time long short
Data requirements large small
Model development predictable unpredictable
Flexibility high low

Table 1.1: Comparison between simulation and analytical models.

Below we clarify the above table.

• Model complexity. Simulation models can describe considerable complexity,
and, apart from limitations in the time required to collect data and to design
and run the model, they can be used for whatever level of complexity is desired.
Analytical models are usually quite limited in the complexity of the system
that they can describe.

• Run time. The computational complexity for exact analytical models typically
increases exponentially in the size of the system. Approximate analytical
models may be able to handle larger systems, but because of the difficulty in
developing and testing approximations, the range of manufacturing systems
for which proven approximate models exist is limited. The time required to
produce results from simulation models at a sufficiently high level of accuracy
can be very long. In general one may say that the run time of simulation
models is much longer than the run time of analytical models.

• Data requirements. Most analytical models have minimal data requirements,
because they tend to be fairly simple descriptions of the system. Simulation
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models can require large amounts of data and thus they may not be easy to
implement.

• Model development. One of the advantages of simulation modeling in an in-
dustrial context is that the time required to develop a model can usually be
assessed reasonably accurately if the simulation group is experienced. Ana-
lytical models are much more unpredictable in the time and effort required to
develop an adequate model.

• Flexibility. Simulation models are usually easy to adapt. Little effort is needed
to add something to or change something within the model. On the other
hand, changing something within an analytical model can completely ruin
the analysis; i.e., a small change can easily turn a model from tractable to
intractable.

Effective modeling of manufacturing systems requires both analytical and sim-
ulation modeling capability. On the one hand, simulation models can support the
development of analytical models. For example, it is often necessary to use ap-
proximations in analytical models, so simulation models are required to test these
approximations. Even if an exact analysis is possible, model development is often
aided if a simulation study is carried out to identify key parameters and significant
assumptions. Because of the limited complexity of analytical models, the model-
ing effort can then focus on the essentials that the model should address. Further,
the simulation model can suggest hypotheses about the nature of, for example, the
optimal control rules that can subsequently be explored using analytical modeling
techniques.

On the other hand, analytical models can support the development of simulation
models. For example, to validate a simulation model, one may run the model for
special cases for which an analytical solution is available.

It is clear from the foregoing that there is a considerable gap between analytical
and simulation models. Approximate analytical models use little data, are fast,
but are necessarily limited in model complexity. Simulation models, on the other
hand, can be more complex, but use more running time and data. It would be very
valuable if this gap could be narrowed. On the one hand, we would like to have
simulation models, which require less data and which are less time consuming in
both running time and development time. On the other hand, we would like to have
more detailed/realistic (approximate) analytical models at our disposal, providing
a more accurate representation of the real system. The STW-project EPT aims
exactly at narrowing this gap, and the research in this thesis is carried out in the
framework of that project.

The STW-project EPT is a combined effort of groups from the Mechanical En-
gineering department and the Mathematics department of Eindhoven University of
Technology. It aims at developing methods and techniques to analyze manufactur-
ing systems by using the concept of the ’effective process time’ (EPT). The effective
process time is the total time a job experiences at a work station; so besides the
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clean process time it includes all kinds of disturbances. So, it is not needed to
explicitly model these disturbances in either a simulation or an analytical model.
This makes it easier to collect data for simulation or analytical models and imme-
diately makes the development of more realistic analytical models possible. The
Systems Engineering group from the Mechanical Engineering department focuses
on the development of simulation models, whereas the Stochastic Operations Re-
search group from the Mathematics and Computer Science department focuses on
the development of -sometimes approximate- analytical models.

The work in this thesis is an attempt to develop analytical methods to predict
the performance of manufacturing systems. The aim is that these methods can
be applied to realistic systems, and can be fed by EPT-data, yielding accurate
performance predictions. As a result, these methods may serve as an alternative
for, or an addition to, discrete-event simulation. To develop these methods we will
make use of queueing theory, and in particular, of matrix-analytic methods. These
methods, combined with decomposition techniques and aggregation methods, give
us the possibility to evaluate relatively large queueing systems very efficiently and
accurately.

In the next section we introduce the concept of the EPT. In Section 1.3, we
introduce some methods for analyzing queueing models. Next, we give an overview
of the manufacturing systems for which we developed approximative algorithms. A
literature review is given for each of these queueing systems. Finally, in Section 1.5,
we give an outline of this thesis.

1.2 Concept of the effective process time

For a successful improvement of throughput and flow time performance, insight
in the factors that are responsible for capacity losses in the manufacturing system
is essential. Even small reductions in capacity loss may yield significant financial
benefits or savings. For this reason, industry puts great efforts in the reduction of
capacity losses due to disturbances such as machine downs, setup, rework, etcetera,
for instance by using metrics such as the OEE (Overall Equipment Efficiency) [58;
63]. In addition to capacity loss, the various disturbances in the manufacturing
system cause variability in processing. A high level of variability also adversely
affects the throughput/flow time performance. A metric quantifying the effective
level of variability at workstations is therefore desirable.

Hopp and Spearman [26] introduced the term ’effective process time’ and defined
it as the process time seen by a lot from a logistical point of view. The effective
process time (EPT) aggregates the raw process time and all time losses due to events
such as machine downs, operator delays, and other disturbances, into a single dis-
tribution. The advantage of this approach is that both the mean effective process
time (which relates to capacity loss) as well as its variance (variability) can be de-
termined, and that these two quantities can be directly used in a queueing theoretic
framework. Hopp and Spearman compute estimates of the EPT mean and the EPT
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variance from the contribution of the individual sources of variability. In practice
this may turn out to be difficult, in particular when only part of the disturbances
is known or measured. Therefore, we start from the idea to measure the aggregate
process time distributions from basic factory floor data such as arrival and departure
events. The EPT-distributions we get, can then be used as input for simulation or
analytical models. This idea was first presented by Jacobs et al. [29; 30]. They
considered infinitely buffered multi-server workstations and tested on data from a
semiconductor wafer fab. This was further extended in [31; 41; 42], for instance for
workstations with batching and workstations subject to blocking. A recent overview
can be found in [46].

At a work station many features influence the time a job remains at that work
station. Of course, the clean process time is part of it. But, for example, the work
station can also break down, which causes that the work station first has to be
repaired before it can resume the actual processing of the job. Another disturbance
that can arise is the influence of an operator. An operator can forget something or
can be busy with another task. Figure 1.1 visualizes the effective process time in a
single-server workstation.

Figure 1.1: A Gantt chart of the EPT realizations of 5 jobs at a single-server workstation
[46].

1.3 From manufacturing system to queueing model

The most simple manufacturing system one can think of is a single work station
with an infinite (or very large) buffer in front of it. The jobs are all identical
and arrive according to some kind of arrival process. The work station processes
the jobs one by one. This system can be excellently modeled by a single-server
queueing model (see Figure 1.2). A single-server queueing model, where the arrival
process is Poisson and the service times are exponentially distributed, is the so
called M/M/1-queue. Kendall [35] introduced this shorthand notation for queueing
models. It is a three part code a/b/c, where the first letter specifies the inter-arrival
time distribution and the second one the service time distribution. For example, for
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a general distribution the letter G and for an exponential distribution M is used.
The third letter stands for the number of servers. For an M/M/1-queue it is easy
to derive the characteristics. The steady-state queue-length distribution (π) for a
system with arrival rate λ and service rate µ is given by

πi = (1 − ρ)ρi, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

where πi is the long-run fraction of time the system is in state i and ρ = λ/µ is
the load or utilization of the server. Other performance characteristics can easily
be derived from this queue-length distribution.

SA

Figure 1.2: The single-server queue with arrival process A and service time S.

Instead of exponential, the inter-arrival and service times can also be generally
distributed, like in the so called GI/G/1-queue, where GI stands for general and
mutually independent arrivals. A simple approximation for the average waiting time
(EW ) in the GI/G/1-queue has been developed by Kingman [39]:

EW =

(
c2
a + c2

s

2

)(
ρ

1 − ρ

)
ES,

where ES is the average service time, ρ is the utilization of the server, and ca and
cs are the coefficients of variation of respectively the inter-arrival times and the
service times. The GI/G/1-queue can also be modeled in a more detailed way, for
example, using matrix-analytic methods. By assuming phase-type inter-arrival and
service times, the system can be modeled as a quasi-birth-and-death process, the
steady-state distribution of which has a matrix-geometric form. An introduction to
matrix-analytic methods is given in Chapter 2.

When manufacturing systems becomes a bit more involved we may run into trou-
ble, since the queueing model representing the manufacturing system becomes too
complex. In general, the state-space of the Markov process describing the queueing
model explodes. For example, consider a station with s machines. This system can
be modeled as a GI/G/s-queue. But to describe this queueing system as a Markov
process, in order to calculate the queue-length distribution, one has to keep track of
the states of all s servers. It is easy to see that the number of states is then exponen-
tial in the number of servers. This phenomenon appears in almost all cases where
one has multiple servers or multiple queues. To be able to get exact results, most
of the literature on queueing theory makes extra simplifying assumptions, like the
assumption of Poisson arrivals or exponentially distributed processing times. This is
something we really do not want, because in practice, the inter-arrival and process-
ing times are usually far from exponential. There is also much literature available
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on approximations for more complicated queueing systems, but most results apply
to specific systems only, or are not accurate enough.

1.4 Objective and contribution

This thesis aims to develop accurate approximate queueing models for systems
as general as possible with EPTs as input to our models. The ultimate goal is to be
able to analyze complex networks with different types of nodes within a reasonable
time and with a reasonable accuracy. There is still a long way to go before that goal
will be reached. In this thesis some steps towards that goal are taken. The models
treated in this thesis are listed below.

• Multi-server tandem queues with finite buffers;

• Single-server tandem queues with small finite buffer;

• Assembly queueing systems;

• Multi-server queues with multiple arrival streams;

• Priority queueing systems.

Motivated by a production system that manufactures the feet of lamps, we first
developed an algorithm to analyze multi-server tandem queues with finite buffers.
In the automotive industry we encountered production systems with single machine
workstations and very small buffers in between the workstations. In this case the
algorithm developed for multi-server tandem queues did not produce sufficiently
accurate results, so we developed an improved algorithm for single-server tandem
queues with small finite buffers. Another important characteristic of the production
lines in the automotive industry is that it has assembly stations. There, several
different parts are assembled into one product. To tackle this type of station we
developed a method to analyze assembly queueing systems. In order to be able
to analyze more complex networks, we need to be able to analyze one station in
isolation first. Typically, such a station processes a number of streams with arriving
jobs, there is one waiting line and the station contains several servers. By developing
a method to approximate multi-server queues with multiple arrival streams, we can
handle such stations and, by employing decomposition, we create a route towards the
analysis of more complex networks. In order-based production environments, like in
semi-conductor industry, some types of products are often prioritized over others.
We developed an algorithm to approximate the performance of priority queueing
systems. All these models are described in more detail in the next subsections.

1.4.1 Tandem queues with finite buffers

The first model we look at is a multi-server tandem queue with finite buffers (see
Figure 1.3). We develop an efficient method to approximate performance character-
istics such as the throughput and the mean sojourn time. The method only needs
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the first two moments of the service time and it decomposes the tandem queue into
multi-server subsystems with one buffer, which is also shown in Figure 1.3. Each
multi-server subsystem is approximated by a single (super) server system with state
dependent arrival and departure rates, the queue-length distribution of which can
be efficiently computed by a spectral expansion method. The parameters of the
inter-arrival and service times of each subsystem are determined by an iterative
algorithm. Numerical results show that this method produces accurate estimates
for important performance characteristics as the throughput and the mean sojourn
time.

1

b 1 b 2 b 3
m 0

M 0 M 1 M 2 M 3B 1 B 2 B 3

11

m 0 m 1

1

m 1

1

m 2

1

m 3

11

m 1 m 2

11

m 2 m 3

L :

L 1 :

L 2 :

L 3 :

Figure 1.3: The tandem queue L with workstations Mi, each with mi parallel servers
and separated by buffers Bi of size bi, and its decomposition into three subsystems L1, L2

and L3.

The only case where the method does not work properly is in the special case
of one server per subsystem and small buffers. This situation is very common in
practice. Therefore, we develop a method for this type of tandem queues. The
method to approximate the queue-length distribution of the buffers is also based
on decomposition of the tandem queue in single-buffer subsystems. Each buffer
Bi is considered in isolation, where, to take into account the relation with the
upstream line and downstream line, the service times of multi-server station Mi−1

in front of buffer Bi and multi-server station Mi after buffer Bi are adapted by
including possible starvation of Mi−1 before service and possible blocking of Mi
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after service. It is important to note that dependencies between service time and
blocking time after service are now carefully taken into account; this seems to be the
most important source of performance improvement of the proposed approximation
in comparison with the original approximation. By fitting the first two moments, the
distributions of the service times including starvation and blocking are approximated
by simple phase-type distributions, the parameters of which are tuned by means of
an iterative algorithm. We use the matrix-geometric method for this single-server
model, because this method turned out to be as fast as the spectral expansion
method in this case and numerically more stable.

Decomposition techniques have also been used by, e.g., Buzacott [9], Dallery et
al. [14], Perros [60], and Kerbache and MacGregor Smith [36]. These papers deal
with single-server queueing networks. Methods for multi-server queueing networks
with finite buffers are presented by Tahilramani et al. [69], Jain and MacGregor
Smith [32], and Cruz et al. [13]. These methods, however, do not assume general
service times, but exponential service times. An excellent survey on the analysis of
manufacturing flow lines with finite buffers is presented by Dallery and Gershwin
[15].

In the analysis of queueing networks with blocking three basic approaches can be
distinguished. The first approach decomposes the network into subsystems and the
parameters of the inter-arrival and service times of the subsystems are determined
iteratively. This is the most common approach. It involves three steps:

1. Characterize the subsystems;

2. Derive a set of equations that determine the unknown parameters of each
subsystem;

3. Develop an iterative algorithm to solve these equations.

This approach is treated in Perros’ book [60] and in the survey of Dallery and
Gershwin [15]. There are also decomposition methods available for finite buffer mod-
els with some special features, such as assembly/disassembly systems (see Gershwin
and Burman [18]) and systems with multiple failure modes (see Tolio et al. [73]).
The best known method for single-server tandem queues with finite buffers is by
Helber [24]. The methods for analyzing tandem queues in Chapters 3 and 4 are
based on this approach.

The second approach is also based on decomposition of the network, but instead
of iteratively determining the parameters of the inter-arrival and service times of the
subsystems, holding nodes are added to represent blocking. This so-called expansion
method has been introduced by Kerbache and MacGregor Smith [36]. The expansion
method has been successfully used to model tandem queues with the following kinds
of nodes: M/G/1/K [48], M/M/C/K [32] and M/G/C/C [13].

The expansion method consists of the following three stages:

1. Network reconfiguration;

2. Parameter determination;
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3. Feedback elimination.

This method is very efficient; it produces accurate results when the buffers are large.
The third approach has been introduced by Kouvatsos and Xenios [43]. They

developed a method based on the maximum entropy method (MEM) to analyze
single-server networks. Here, holding nodes are also used and the characteristics
of the queues are determined iteratively. For each subsystem in the network the
queue-length distribution is determined by using a maximum entropy method. This
algorithm is a linear program where the entropy of the queue-length distribution is
maximized subject to a number of constraints. For more information we refer the
reader to [43]. This method has been implemented in QNAT by Tahilramani et al.
[69]; they also extended the method to multi-server networks. This method works
well; the average error in the throughput is typically around 5%.

There are also several methods available for optimizing tandem queues with finite
buffers. For example, Hillier and So [25] give some insight into the general form of
the optimal design of tandem queues with the expected service times, the queue
capacities and the number of servers at each station as the decision variables. Li et
al. [47] have developed a method for optimization of tandem queues using techniques
and concepts like simulation, critical path and perturbation analysis.

1.4.2 An assembly queueing system

In manufacturing systems, it often occurs that different parts arrive at a node
(machine), where they are assembled into one product. The performance analysis
of assembly nodes is much more complicated than that of single-server nodes, and
did not receive much attention in the literature. In this thesis we study an assembly
node in isolation, with general service times, finite buffers and blocking after service
(BAS), and we propose a method for the approximative performance analysis. We
are interested in the steady-state queue-length distribution of each buffer; these
distributions may be used to determine performance characteristics, such as the
throughput and mean sojourn time.

S a

b i
S 1

S 2

S n

L :

Figure 1.4: A schematic representation of an assembly system.
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Therefore, we consider a queueing system (denoted by L; see Fig. 1.4) assembling
n parts into one product. The parts are labeled 1, . . . , n. The arrival processes of
parts are modeled as follows. Type i parts are generated by a so-called arrival
server, denoted by Mi, i = 1, . . . , n. For example, in manufacturing systems, arrival
server Mi may typically represent the upstream production line producing type i
parts. Arrival server Mi serves one part at a time and is never starved (i.e., there
is always a new part available). The generic random variable Si denotes the service
(or inter-arrival) time of server Mi; Si is generally distributed with rate µi and
coefficient of variation ci. After service completion at Mi, type i parts are put in
buffer Bi, where they wait for assembly. The size of buffer Bi is bi. Server Mi

operates according to the BAS blocking protocol: If buffer Bi is full upon service
completion, then server Mi becomes blocked and the finished part waits until space
becomes available in buffer Bi. The parts in the buffers B1, . . . , Bn are assembled
into one product by (assembly) server Ma. The assembly can start as soon as a part
of each type is available. If some are not available yet, the other ones can wait in
the assembly server (i.e., they are removed from the buffer). The generic random
variable Sa denotes the assembly time of server Ma; Sa is generally distributed with
rate µa and coefficient of variation ca.

The method to approximate the steady-state queue-length distribution of the
buffers is based on decomposition of the assembly system into subsystems. Each
buffer is considered in isolation, and the interaction with other buffers is incorpo-
rated in the service time: it consists of a so-called wait-to-assembly time and the
actual assembly time. The wait-to-assembly time reflects that a part may have
to wait for other parts to arrive, and the parameters of the wait-to-assembly time
(such as the first two moments) are determined by an iterative algorithm. In this
algorithm, the inter-arrival times and service times are approximated by fitting a
simple phase type distribution on the first two moments; then each buffer can be
described by a finite-state quasi-birth-and-death process (QBD), the steady-state
distribution of which can be efficiently determined by matrix-analytic techniques.

Assembly queueing systems have been studied by several authors. Hemachandra
and Eedupuganti [23] look at a fork-join queue in an open system. Rao and Suri [62]
and Krishnamurti et al. [44] also treat a fork-join queue, but then as a closed system.
These references develop approximations. An exact analysis of an assembly system
is presented by Gold [19]. None of these references, however, considers general inter-
arrival and assembly times, and some of them consider assembly systems for two
parts only.

1.4.3 Multi-server queues with multiple arrival streams

Systems fed by multiple arrival streams are very common in practice. For exam-
ple, in a production line, the input to a work station is the output of the machines
in the upstream station. Another example is a wholesale house where many re-
tailers place replenishment orders. In Chapter 6 we consider the superposition of
independent arrival streams, each with independent Coxian distributed inter-arrival
times. A complicating feature of the superposition is that its inter-arrival times
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may no longer be independent. Further, an exact description of the superposition
is computationally not feasible, because the state space explodes when the number
of arrival streams and the number of phases of the Coxian distributions increase.
Therefore accurate and efficient approximations are needed.

The superposition of independent Coxian arrival streams can be exactly de-
scribed by a Markovian Arrival Process (MAP) but, as indicated above, its state
space grows exponentially in the number of streams and in the number of phases of
the Coxian distributions. We propose to aggregate the state space, i.e., to aggregate
the states in which the total number of completed phases is the same. The number
of aggregate states grows polynomially, instead of exponentially. The approximate
arrival process is obtained by assuming that the aggregate process is again a MAP.
To obtain the parameters of this MAP we develop two algorithms, one for Coxian
arrival streams and another (more efficient) one for the case that all streams have
identical mixed-Erlang inter-arrival times.

So far, not much work has been done in approximating multiple arrival streams.
Usually multiple arrival streams are approximated by a renewal process, the inter-
arrival times of which are determined by a two-moment fit. Thus dependencies
between successive inter-arrival times are completely ignored. For example, this ap-
proach was employed by Van Vuuren et al. [75; 79] in a production environment and
by Smits et al. [68] in an inventory environment. In general, this approximation can
lead to severe errors. A more sophisticated method has been developed by Albin [2]
and Whitt [84]. They also approximate the superposition by a renewal process, but
the second moment of the inter-arrival time is determined differently: the squared
coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival time is determined as a convex combina-
tion of the squared coefficients of variation obtained from the so-called asymptotic
and stationary-interval approximations. This method gives reasonable results for
a ΣGI/G/1 queue, but Van Nyen et al. [57] applied the method to a production-
inventory system and concluded that it may result in serious errors. Mitchell [51]
developed a method to fit a matrix exponential distributed process on a correlated
arrival process leaving the first order properties invariant. This method works well,
but it cannot handle the specific correlation structure of multiple arrival streams.
The method assumes that the magnitude of the correlation coefficients decreases in
the lag and that the correlation coefficients are all positive or alternating in sign.
Typically, these assumptions are not satisfied by superpositions of arrival streams.

After developing a method to describe multiple arrival streams, we apply this to
the GI/G/s-queue. There are many approximation methods for GI/G/s queues.
Tijms [72] presents an excellent survey on computational and approximation meth-
ods. He proposes to interpolate between performance characteristics of the GI/D/s
and GI/M/s queue. This works well for the mean waiting time, but, for exam-
ple, not for the delay probability. Another problem is that an exact solution is
only available for some special cases of the GI/D/s queue. Tijms further describes
a two-moment approximation due to Kimura [38]. Simple closed form approxima-
tions for, e.g., the mean waiting time and the delay probability in the GI/G/s queue
are presented by Whitt [87]; he also uses interpolation.
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We develop a method to approximate the performance of the ΣGI/G/s queue.
Hereby, we try to make a trade-off between the quality of the approximation and
the numerical complexity of the algorithm. We approximate the ΣGI/G/s queue
by a single-server queue where both the arrival and service process are represented
by a Markovian Arrival Process (MAP). These MAPs are obtained by aggregat-
ing the state-space of the MAPs exactly describing the arrival and service pro-
cess of the ΣGI/G/s. The single-server queue can be solved efficiently by using
matrix-geometric techniques, yielding an approximation for the complete steady-
state queue-length distribution.

1.4.4 Priority queues

Often, different jobs in a manufacturing system are not treated in the same man-
ner. Some types of jobs may be more important than others, and should therefore
get priority over other jobs at a machine or workstation. If we do not need to know
specific performance characteristics for each type of job, such a system may still
be analyzed as a standard queueing system with one type of job only. However,
if we do want to know performance characteristics for each type of job, the model
describing this system gets far more complicated.

We study a queueing model with m different types of jobs. Jobs of type i get
priority over type j customers when i < j, where i, j = 1, . . . ,m. Customers of type
i arrive according to an arrival process (Ai) with generally distributed inter-arrival
times, characterized by the first two moments. The priority regime we consider
is preemptive-resume. The customers arrive at an infinite buffer, which is located
in front of the server. The service times (Si) of type i customers are generally
distributed and characterized by the first two moments. We are interested in per-
formance characteristics like the mean queue length, the standard deviation of the
queue length and the tail of the queue length distribution.

For priority queues with Poisson arrivals many exact results are available, see
for example [33; 70; 12]. Also, for multi-server priority queues with Poisson arrivals
some approximations have been developed, see e.g. [8; 20]. For single-server priority
queues with general arrivals only methods for models with two priority classes exist,
like [89; 27].

The basic idea of our method is as follows. Decomposition of the queueing sys-
tem gives a queueing system with vacations for each type of customer. The vacation
times are modeled as the busy period of a GI/G/1-queue. We developed an approx-
imation to determine the first two moments of the busy period of a GI/G/1-queue.
The subsystems are linked, which gives us a method to determine the complete
queue-length distribution. In this case, there is no need for an iterative algorithm.
The results of the approximation are compared with a discrete-event simulation.
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1.5 Outline of the thesis

In this chapter we have introduced the most important aspects of manufacturing
systems and translated them into queueing systems. In Chapter 2 an overview is
given of the basics of queueing theory which is used in this thesis. As well as
Markovian Arrival Processes, we introduce Quasi Birth-and-Death processes and
the methods to solve them using matrix-analytic methods. Also, in Chapter 2 we
introduce some algorithms we developed for determining the first two moments of
the inter-arrival times of a superposed arrival process and the maximum of a number
of independent random variables.

Chapter 3 starts with a multi-server tandem queue. This chapter handles a
queueing system with a number of multi-servers with generally distributed service
times in tandem with finite buffers in between. We develop an approximation using
decomposition. Also, tests are performed to check the quality of the approximation.
This chapter is concluded with a case study.

Chapter 4 handles a single server tandem queue with small finite buffers. By
modeling the arrivals and departures in more detail compared to the approach of
Chapter 3, we improve its results in the case of single server tandem queues.

In Chapter 5 we deal with an assembly system. A number of different parts
arrive at queues in front of an assembly server. This assembly server assembles the
parts into one product. We decompose the system into a number of subsystems
for each part. A wait-to-assembly time is introduced as the time the assembly
server has to wait for all parts to be available. The subsystems are solved using
a matrix-analytic method and the characteristics of the wait-to-assembly times are
determined by using an iterative algorithm. Finally, the throughput and mean
sojourn times are compared with results from discrete-event simulation to test the
quality of the algorithm.

Chapter 6 deals with a multi-server queueing system with multiple arrival streams,
this is a so called ΣGI/G/c-queue. We analyze it by aggregating the arrival process
and the service process in a suitable way. Then, we describe it as a state-dependent
Markov process, and solve it by using a matrix-analytic method. In this way we
are able to determine an approximation for the complete queue-length distribution.
The quality is tested by comparing the mean sojourn time and delay probability
against the results of a discrete-event simulation.

Chapter 7 is concerned with a priority system. Different types of customers ar-
rive at a queueing system. These types each have their own priority. The priority
strategy we consider is preemptive resume. Decomposing the queueing system gives
a queueing system with vacations for each type of customer. By exploiting the rela-
tionship between the subsystems, we develop a method to determine the complete
queue-length distribution. Again, the results of the approximation are compared
with a discrete-event simulation.

In Chapter 8 we present an outlook to the analysis of complete networks of
queues with the nodes we studied in earlier chapters. We focus on two types of
networks. First we observe finitely buffered networks. Next, we consider networks
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with infinite buffers. Further, we also give some other directions for future research.

1.5.1 Literature summary

We now give an overview of the papers this thesis is built upon. Chapter 3 is
based on the papers Van Vuuren et al. [75; 79]. The results of Chapter 4 are based
on Van Vuuren & Adan [77; 81]. In Chapter 5 we present the results from Van
Vuuren & Adan [78]. Chapter 6 contains the results of the papers Van Vuuren &
Adan [80; 76]. Finally, Chapter 7 is based on [82].
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Chapter 2

Mathematical background

This chapter introduces techniques and results for the analysis of queueing models,
which are relevant for this thesis. Also, a number of algorithms which are used in
several chapters are treated.

First, we introduce phase-type distributions. We use these types of distributions
throughout the thesis to model the processes that play a role in the systems we
analyze. Often, these distributions are used for two-moment fit procedures. The
procedures to fit a distribution on the first two moments are also described. In
Section 2.1.2 we present an algorithm to compute the first two moments of the
maximum of a number of random variables. This algorithm is used in Chapter 5
and 7. In Chapter 3 and 6 we need the first two moments of the interarrival times
of a superposition of independent arrival processes. An algorithm to compute these
first two moments is presented in Section 2.1.3.

We introduce Markovian Arrival Processes (MAPs) in Section 2.2. We use MAPs
in our models to describe the arrival process to a queueing system. These MAPs can
be used to model arrival processes with dependencies between successive inter-arrival
times. The approximations developed in this thesis lean heavily on the analysis of
quasi birth-and-death processes by means of matrix-analytic methods, which can be
found in Section 2.3. We describe two powerful methods to determine the steady-
state distribution of quasi birth-and-death processes, namely the matrix-geometric
method and the spectral expansion method, and make a comparison between these
two methods.

2.1 Phase-type distributions

Throughout this thesis, random variables are denoted by capitals, X, Y , etc.
The expected value or mean of X is denoted by E(X) and its variance by σ2(X),
where σ(X) is the standard deviation of X. An important quantity is the coefficient
of variation of the positive random variable X defined as

cX =
σ(X)

E(X)
.

17
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The coefficient of variation is a (dimensionless) measure of the variability of the
random variable X. One can say that a random variable has low variability if
cX < 1 and that it has high variability if cX ≥ 1.

A very important distribution in queueing theory is the exponential distribution.
The density of an exponential distribution with parameter µ is given by

f(t) = µe−µt, t > 0.

The cumulative distribution function equals

F (t) = 1 − e−µt, t ≥ 0.

For this distribution we have

E(X) =
1

µ
, σ2(X) =

1

µ2
, c2

X = 1.

An important property of an exponential random variable X with parameter µ is
the memoryless property. This property states that for all x ≥ 0 and t ≥ 0,

P (X > x + t|X > t) = P (X > x) = e−µx.

So the remaining lifetime of X, given that X is still alive at time t, is again
exponentially distributed with the same mean 1/µ. This memoryless property of
exponential random variables is crucial in the analysis of Markov processes.

The exponential distribution has a coefficient of variation of 1. For random
variables with lower or higher variability we need to combine several exponential
distributions; for example, by adding them. The distributions which consist of
several exponential phases are called phase-type distributions. The notation is PH.
This distribution is characterized by a Markov chain with states 1, . . . , k (the so-
called phases) and a transition probability matrix P which is transient. This means
that Pn tends to zero as n tends to infinity. In words, eventually you will always
leave the Markov chain. The residence time in state i is exponentially distributed
with mean 1/µi, and the Markov chain is entered with probability pi in state i,
i = 1, . . . , k. Let random variable X denote the total residence time in the preceding
Markov chain, i.e. X is the total time elapsing from start in the Markov chain till
departure from the Markov chain. Then the distribution of X is called a phase-type
distribution.

We mention two important classes of phase-type distributions which are dense
in the class of all non-negative distribution functions. This is meant in the sense
that for any non-negative distribution function F (·) a sequence of phase-type distri-
butions can be found which pointwise converges at the points of continuity of F (·).
The denseness of the two classes makes them very useful as a practical modeling
tool. A proof of the denseness can be found in [64; 65].

The first class is the class of Coxian distributions, notation Ck, and the other
class consists of mixtures of Erlang distributions with the same scale parameters,
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagram for the Coxian distribution.

Figure 2.2: Phase diagram for the mixed Erlang distribution.

notation E1,...,k. The phase representations of these two classes are shown in the
Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

A random variable X has a Coxian distribution of order k if it has to go through
at most k exponential phases. The mean length of phase n is 1/µn, n = 1, . . . , k.
It starts in phase 1. After phase n it comes to an end with probability 1 − pn and
it enters the next phase with probability pn. Obviously pk = 0. For the Coxian-2
distribution it holds that the squared coefficient of variation is greater than or equal
to 0.5.

A random variable X has a mixed Erlang distribution of order k if it is with
probability pn the sum of n exponentials with the same mean 1/µ, n = 1, . . . , k.

Sometimes we use a third type of distribution, namely a hyperexponential dis-
tribution. A random variable X is hyperexponentially distributed if X is with
probability pi, i = 1, . . . , k an exponential random variable Xi with mean 1/µi. For
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this random variable we use the notation Hk(p1, . . . , pk;µ1, . . . , µk), or simply Hk.
The coefficient of variation cX of this distribution is always greater than or equal
to 1. Note that a H2 distributed random variable with parameters λ1, λ2, q1 and q2

(where λ1 > λ2) is equivalent with a C2 distributed random variable with parameter
µ1, µ2 and p1 if

µ1 = λ1,

µ2 = λ2,

p1 = q2(1 −
λ2

λ1
).

2.1.1 Fitting phase-type distributions

In practice it often occurs that the only accurate information about random
variables that is available is their mean and standard deviation. To obtain an
approximating distribution it is common to fit a phase-type distribution on the
mean, E(X), and the coefficient of variation, cX , of a given positive random variable
X, by using the following simple approach. In case 0 < cX < 1 one fits an Ek−1,k

distribution. More specifically, if

1

k
≤ c2

X ≤
1

k − 1
,

for certain k = 2, 3, . . . , then the approximating distribution is with probability p
(resp. 1 − p) the sum of k − 1 (resp. k) independent exponentials with common
mean 1/µ. By choosing (see e.g. [71])

p =
1

1 + c2
X

[kc2
X − (k(1 + c2

X) − k2c2
X)1/2], µ =

k − p

E(X)
,

the Ek−1,k distribution matches E(X) and cX .
In case c2

X ≥ 0.5 one can use a Coxian-2 distribution for a two-moment fit. The
following set is suggested by [49],

µ1 = 2/E(X), p1 = 0.5/c2
X , µ2 = µ1p1.

We make use of the above set, unless stated otherwise. One can also make use
of a fit with a Gamma-normalization:

µ1 =
2

E(X)


1 +

√
c2
X − 1

2

c2
X + 1


 , µ2 =

4

E(X)
− µ1, p1 = µ2E(X) −

µ2

µ1
.

It is also possible to make a more sophisticated use of phase-type distributions by,
e.g., trying to match the first three (or even more) moments of X or to approximate
the shape of X (see e.g. [84; 34; 22]). Of course, also other phase-type distributions
may be fitted on the mean and the coefficient of variation, but numerical experiments
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suggest that choosing other distributions only has a minor effect on the results,
as shown in [34]. Phase-type distributions may also naturally arise in practical
applications. For example, if the processing of a job involves performing several
tasks, where each task takes an exponential amount of time, then the processing
time can be described by an Erlang distribution.

2.1.2 The maximum of random variables

In this section we calculate the first two moments of the maximum of two in-
dependent Erlang distributed random variables. When we are able to calculate
the maximum of Erlang distributed random variables, we can easily expand this
to mixed Erlang distributed random variables by conditioning on the number of
phases and thus we may expand to phase-type distributed random variables. These
maxima arise, for example, in an assembly system. There, the server has to wait
for all parts to arrive, which can be seen as the maximum of the inter-arrival times
of each of the parts.

Let Ei denote an Erlangki
distributed random variable with scale parameter µi,

i = 1, 2, and assume that E1 and E2 are independent. The maximum of E1 and E2

is phase-type distributed, where the first (random number of) exponential phases
have rate µ1 + µ2. These phases are followed by a (random) number of exponential
phases with rate µ1 or rate µ2, depending on which of the random variables E1

and E2 finishes first. Let q1,j with 0 ≤ j ≤ k2 − 1 be the probability that E2 has
completed j phases when E1 completes its final phase, and similarly, let q2,i with
0 ≤ i ≤ k1−1 be the probability that E1 has completed i phases when E2 completes
its final phase. It is easily verified that q1,j and q2,i both follow a Negative Binomial
distribution, i.e.,

q1,j =

(
k1 − 1 + j

k1 − 1

)(
µ2

µ1 + µ2

)j (
µ1

µ1 + µ2

)k1

, 0 ≤ j ≤ k2 − 1,

q2,i =

(
k2 − 1 + i

k2 − 1

)(
µ1

µ1 + µ2

)i(
µ2

µ1 + µ2

)k2

, 0 ≤ i ≤ k1 − 1.

Conditioned on the event that E1 finishes first and E2 has then completed j
phases, the maximum of E1 and E2 is Erlang distributed with k1 + k2 phases, the
first k1 + j of which have rate µ1 + µ2 and the last k2 − j have rate µ2. Let M1,j

denote this conditional maximum, then

EM1,j =
k1 + j

µ1 + µ2
+

k2 − j

µ2
,

EM2
1,j =

(k1 + j)(k1 + j + 1)

(µ1 + µ2)2
+

2(k1 + j)(k2 − j)

(µ1 + µ2)µ2
+

(k2 − j)(k2 − j + 1)

µ2
2

.

Similarly, let M2,i denote the maximum of E1 and E2, conditioned on the event
that E2 finishes first and E1 has then completed i phases. For the first two moments
of M2,i we have
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EM2,i =
k2 + i

µ1 + µ2
+

k1 − i

µ1
,

EM2
2,i =

(k2 + i)(k2 + i + 1)

(µ1 + µ2)2
+

2(k2 + i)(k1 − i)

(µ1 + µ2)µ1
+

(k1 − i)(k1 − i + 1)

µ2
1

.

Now, the first two moments of the maximum of E1 and E2 can easily be computed
by conditioning on the above events, yielding

E(max{E1, E2}) =

k2−1∑

j=0

q1,jEM1,j +

k1−1∑

i=0

q2,iEM2,i,

E(max{E1, E2}
2) =

k2−1∑

j=0

q1,jEM2
1,j +

k1−1∑

i=0

q2,iEM2
2,i.

Note that, if E1 and E2 are both probabilistic mixtures of Erlang random vari-
ables, which we use for random variables with a coefficient of variation at most 1,
then the first two moments of the maximum of E1 and E2 can be computed from
the above equations by conditioning on the number of phases of E1 and E2. If the
maximum involves random variables with a coefficient of variation larger than 1,
we can use hyperexponential distributions and simply condition on the state of the
random variable.

If we need to obtain the first two moments of the maximum of more than two
random variables, we simply use this method several times. So, first use this method
on the first two random variables, then fit a distribution on the first two moments
of the resulting maximum and add another random variable to the maximum. Note
that the first two moments of the maximum are no longer exact, because the com-
plete distribution of the intermediate maxima is not used, but just the first two
moments.

2.1.3 Superposition of arrival processes

The Poisson process is widely used for arrival processes. The inter-arrival times
in a Poisson process are exponentially distributed. The superposition of a number
of Poisson processes is again a Poisson process where the rate is the sum of the rates
of the individual processes. As said, in manufacturing systems, these processes have
inter-arrival times with different types of distributions. Then, the inter-arrival times
of the superposition are no longer easy to compute. In Chapters 3, 6 and 7 we need
the first two moments of the inter-arrival times of the superposition of a number
of arrival processes. Note that we are not limited to arrival processes, we can also
consider the superposition of, for example, a number of service processes which are
not interrupted.

In this section we consider m independent arrival processes. The inter-arrival
times are assumed to be independent and identically distributed. We are interested
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in the first two moments of an arbitrary inter-arrival time of the superposition
of m arrival processes. Below we distinguish between Coxian2 arrival times and
Erlangk−1,k arrival times. At the end of this section, we consider the case with
non-identical arrival processes.

Coxian2 inter-arrival times

We assume that the inter-arrival times of each arrival process are Coxian2 distributed
with the same parameters. The rate of the first phase is µ1, the rate of the second
phase is µ2 and the probability that the second phase is needed is q. The distribution
of an arbitrary inter-arrival time of the superposition of m arrival processes can be
described by a phase-type distribution with m + 1 phases, numbered 0, 1, . . . ,m.
In phase i exactly i arrival processes are in the second phase of the inter-arrival
time and m − i arrival processes are in the first phase. A phase diagram of the
phase-type distribution of an arbitrary inter-arrival time is shown in Figure 2.3.
The probability to start in phase i is denoted by ai, i = 0, . . . ,m − 1. The sojourn
time in phase i is exponentially distributed with rate νi, and pi is the probability
to continue with phase i + 1 after completion of phase i. Now we explain how to
compute the parameters ai, νi and pi.

ν0 ν1 νm−1 νm

a0 a1 am-1

p1

1-p1

pm-2 pm-1

1-pm-1

Figure 2.3: Phase diagram of an arbitrary inter-arrival time for a superposition of m
Coxian2 arrival processes.

The probability ai can be interpreted as follows. It is the probability that i
arrival processes are in phase 2 just after an arrival. There is at least one process
in phase 1, namely the one that generated the arrival. Since the arrival processes
are mutually independent, the number of arrival processes in phase 2 is binomially
distributed with m − 1 trials and success probability p. The success probability is
equal to the fraction of time a single arrival process is in phase 2, so

p =
qµ1

qµ1 + µ2
.

Hence, for the initial probability ai we get

ai =

(
m − 1

i

)(
qµ1

qµ1 + µ2

)i(
µ2

qµ1 + µ2

)m−1−i

.

To determine the rate νi, note that in state i there are i processes in phase 2 and
m− i in phase 1, so the total rate at which one of the arrival processes completes a
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phase is equal to

νi = (m − i)µ1 + iµ2.

It remains to find pi, the probability that there is no arrival after phase i. In phase
i three things may happen:

1. An arrival process completes phase 1 and immediately continues with phase
2;

2. An arrival process completes phase 1 and generates an arrival;

3. An arrival process completes phase 2 (and thus always generates an arrival).

Clearly, pi is the probability that case 1 happens, so

pi =
q(m − i)µi

νi
.

Now the parameters of the phase-type distribution are known, we can determine
its first two moments. Let Xi denote the total sojourn time, given that we start in
phase i, i = 0, 1, . . . ,m. Starting with

EXm =
1

νm
, EX2

m =
2

ν2
m

,

the first two moments of Xi can be calculated from i = m − 1 down to i = 0 by
using

EXi =
1

νi
+ piEXi+1,

EX2
i =

2

ν2
i

+ pi

(
2EXi+1

νi
+ EX2

i+1

)
.

Then the rate µs and coefficient of variation cs of an arbitrary inter-arrival time of
the superposition of m arrival processes follow from

µ−1
s =

m∑

i=0

aiEXi =
1

m

(
1

µ1
+

q

µ2

)
,

c2
s = µ2

s

(
m∑

i=0

aiEX2
i

)
− 1.

Erlangk−1,k inter-arrival times

Now the inter-arrival times of each arrival process are assumed to be Erlangk−1,k

distributed, i.e., with probability p (respectively 1−p) an inter-arrival time consists
of k − 1 (respectively k) exponential phases with parameter µ. Clearly, the time
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that elapses until one of the m arrival processes completes an arrival phase is ex-
ponential with parameter mµ. The number of arrival phase completions before one
of the arrival processes generates an arrival ranges from 1 up to m(k − 1) + 1. So
the distribution of an arbitrary inter-arrival time of the superposition of m arrival
processes is a mixture of Erlang distributions; with probability pi it consists of i
exponential phases with parameter mµ, i = 1, . . . ,m(k − 1) + 1. Figure 2.4 depicts
the phase diagram. Below we show how to determine the probabilities pi.

Figure 2.4: Phase diagram of an arbitrary inter-arrival time for a superposition of m
Erlangk−1,k arrival processes.

An arbitrary inter-arrival time of the superposition of m arrival processes is
the minimum of m − 1 equilibrium residual inter-arrival times and one full inter-
arrival time. Both residual and full inter-arrival time have a (different) mixed Erlang
distribution. In particular, the residual inter-arrival consists with probability ri of
i phases with parameter µ, where

ri =

{
1/(k − p), i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1;
(1 − p)/(k − p), i = k.

The minimum of two mixed Erlang inter-arrival times has again a mixed Erlang
distribution; below we indicate how the parameters of the distribution of the min-
imum can be determined. Then repeated application of this procedure yields the
minimum of m mixed Erlang inter-arrival times.

Let X1 and X2 be two independent random variables with mixed Erlang distri-
butions, i.e., with probability qk,i the random variable Xk (k = 1, 2) consists of i
exponential phases with parameter µk, i = 1, . . . , nk. Then the minimum of X1 and
X2 consists of at most n1 + n2 − 1 exponential phases with parameter µ1 + µ2. To
find the probability qi that the minimum consists of i phases, we proceed as follows.
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Define qi(j) as the probability that the minimum of X1 and X2 consists of i phase
transitions, where j(≤ i) transitions are due to X1 and i − j transitions are due to
X2. Obviously we have

qi =

min(i,n1)∑

j=max(0,i−n2)

qi(j), i = 1, 2, . . . , n1 + n2 − 1.

To determine qi(j) note that the ith phase transition of the minimum can be due to
either X1 or X2. If X1 makes the last transition, then X1 clearly consists of exactly
j phases and X2 of at least i − j + 1 phases; the probability that X2 makes i − j
transitions before the jth transition of X1 is negative-binomially distributed with
parameters j and µ1/(µ1 + µ2). The result is similar if X2 instead of X1 makes the
last transition. Hence, we obtain

qi(j) =

(
i − 1

j − 1

)(
µ1

µ1 + µ2

)j (
µ2

µ1 + µ2

)i−j

q1,j




n2∑

k=i−j+1

q2,k




+

(
i − 1

j

)(
µ1

µ1 + µ2

)j (
µ2

µ1 + µ2

)i−j



n1∑

k=j+1

q1,k


 q2,i−j ,

1 ≤ i ≤ n1 + n2 − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ i,

where by convention, q1,0 = q2,0 = 0.
By repeated application of the above procedure we can find the probability

pi that the distribution of an arbitrary inter-arrival time of the superposition of m
Erlangk−1,k arrival processes consists of exactly i arrival phases with parameter mµ,
i = 1, 2, . . . ,m(k − 1) + 1. It is now easy to determine the rate µs and coefficient of
variation cs of an arbitrary inter-arrival time, yielding

µ−1
s =

1

m

(
p(k − 1)

µ
+

(1 − p)k

µ

)
=

k − p

mµ
,

and, by using that the second moment of an Ek distribution with scale parameter
µ is k(k + 1)/µ2,

c2
s = µ2

s

m(k−1)+1∑

i=1

pi
i(i + 1)

(mµ)2
− 1 = −1 +

1

(k − p)2

m(k−1)+1∑

i=1

pii(i + 1).

Superposition of different arrival streams

If we want to compute the first two moments of an arbitrary inter-arrival time of
a number of different arrival streams, we have to keep track of all processes, which
leads to an explosion of the state-space. Therefore, the techniques used for identical
arrival streams are not applicable for different arrival streams and thus we do not
compute the first two moments of an arbitrary inter-arrival time exactly.
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Therefore, we determine the first two moments of an arbitrary inter-arrival time
of a number of different arrival streams in an approximative manner. Assume we
want to superpose m arrival streams A1, A2, . . . , Am with phase-type distributed
inter-arrival times. Now, we first compute the first two moments of an arbitrary
inter-arrival time of A1 and A2 using the same techniques as used above and then fit
a Coxian2 or Erlangk−1,k as described in Section 2.1.1. This is then the distribution
of an arbitrary inter-arrival time of a new arrival process S2, which represents the
superposition of the first two arrival processes. Now we continue in a recursive
manner. So, for i = 3, . . . ,m we superpose Ai with Si−1, which eventually gives us
the first two moments of Sm.

Note that this is an approximation for two reasons. First of all, the Si’s are
assumed to be renewal processes, which is not the case in reality. The second reason
is that we fit a distribution on the first two moments of the inter-arrival times of
the Si’s, which disregards all other moments.

2.2 Markovian Arrival Processes

A Markovian Arrival Process (MAP) is a Markov process with two types of
transitions. There are transitions on which there is an arrival and transitions on
which there is no arrival. An arrival in a MAP isn’t necessarily a real arrival in
a system; it can be any type of event. For example, MAP’s can also be used to
describe the service process at a queue.

A MAP is defined in terms of a continuous-time Markov process with finite state
space, {0, · · · , k − 1} say, and generator A0 + A1. The element A1,(i,j) denotes the
intensity of transitions from i to j accompanied by an arrival, whereas for i 6= j
element A0,(i,j) denotes the intensity of the remaining transitions from i to j and
the diagonal elements A0,(i,i) are negative and chosen such that the row sums of
A0 + A1 are zero. For example, for a Coxian arrival stream with parameters k, νi,
and pi, i = 0, . . . , k−1, the transition rate matrices A0 and A1 (of dimension k×k)
are given by:

A0,(i,i) = −νi, for i = 0, . . . , k − 1,

A0,(i,i+1) = piνi, for i = 0, . . . , k − 2,

A1,(i,0) = (1 − pi)νi, for i = 0, . . . , k − 1,

and all other entries are zero. Note that pk−1 is always equal to 0. The long-run
fraction of time πi that this MAP is in state i is equal to

πi =

∏i−1
j=0 pj

Cνi
, for i = 1, . . . , k − 1,

where C is the normalization constant and π0 = 1/C.
As one can see, it is possible to model a phase-type distribution as a MAP. In

fact, all MAPs for which the arrival transitions come from one state or go to one
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state, are phase-type distributions. The strength of MAPs is that it is possible
to model processes with dependent inter-arrival times by not pointing all arrival
transitions from or to one state. It can even be shown that the class of MAPs is
dense in the class of non-renewal distributions [5].

An example of a MAP with dependencies between subsequent realizations is the
superposition of two Erlang2 distributed processes, both with parameter µ. The
state space S of the MAP can then, for example, become the number of processes
which is in its second phase, which gives S = {0, 1, 2}. The matrices A0 and A1 are

A0 =



−2µ 2µ 0

0 −2µ µ
0 0 −2µ


 ,

and

A1 =




0 0 0
µ 0 0
0 2µ 0


 .

As you can see, dependencies between the successive arrivals now arise. In
this example the correlation coefficient between two successive arrivals is equal to
−0.1, which may have a big influence on the performance of a system. For more
information on MAPs, the reader is referred to [55].

2.3 Quasi birth-and-death processes

In this section we consider M/M/1 type models, more commonly known as quasi
birth-death processes. We will present two methods for analyzing the equilibrium
behavior of M/M/1 type models: the matrix-geometric method and the spectral
expansion method.

We consider a Markov process, the state space of which consists of two parts: the
boundary states (0, j) where j ranges from 0 to n, and a semi infinite strip of states
(i, j) where i ranges from 1 to ∞ and j from 0 to m. The states are ordered lex-
icographically, that is, (0, 0), (0, 1), . . . , (0, n), (1, 0), . . . , (1,m), (2, 0), . . . , (2,m), . . ..
The set of boundary states {(0, 0), (0, 1), . . . , (0,m)} will be called level 0, and the
set of states {(i, 0), (i, 1), . . . , (i, n)}, i ≥ 1, will be called level i. Note that the num-
ber of states at level 0 may be different from the number of states at higher levels
(and this is typically the case in many problems). A picture of the state space is
given in Figure 2.5.

We partition the state space according to these levels, and for this partitioning
we assume that the generator Q is of the form

Q =




B00 B01 0 0 0 . . .
B10 A1 A0 0 0 . . .
0 A2 A1 A0 0 . . .
0 0 A2 A1 A0

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .




.
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Figure 2.5: State space of M/M/1 type model.

where the matrix B00 is of dimension (n + 1)× (n + 1), B01 of dimension (n + 1)×
(m + 1), B10 of dimension (m + 1)× (n + 1), and A0, A1, A2 are square matrices of
dimension m + 1. Note that A0 + A1 + A2 is a generator; it describes the behavior
of the Markov process Q in the (vertical) j-direction only.

Note that the border of the Markov process can consist of more than one level,
instead of only one as in the description above.

From here on we will assume that the Markov process Q is irreducible and that
the generator A0 + A1 + A2 has exactly one communicating class. Concerning the
stability of Q we state the following result.

Theorem 1 The Markov process Q is ergodic (stable) if and only if

πA0e < πA2e, (2.1)

where e is the column vector of ones and π = (π0, π1, . . . , πm) is the equilibrium
distribution of the Markov process with generator A0 + A1 + A2; so

π(A0 + A1 + A2) = 0, πe = 1.

For a rigorous proof of this theorem we refer the reader to [54]. Condition (2.1)
has an appealing intuitive interpretation. The term πA0e is the mean drift from
level i to level i + 1, and πA2e is the mean drift from level i + 1 to level i; clearly
the process is stable if the drift to the left is greater than the drift to the right (cf.
the M/M/1 model where the drift to the right is λ and the drift to the left µ).
Condition (1) is known as Neuts’ mean drift condition. For a proof of this result we
refer the reader to [54].

2.3.1 Matrix-geometric method

For an elegant treatment of matrix-geometric solutions the reader is referred
to [54; 45]. In this section we just state some of the main results. Provided the
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Markov process Q is ergodic, the equilibrium probability vectors pi are given by the
matrix-geometric form

pi = (p(i, 0), p(i, 1), . . . , p(i,m)) = p1R
i−1, i = 1, 2, . . . , (2.2)

where the matrix R is the minimal nonnegative solution of the matrix-quadratic
equation

A0 + RA1 + R2A2 = 0. (2.3)

That is, any other nonnegative solution R̃ of the above matrix equation satisfies
R ≤ R̃. The matrix R, usually called the rate matrix of the Markov process Q, has
spectral radius less than one (so I − R is invertible).

The rate matrix R also has an interesting (and useful) probabilistic interpre-
tation. The element Rjk is the expected time spent in state (i + 1, k) before the
first return to level i, expressed in time unit −1/(A1)jj , given the initial state
(i, j). Note that −1/(A1)jj is the expected sojourn time in state (i, j) with i > 0.
From the interpretation of R we may immediately conclude that zero rows in A0

correspond to zero rows in R.
The equilibrium equations for the probability vectors p0 and p1 are given by

p0B00 + p1B10 = 0, (2.4)

p0B01 + p1A1 + p2A2 = 0. (2.5)

Hence, substituting p2 = p1R we get the following boundary equations for p0 and
p1,

p0B00 + p1B10 = 0,

p0B01 + p1B11 + p1RA2 = 0.

To uniquely determine p0 and p1 we further need the normalization equation

1 =

∞∑

i=0

pie = p0e + p1(I + R + R2 + · · · )e = p0e + p1(I − R)−1.

For the computation of the matrix R we may rewrite (2.3) in the form

R = −(A0 + R2A2)A
−1
1 ;

note that A1 is indeed invertible, since A1 is a transient generator. The above (fixed
point) equation may be solved by successive substitutions, so

Rk+1 = −(A0 + R2
kA2)A

−1
1 , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (2.6)

starting with R0 = 0. It can be shown that, as k tends to infinity,

Rk ↑ R.
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This is a very simple scheme for the computation of R; in the literature more
sophisticated and efficient schemes have been developed, see, e.g., [45].

Throughout this thesis we use the logarithmic reduction algorithm. This is an
iterative algorithm developed by Naoumov et al. [53] to determine the R matrix.
The algorithm for R is listed in Figure 2.6.

N  : =  A 1
L  : =  A 0
M  : =  A 2
W  : =  A 1
d i f  : =  1

w h i l e  d i f  >  e
{
   X  : =  - N - 1 L
   Y  : =  - N - 1 M
   Z  : =  L Y
   d i f  : =  | | Z | |
   W  : =  W  +  Z
   N  : =  N  +  Z  +  M X
   Z  : =  L X
   L  : =  Z
   Z  : =  M Y
   M  : =  Z
}
R  : =  - A 0 W - 1

Figure 2.6: Algorithm of Naoumov et al. [53] to determine the rate matrix R, where ‖.‖
denotes a matrix-norm and ǫ some small positive number.

2.3.2 Spectral expansion method

In this section we describe the spectral expansion method; for more details the
reader is referred to [52].

The basic idea of the method is to first try to find basis solutions of the form

pi = yxi−1, i = 1, 2, . . . , (2.7)

where y = (y(0), y(1), . . . , y(m)) 6= 0 and | x |< 1, satisfying the equilibrium equa-
tions for the levels i > 1, i.e.,

pi−1A0 + piA1 + pi+1A2 = 0. (2.8)

We require that | x |< 1, since we want to be able to normalize the solution of
(2.8). Then the basis solutions will be linearly combined so as to also satisfy the
equilibrium equations for the boundary states (i.e., levels 0 and 1). Substituting
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(2.7) into (2.8) and dividing by common powers of x yields

y(A0 + xA1 + x2A2) = 0. (2.9)

These equations have a non-null solution for y if

det(A0 + xA1 + x2A2) = 0. (2.10)

Hence, the desired values of x are the roots x with | x |< 1 of the determinantal
equation (2.10). Equation (2.10) is a polynomial equation of degree 2(m + 1).
Hence it has 2(m + 1) (possibly complex) roots. Provided the Markov process
Q is ergodic, there exist exactly m + 1 roots x with | x |< 1 (where each root
is counted according to its multiplicity); this number will appear to be exactly
enough to satisfy the boundary equations. Let us assume that these m+1 roots are
different, and label them as x0, x1, . . . , xm. Let yj be a non-null solution of (2.9)
with x = xj , j = 0, 1, . . . ,m. We then set

pi =

m∑

j=0

cjyjx
i−1
j , i = 1, 2, . . . (2.11)

Expression (2.11) is usually referred to as the spectral expansion of the equilibrium
probability vectors pi. The coefficients cj of this expansion have to be determined
yet. Note that, since the equilibrium equations are linear, the expansion (2.11)
satisfies the equilibrium equations for the levels i > 1 for any choice of the coefficients
c0, c1, . . . , cm. Substituting the spectral expansion for p1 and p2 into (2.4)-(2.5) we
get the following set of equations for the coefficients c0, . . . , cm and the vector p0,

p0B00 +
m∑

j=0

cjyjB10 = 0,

p0B01 +

m∑

j=0

cjyjA1 +

m∑

j=0

cjyjxjA2 = 0.

Together with the normalization equation

1 = p0e +

m∑

j=0

cjyje
1

1 − xj
,

this set of equations uniquely determines p0 and c0, . . . , cm.
The relation between the matrix-geometric representation and the spectral ex-

pansion for the equilibrium probability vectors pi is clear: the roots x0, x1, . . . , xm

are the eigenvalues of R with corresponding left eigenvectors y0, y1, . . . , ym.
There are differences in the computational complexity of the spectral expansion

type of methods and the matrix-geometric type of methods. For a large class of mod-
els the spectral expansion method can be more efficient than the matrix-geometric
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method. Roughly said, this is the case when an explicit polynomial equation for
the determinant is known. For example, Bertsimas [6] presents a spectral expansion
method for the Ck/Cl/m-queue and Adan and Resing [1] present a spectral ex-
pansion method for models on a semi-infinite strip. Otherwise, the computational
complexity of both models is comparable. A disadvantage of the spectral expansion
method is that one may encounter numerical problems. This holds especially when
the roots are close to each other, which for example happens when the load of the
system is close to one. For an extensive comparison between the two methods we
refer to Chakka [11].

2.3.3 Distribution of the number of arrivals during a service

In Chapter 7 we need the first two moments of the number of arrivals during
a service, where the inter-arrival times and service times are characterized by a
phase-type distribution. The phase-type distribution of the inter-arrival times is
characterized by rate matrix AR0 of size na × na, which describes the transitions
without an arrival and rate matrix AR1 of size na × na, which describes the transi-
tions with an arrival and a starting vector α of size na. The phase-type distribution
of the service times is similarly characterized by rate matrices S0 and S1 of size
ns × ns and starting vector β of size ns.

We can keep track of the number of arrivals during a service by using a continuous-
time Markov process with states (i, j,m). The state variable i = 0, 1, . . . denotes
the total number of arrivals, whereas the state variable j = 1, 2, . . . , nA indicates
the phase of the arrival process A. Finally, m = 1, 2, . . . , nD indicates the phase of
the service process S. Denote by level i the set of states where i arrivals occurred
and order the states within a level lexicographically.

Now, we can describe the transition rates of the Markov process. Let the matrix
A0 denote the transition rates between states at level i and matrix A1 describe
the transition rates from states at level i to states at level i + 1. Vector s gives
the transition rates from states at level i corresponding to service completion and
vector γ describes the initial starting vector of the Markov process:

A0 = AR0 ⊗ Ins
+ Ina

⊗ S0,

A1 = AR1 ⊗ Ins
,

s = (Ina
⊗ S1)e,

γ = α ⊗ β,

where In is the identity matrix of size n, e is a vector of ones and if A is an n1 ×n2

matrix and B an n3 × n4 matrix the Kronecker product A ⊗ B is an n1n3 × n2n4

matrix defined by

A ⊗ B =




A(1, 1)B · · · A(1, n2)B
...

...
A(n1, 1)B · · · A(n1, n2)B


 .
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In this description time is included, but we are only interested in the number of
arrivals when reaching service completion. However, we only need to keep track of
the jumps. Therefore, we translate this Markov process to a discrete time Markov
chain of jumps:

P0(i, j) =
A0(i, j)

−A0(i, i)
, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , nans ∧ i 6= j,

P1(i, j) =
A0(i, j)

−A0(i, i)
, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , nans ∧ i 6= j,

r(i) =
s(i)

−A0(i, i)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , nans.

The next step is to determine matrix Q, which contains the probabilities to enter
states at level i+1, given that the Markov chain starts in a state at level i. That is,
element Q(k, l) denotes the probability to enter level i + 1 in state l, when starting
in state k at level i. The following relation holds for Q,

Q = P0Q + P1,

which can be rewritten as

Q = (Inans
− P0)

−1P1.

Note that Inans
− P0 is invertible, since P0 is sub-stochastic. Define vector πi as

the probability that i arrivals occur before service completion for each initial state
of the Markov chain. The following relation holds for π0,

π0 = P0π0 + r,

which can be rewritten as

π0 = (Inans
− P0)

−1r.

For πi we first have to reach level i before service completion, so

πi = Qi(Inans
− P0)

−1r, i = 0, 1, . . . . (2.12)

If N denotes the number of arrivals during service, then, by substituting (2.12), we
get

EN =

∞∑

i=0

iγπi = γQ(Inans
− Q)−2(Inans

− P0)
−1r,

EN2 =

∞∑

i=0

i2γπi = 2γQ2(Inans
− Q)−3(Inans

− P0)
−1r + EN.



Chapter 3

Multi-server tandem queue with

finite buffers

This chapter deals with the approximative analysis of a tandem queue with finite
buffers and multi-server stations. The service times of the servers in the stations are
generally distributed, characterized by the first two moments of the service times.
The method decomposes the tandem queue into multi-server subsystems with one
buffer. Each multi-server subsystem is approximated by a single (super) server sys-
tem with state dependent arrival and departure rates, the queue-length distribution
of which can be efficiently computed by a spectral expansion method. The param-
eters of the inter-arrival and service times of each subsystem are determined by an
iterative algorithm. Numerical results show that this method produces accurate es-
timates for important performance characteristics as the throughput and the mean
sojourn time.

3.1 Model and decomposition

We consider a tandem queue (L) with M server-groups in series and M−1 buffers
Bi, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1, of size bi in between. The server-groups are labeled Mi, i =
0, . . . ,M−1; server-group Mi has mi parallel identical servers. The random variable
Si denotes the service time of a server in group Mi; Si is generally distributed with
rate µp,i (and thus with mean 1/µp,i) and coefficient of variation cp,i. Each server
can serve one customer at a time and the customers are served in order of arrival.
The servers of M0 are never starved and we consider the ’blocking after service’
(BAS) blocking protocol. Figure 3.1 shows a tandem queue with four server groups.

The tandem queue L is decomposed into M − 1 subsystems L1, L2, . . . , LM−1.
Subsystem Li consists of a finite buffer of size bi, mi−1 so-called arrival servers in
front of the buffer, and mi so-called departure servers after the buffer. The arrival
and departure servers are virtual servers who describe the arrivals to a buffer and
the departures from a buffer. The decomposition of L is shown in Figure 3.1.

The random variable Ai denotes the service time of an arrival-server in subsystem
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Figure 3.1: The tandem queue L and its decomposition into three subsystems L1, L2 and
L3.

Li, i = 1, . . . ,M −1. This random variable represents the service time of a server in
server-group Mi−1 including possible starvation of this server. The random variable
Di denotes the service time of a departure-server in subsystem Li; it represents
the service time of a server in server-group Mi including possible blocking of this
server. Let us indicate the rates of Ai and Di by µa,i and µd,i and their coefficients
of variation by ca,i and cd,i, respectively. If these characteristics are known, we
are able to approximate the queue-length distribution of each subsystem. Then, by
using the queue-length distribution we can also approximate characteristics of the
complete tandem queue, such as the throughput and mean sojourn time.

3.2 Service times of arrival- and departure servers

In this section we describe how the service times of the arrival and departure
servers in subsystem Li are modeled.

The service time Di of a departure-server in subsystem Li is approximated as
follows. We define bi,j as the probability that just after service completion of a server
in server-group Mi, exactly j servers of server-group Mi are blocked. This means
that, with probability bi,j , a server in server-group Mi has to wait for one residual
inter-departure time and j − 1 full inter-departure times of the next server-group
Mi+1 before the customer can leave the server. The inter-departure times of server-
group Mi+1 are assumed to be independent and distributed as the inter-departure
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times of the superposition of mi+1 independent service processes, each with service
times Di+1; the residual inter-departure time is approximated by the equilibrium
residual inter-departure time of the superposition of these service processes. Let the
random variable SDi+1 denote the inter-departure time of server-group Mi+1 and
RSDi+1 the residual inter-departure time. Figure 3.2 displays a representation of
the service time of a departure-server of subsystem Li.

Figure 3.2: Representation of the service time Di of a departure-server of subsystem Li.

In Chapter 1 we explained how the rates and coefficients of variation of SDi+1

and RSDi+1 can be determined. If also the blocking probabilities bi,j are known,
then we can determine the rate µd,i and coefficient of variation cd,i of the service time
Di of a departure-server of subsystem Li. The distribution of Di is approximated
by fitting an Erlangk−1,k or Coxian2 distribution on µd,i and cd,i, depending on
whether c2

d,i is less, or greater or equal than 1/2. The fits we used are also explained
in Chapter 1.

The service times Ai of the arrival-servers in subsystem Li are modeled similarly.
Instead of bi,j we now use si,j defined as the probability that just after service
completion of a server in server-group Mi, exactly j servers of Mi are starved.
This means that, with probability si,j , a server in server-group Mi has to wait one
residual inter-departure time and j−1 full inter-departure times from the preceding
server-group Mi−1. Figure 3.3 displays a representation of the service time of an
arrival-server of subsystem Li.

3.3 Spectral analysis of a subsystem

By fitting Coxian or Erlang distributions on the service times Ai and Di, sub-
system Li can be modeled as a finite state Markov process; below we describe this
Markov process in more detail for a subsystem with ma arrival servers, md departure
servers and a buffer of size b.
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Figure 3.3: Representation of the service time Ai of an arrival-server of subsystem Li.

To reduce the state space we replace the arrival and departure servers by super
servers with state-dependent service times. The service time of the super arrival
server is the inter-departure time of the service processes of the non-blocked arrival
servers. If the buffer is not full, all arrival servers are working. In this case, the inter-
departure time (or super service time) is assumed to be Coxianl distributed, where
phase j (j = 1, . . . , l) has parameter λj and pj is the probability to proceed to the
next phase (note that Erlang distributions are a special case of Coxian distributions).
If the buffer is full, one or more arrival servers may be blocked. Then the super
service time is Coxian distributed, the parameters of which depend on the number
of active servers (and follow from the inter-departure time distribution of the active
service processes). The service time of the super departure server is defined similarly.
In particular, if none of the departure servers is starved, the super service time is
the inter-departure time of the service processes of all md departure servers. This
inter-departure time is assumed to be Coxiann distributed with parameters µj and
qj (j = 1, . . . , n). So, the time spent in phase j is exponentially distributed with
parameter µj and the probability to proceed to the next phase is qj .

Now the subsystem can be described by a Markov process with states (i, j, k).
The state variable i denotes the total number of customers in the subsystem. Clearly,
i is at most equal to md + b+ma. Note that, if i > md + b, then i−md − b actually
indicates the number of blocked arrival servers. The state variable j (k) indicates
the phase of the service time of the super arrival (departure) server. If i ≤ md + b,
then the service time of the super arrival server consists of l phases; the number of
phases depends on i for i > md + b. Similarly, the number of phases of the service
time of the super departure server is n for i ≥ md, and it depends on i for i < md.

The steady-state distribution of this Markov process can be determined effi-
ciently by using the spectral expansion method, see e.g. Mitrani [52]. Using the
spectral expansion method, Bertsimas [6] analyzed a multi-server system with an
infinite buffer; we will adapt this method for finite buffer systems. The advantage of
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the spectral expansion method is that the time to solve a subsystem is independent
of the size of the buffer.

Below we formulate the equilibrium equations for the equilibrium probabilities
P (i, j, k). Only the equations in the states (i, j, k) with md < i < md + b are
presented; the form of the equations in the other states appears to be of minor
importance to the analysis.

So, for md < i < md + b we have:

P (i, 1, 1)(λ1 + µ1) =

l∑

j=1

(1 − pj)λjP (i − 1, j, 1) +

n∑

k=1

(1 − qk)µkP (i + 1, 1, k), (3.1)

P (i, j, 1)(λj + µ1) = pj−1λj−1P (i, j − 1, 1) +

n∑

k=1

(1 − qk)µkP (i + 1, j, k),

j = 2, . . . , l, (3.2)

P (i, 1, k)(λ1 + µk) = qk−1µk−1P (i, 1, k − 1) +

l∑

j=1

(1 − pj)λjP (i − 1, j, k),

k = 2, . . . , n, (3.3)

P (i, j, k)(λj + µk) = pj−1λj−1P (i, j − 1, k) + qk−1µk−1P (i, j, k − 1),

j = 2, . . . , l, k = 2, . . . , n. (3.4)

We are going to use the separation of variables technique presented in Mickens [50],
by assuming that the equilibrium probabilities P (i, j, k) are of the form

P (i, j, k) = DjRkwi, md ≤ i ≤ md + b, 2 ≤ j ≤ l, 2 ≤ k ≤ n. (3.5)

Substituting (3.5) in the equilibrium equations (3.1)-(3.4) and dividing by common
powers of w yields:

D1R1(λ1 + µ1) =
1

w

l∑

j=1

(1 − pj)λjDjR1 + w

n∑

k=1

(1 − qk)µkD1Rk, (3.6)

DjR1(λj + µ1) = pj−1λj−1Dj−1R1 + w

n∑

k=1

(1 − qk)µkDjRk,

2 ≤ j ≤ l, (3.7)

D1Rk(λ1 + µk) =
1

w

l∑

j=1

(1 − pj)λjDjRk + qk−1µk−1D1Rk−1,

2 ≤ k ≤ n, (3.8)

DjRk(λj + µk) = pj−1λj−1Dj−1Rk + qk−1µk−1DjRk−1,

2 ≤ j ≤ l, 2 ≤ k ≤ n. (3.9)
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We can rewrite (3.9) as:

λjDj − pj−1λj−1Dj−1

Dj
=

−µkRk + qk−1µk−1Rk−1

Rk
,

2 ≤ j ≤ l, 2 ≤ k ≤ n. (3.10)

Since (3.10) holds for each combination of j and k, the left-hand side of (3.10) is
independent of k and the right-hand side of (3.10) is independent of j. Hence, there
exists a constant x, depending on w, such that

−xDj = λjDj − pj−1λj−1Dj−1, 2 ≤ j ≤ l, (3.11)

−xRk = −µkRk + qk−1µk−1Rk−1, 2 ≤ k ≤ n. (3.12)

Solving equation (3.11) gives

Dj = D1

l−1∏

r=1

prλr

x + λr+1
. (3.13)

Substituting (3.13) in (3.8) and using equation (3.12) we find the following relation-
ship between x and w,

w =

l∑

j=1

(1 − pj)λj

x + λj

j−1∏

r=1

prλr

x + λr
. (3.14)

Note that w is equal to the Laplace Stieltjes transform fA(s) of the service time of
the super arrival server, evaluated at s = x. Now we do the same for (3.7) yielding
another relationship between x and w,

1

w
=

n∑

k=1

(1 − qk)µk

−x + µk

k−1∏

r=1

qrµr

−x + µr
. (3.15)

Clearly, 1/w is equal to the Laplace Stieltjes transform fD(s) of the service time of
the super departure server, evaluated at s = −x. Substituting (3.14) and (3.15) in
(3.6) and using (3.11) and (3.12) we find that

1 = fA(x)fD(−x).

This is a polynomial equation of degree l+n; the roots are labeled xt, t = 1, . . . , l+n,
and they are assumed to be distinct. Note that these roots may be complex-valued.
Using equation (3.15) we can find the corresponding l + n values for wt for t =
1, . . . , l+n. Summarizing, for each t, we obtain the following solution of (3.1)-(3.4),

P (i, j, k) = Bt

(
j−1∏

r=1

prλr

xt + λr+1

)(
k−1∏

r=1

qrµr

−xt + µr+1

)
wi

t,

mb ≤ i ≤ md + b, 1 ≤ j ≤ l, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
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where Bt = D1,tR1,t is some constant. Since the equilibrium equations are linear,
any linear combination of the above solutions satisfies (3.1)-(3.4). Hence, the general
solution of (3.1)-(3.4) is given by

P (i, j, k) =
l+n∑

t=1

Bt

(
j−1∏

r=1

prλr

x(wt) + λr+1

)(
k−1∏

r=1

qrµr

−x(wt) + µr+1

)
wi

t,

mb ≤ i ≤ md + b, 1 ≤ j ≤ l, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

Finally, the unknown coefficients Bt and the unknown equilibrium probabilities
P (i, j, k) for i < md and i > md + b can be determined from the equilibrium
equations for i ≤ md and i ≥ md + b and the normalization equation.

3.4 Iterative algorithm

We now describe the iterative algorithm for approximating the performance char-
acteristics of tandem queue L. The algorithm is based on the decomposition of L in
M − 1 subsystems L1, L2, . . . , LM−1. Before going into detail in Section 3.4.2, we
present the outline of the algorithm in Section 3.4.1.

3.4.1 Outline of the algorithm

Step 0: Determine initial characteristics of the service times Di of the departure
servers of subsystem Li, i = M − 1, . . . , 1.

Step 1: For subsystem Li, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1:

(a) Determine the first two moments of the service time Ai of the arrival
servers, given the queue-length distribution and throughput of subsystem
Li−1.

(b) Determine the queue-length distribution of subsystem Li.

(c) Determine the throughput Ti of subsystem Li.

Step 2: Determine the new characteristics of the service times Di of the departure
servers of subsystem Li, i = M − 1, . . . , 1.

Step 3: Repeat Step 1 and 2 until the service time characteristics of the departure
servers have converged.

3.4.2 Details of the algorithm

Step 0: Initialization
The first step of the algorithm is to set bi,j = 0 for all i and j. This means that
we initially assume that there is no blocking. This also means that the random
variables Di are initially the same as the service times Si.
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Step 1: Evaluation of subsystems
We now know the service time characteristics of the departure servers of Li, but
we also need to know the characteristics of the service times of its arrival servers,
before we are able to determine the queue-length distribution of Li.

(a) Service times of arrival servers
For the first subsystem L1, the characteristics of A1 are the same as those of S0,
because the servers of M0 cannot be starved.

For the other subsystems we proceed as follows. By application of Little’s law
to the arrival servers, it follows that the throughput of the arrival servers multiplied
with the mean service time of an arrival server is equal to the mean number of
active (i.e. non-blocked) arrival servers. The mean service time of an arrival server
of subsystem i is equal to 1/µa,i and the mean number of active servers is equal to


1 −

mi−1∑

j=1

pi,mi+bi+j


mi−1 +

mi−1∑

j=1

pi,mi+bi+j(mi−1 − j).

So, we have for the throughput Ti of subsystem Li,

Ti =


1 −

mi−1∑

j=1

pi,mi+bi+j


mi−1µa,i +

mi−1∑

j=1

pi,mi+bi+j(mi−1 − j)µa,i,(3.16)

where pi,j denotes the probability of j customers in subsystem Li. By substituting

the estimate T
(n)
i−1 for Ti and p

(n−1)
i,ni+j for pi,ni+j we get as new estimate for the service

rate µa,i,

µ
(n)
a,i =

T
(n)
i−1

(1 −
∑mi−1

j=1 p
(n−1)
i,mi+bi+j)mi−1 +

∑mi−1

j=1 p
(n−1)
i,mi+bi+j(mi−1 − j)

,

where the super scripts indicate in which iteration the quantities have been calcu-
lated.

To approximate the coefficient of variation ca,i of Ai we use the representation
for Ai as described in Section 3.2 (which is based on si−1,j , Si−1, RSAi−1 and
SAi−1).

(b) Analysis of subsystem Li

Based on the (new) characteristics of the service times of both arrival and departure
servers we can determine the steady-state queue-length distribution of subsystem Li.
To do so we first fit Coxian2 or Erlangk−1,k distributions on the first two moments of
the service times of the arrival-servers and departure-servers as described in Section
2.1.1. Then we calculate the equilibrium probabilities pi,j by using the spectral
expansion method as described in Section 3.4.

(c) Throughput of subsystem Li

Once the steady-state queue-length distribution is known, we can determine the new
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throughput T
(n)
i :

T
(n)
i =


1 −

mi−1∑

j=0

p
(n)
i,j


miµ

(n−1)
d,i +

mi−1∑

j=1

p
(n)
i,j jµ

(n−1)
d,i . (3.17)

We also determine new estimates for the probabilities bi−1,j that j servers of
server-group Mi−1 are blocked after service completion of a server in server-group
Mi−1 and the probabilities si,j that j servers of server-group Mi are starved after
service completion of a server in server-group Mi.

We perform Step 1 for every subsystem from L1 up to LM−1.

Step 2: Service times of departure servers
Now we have new information about the departure processes of the subsystems. So
we can again calculate the first two moments of the service times of the departure-
servers, starting from DM−2 down to D1. Note that DM−1 is always the same as
SM−1, because the servers in server-group MM−1 can never be blocked.

A new estimate for the rate µd,i of Di is determined from

µ
(n)
d,i =

T
(n)
i+1

(1 −
∑mi−1

j=0 p
(n)
i,j )mi +

∑mi−1
j=1 p

(n)
i,j j

. (3.18)

The calculation of a new estimate for the coefficient of variation cd,i of Di is similar
to the one of Ai.

Step 3: Convergence criterion
After Step 1 and 2 we check whether the iterative algorithm has converged by
comparing the departure rates in the (n − 1)-th and n-th iteration. We decide to
stop when the sum of the absolute values of the differences between these rates is
less than ε; otherwise we repeat Step 1 and 2. So the convergence criterion is

M−1∑

i=1

∣∣∣µ(n)
d,i − µ

(n−1)
d,i

∣∣∣ < ε.

Of course, we may use other stop-criteria as well; for example, we may consider the
throughput instead of the departure rates. The bottom line is that we go on until
all parameters do not change anymore.

Remark: Equality of throughputs
It is easily seen that, after convergence, the throughputs in all subsystems are equal.

Let us assume that the iterative algorithm has converged, so µ
(n)
d,i = µ

(n−1)
d,i for all
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i = 1, . . . ,M − 1. From Equations (3.17) and (3.18) we find the following:

T
(n)
i =


1 −

mi−1∑

j=0

p
(n)
i,j


miµ

(n−1)
d,i +

mi−1∑

j=1

p
(n)
i,j jµ

(n−1)
d,i

=


1 −

mi−1∑

j=0

p
(n)
i,j


miµ

(n)
d,i +

mi−1∑

j=1

p
(n)
i,j jµ

(n)
d,i

= T
(n)
i+1.

Hence we can conclude that the throughputs in all subsystems are the same after
convergence.

Complexity analysis
The complexity of this method is as follows. Within the iterative algorithm, solving
a subsystem consumes most of the time. In one iteration a subsystem is solved M
times. The number of iterations needed is difficult to predict, but in practice this
number is about three to seven iterations.

The time consuming part of solving a subsystem is solving the boundary equa-
tions. This can be done in O((ma + md)(kakd)

3) time, where ka is the number of
phases of the distribution of one arrival process and kd is the number of phases of the
distribution of one departure process. Then, the time complexity of one iteration
becomes O(M maxi((mi + mi−1)(kiki−1)

3)). This means that the time complexity
is polynomial and it doesn’t depend on the sizes of the buffers.

3.5 Numerical results

In this section we present some numerical results. To investigate the quality
of our method we compare it with discrete-event simulation. After that, we com-
pare our method with the method developed by Tahilramani et al. [69], which is
implemented in QNAT [88].

3.5.1 Comparison with simulation

In order to investigate the quality of our method we compare the throughput
and the mean sojourn time with the ones produced by discrete-event simulation.
We are especially interested in investigating for which set of input-parameters our
method gives satisfying results. Each simulation run is sufficiently long such that
the relative widths of the 95% confidence intervals of the throughput and the mean
sojourn time are smaller than 1%.

In order to test the quality of the method we use a broad set of parameters. We
test two different lengths M of tandem queues, namely with 4 and 8 server-groups.
For each tandem queue we vary the number of servers mi in the server-groups; we
use tandems with 1 server per server-group, 5 servers per server-group and with the
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sequence (4, 1, 2, 8). We also vary the level of balance in the tandem queue; every
server-group has a maximum total rate of 1 and the group right after the middle
can have a total rate of 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.5 and 2. The coefficient of variation of the
service times varies between 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2. Finally we vary the buffer
sizes between 0, 2, 5 and 10. This leads to a total of 720 test-cases. The results for
each category are summarized in Table 3.1 up to 3.5. Each table lists the average
error in the throughput and the mean sojourn time compared with the simulation
results. Each table also gives for 4 error-ranges the percentage of the cases which
fall in that range. The results for a selection of 54 cases can be found in Table 3.6
and 3.7.

Buffer Error in throughput
sizes (bi) Avg. 0-5 % 5-10 % 10-15 % > 15 %

0 5.7 % 55.0 % 35.0 % 4.4 % 5.6 %
2 3.2 % 76.1 % 22.8 % 1.1 % 0.0 %
5 2.1 % 90.6 % 9.4 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
10 1.4 % 95.6 % 4.4 % 0.0 % 0.0 %

Error in mean sojourn time
0 6.8 % 42.8 % 35.0 % 14.4 % 7.8 %
2 4.7 % 57.2 % 35.0 % 7.2 % 0.6 %
5 4.5 % 60.6 % 32.2 % 7.2 % 0.0 %
10 5.1 % 53.3 % 34.4 % 12.2 % 0.0 %

Table 3.1: Overall results for tandem queues with different buffer sizes.

Rates unbalanced Error in throughput
server-group (miµp,i) Avg. 0-5 % 5-10 % 10-15 % > 15 %

1.0 3.3 % 76.4 % 20.8 % 1.4 % 1.4 %
1.1 3.1 % 78.5 % 18.1 % 2.1 % 1.4 %
1.2 3.0 % 79.2 % 18.8 % 0.7 % 1.4 %
1.5 3.0 % 81.3 % 16.0 % 1.4 % 1.4 %
2.0 3.1 % 81.3 % 16.0 % 1.4 % 1.4 %

Error in mean sojourn time
1.0 3.4 % 74.3 % 22.2 % 2.1 % 1.4 %
1.1 4.0 % 68.1 % 27.1 % 3.5 % 1.4 %
1.2 4.6 % 59.7 % 34.7 % 4.2 % 1.4 %
1.5 6.5 % 38.2 % 43.1 % 16.7 % 2.1 %
2.0 7.9 % 27.1 % 43.8 % 25.0 % 4.2 %

Table 3.2: Overall results for tandem queues with different balancing rates.

We may conclude the following from the above results. First, we see in Table
3.1 that the performance of the approximation becomes better when the buffer sizes
increase. This may be due to less dependencies between the servers-groups when
the buffers are large.

We also notice that the performance is better for balanced lines (Table 3.2); for
unbalanced lines, especially the estimate for the mean sojourn time is not as good
as for balanced lines. If we look at the coefficients of variation of the service times
(Table 3.3), we get the best approximations for the throughput when the coefficients
of variation are 1, and also the estimate for the mean sojourn time is better for small
coefficients of variation.
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Coefficients of Error in throughput
variation (c2

p,i) Avg. 0-5 % 5-10 % 10-15 % > 15 %

0.1 4.4 % 54.2 % 44.2 % 1.7 % 0.0 %
0.2 2.6 % 88.3 % 11.7 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
0.5 2.2 % 90.8 % 9.2 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
1.0 1.5 % 93.3 % 2.5 % 4.2 % 0.0 %
1.5 3.0 % 82.5 % 13.3 % 0.0 % 4.2 %
2.0 4.8 % 66.7 % 26.7 % 2.5 % 4.2 %

Error in mean sojourn time
0.1 3.1 % 77.5 % 21.7 % 0.8 % 0.0 %
0.2 3.4 % 75.8 % 22.5 % 1.7 % 0.0 %
0.5 4.5 % 60.8 % 32.5 % 6.7 % 0.0 %
1.0 4.1 % 64.2 % 30.0 % 5.0 % 0.8 %
1.5 7.5 % 25.8 % 54.2 % 15.0 % 5.0 %
2.0 9.1 % 16.7 % 44.2 % 32.5 % 6.7 %

Table 3.3: Overall results for tandem queues with different coefficients of variation of the
service times.

Number of Error in throughput
servers (mi) Avg. 0-5 % 5-10 % 10-15 % > 15 %

All 1 2.9 % 83.8 % 9.2 % 2.9 % 4.2 %
All 5 3.8 % 68.3 % 30.8 % 0.8 % 0.0 %
Mixed 2.6 % 85.8 % 13.8 % 0.4 % 0.0 %

Error in mean sojourn time
All 1 5.9 % 46.3 % 39.2 % 10.0 % 4.6 %
All 5 4.6 % 60.0 % 29.2 % 10.8 % 0.0 %
Mixed 5.3 % 54.2 % 34.2 % 10.0 % 1.7 %

Table 3.4: Overall results for tandem queues with a different number of servers per server-
group.

The quality of the results seems to be rather insensitive to the number of servers
per server-group (Table 3.4), in spite of the super-server approximation used for
multi-server models. Finally we may conclude from Table 3.5 that the results are
better for shorter tandem queues.

Overall we can say that the approximation produces accurate results in most
cases. In the majority of the cases the error of the throughput is within 5% of the
simulation and the error of the mean sojourn time is within 10% of the simulation
(see also Tables 3.6 and 3.7). The worst performance is obtained for unbalanced
lines with zero buffers and high coefficients of variation of the service times. But
these cases are unlikely (and undesired) to occur in practice.

The computation times are very short. On a modern computer the computation
times are much less than a second in most cases, only in cases with service times
with low coefficients of variation and 1 server per server-group the computation
times increase to a few seconds. Therefore, for the design of production lines, this
is a very useful approximation method.
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Number of Error in throughput
server-groups (M) Avg. 0-5 % 5-10 % 10-15 % > 15 %

4 2.3 % 87.2 % 12.2 % 0.6 % 0.0 %
8 3.9 % 71.4 % 23.6 % 2.2 % 2.8 %

Error in mean sojourn time
4 4.7 % 57.5 % 32.8 % 9.7 % 0.0 %
8 5.8 % 49.4 % 35.6 % 10.8 % 4.2 %

Table 3.5: Overall results for tandem queues with 4 and 8 server-groups.

mi M c2
p,i Buffers T App. T Sim. Diff. S App. S Sim. Diff.

1 4 0.1 0 0.735 0.771 -4.7 % 4.70 4.63 1.5 %
8 2 0.906 0.926 -2.2 % 16.14 15.99 0.9 %
4 10 0.981 0.985 -0.4 % 19.22 19.03 1.0 %
8 1.0 0 0.488 0.443 10.2 % 11.73 13.43 -12.7 %
4 2 0.703 0.700 0.4 % 9.09 9.25 -1.7 %
8 10 0.855 0.855 0.0 % 49.52 49.81 -0.6 %
4 1.5 0 0.504 0.473 6.6 % 5.82 6.27 -7.2 %
8 2 0.607 0.581 4.5 % 21.94 23.52 -6.7 %
4 10 0.834 0.835 -0.1 % 22.38 22.31 0.3 %

5 4 0.1 0 0.789 0.856 -7.8 % 22.48 21.78 3.2 %
8 2 0.827 0.926 -10.7 % 52.35 49.71 5.3 %
4 10 0.927 0.983 -5.7 % 36.88 35.24 4.7 %
8 1.0 0 0.693 0.697 -0.6 % 49.20 49.14 0.1 %
4 2 0.797 0.808 -1.4 % 26.37 26.17 0.8 %
8 10 0.867 0.882 -1.7 % 83.09 83.96 -1.0 %
4 1.5 0 0.742 0.724 2.5 % 22.99 23.90 -3.8 %
8 2 0.759 0.737 3.0 % 54.63 57.27 -4.6 %
4 10 0.867 0.874 -0.8 % 37.97 38.86 -2.3 %

Mixed 4 0.1 0 0.746 0.793 -5.9 % 16.19 16.28 -0.6 %
8 2 0.845 0.921 -8.3 % 39.90 38.96 2.4 %
4 10 0.956 0.984 -2.8 % 31.61 30.05 5.2 %
8 1.0 0 0.619 0.604 2.5 % 37.90 38.55 -1.7 %
4 2 0.756 0.757 -0.1 % 20.15 20.14 0.0 %
8 10 0.863 0.871 -0.9 % 71.67 71.74 -0.1 %
4 1.5 0 0.633 0.619 2.3 % 16.78 18.01 -6.8 %
8 2 0.705 0.678 4.0 % 43.38 46.32 -6.3 %
4 10 0.850 0.856 -0.7 % 31.43 32.37 -2.9 %

Table 3.6: Detailed results for balanced tandem queues.

3.5.2 Comparison with QNAT

We also compare the present method with QNAT, a method developed by
Tahilramani et al. [69]. We use a tandem queue with four server-groups. It was
only possible to test cases where the first server-group consists of a single exponen-
tial server. The reason is that the two methods assume a different arrival process
to the system. Both processes, however, coincide for the special case of a single
exponential server at the beginning of the line. We varied the number of servers per
server-group and the size of buffers. Table 3.8 shows the results.

We see that the present approximation method is much more stable than QNAT
and gives in almost all cases better results. Especially the approximation of the
mean sojourn time is much better; in a number of cases QNAT is not able to
produce an approximation of the mean sojourn time. Of course, one should be
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mi M c2
p,i Buffers T App. T Sim. Diff. S App. S Sim. Diff.

1 8 0.1 0 0.718 0.751 -4.4 % 8.90 9.27 -4.0 %
4 2 0.960 0.958 0.2 % 6.18 6.41 -3.6 %
8 10 0.980 0.983 -0.3 % 38.45 43.22 -11.0 %
4 1.0 0 0.594 0.561 5.9 % 4.84 5.28 -8.3 %
8 2 0.690 0.670 3.0 % 18.81 20.31 -7.4 %
4 10 0.918 0.912 0.7 % 16.20 17.41 -7.0 %
8 1.5 0 0.482 0.409 17.8 % 11.26 13.79 -18.3 %
4 2 0.714 0.691 3.3 % 8.03 8.60 -6.6 %
8 10 0.830 0.819 1.3 % 46.75 50.16 -6.8 %

5 8 0.1 0 0.781 0.851 -8.2 % 43.03 42.65 0.9 %
4 2 0.902 0.958 -5.8 % 21.63 21.50 0.6 %
8 10 0.922 0.983 -6.2 % 71.89 73.95 -2.8 %
4 1.0 0 0.801 0.794 0.9 % 20.79 21.13 -1.6 %
8 2 0.789 0.787 0.3 % 51.52 53.49 -3.7 %
4 10 0.927 0.929 -0.2 % 30.37 32.61 -6.9 %
8 1.5 0 0.730 0.692 5.5 % 44.43 47.95 -7.3 %
4 2 0.850 0.828 2.7 % 21.95 23.70 -7.4 %
8 10 0.864 0.862 0.2 % 74.69 81.01 -7.8 %

Mixed 8 0.1 0 0.744 0.790 -5.8 % 30.96 32.41 -4.5 %
4 0.1 2 0.920 0.953 -3.5 % 16.72 17.14 -2.5 %
8 0.1 10 0.945 0.983 -3.9 % 61.00 62.54 -2.5 %
4 1.0 0 0.714 0.702 1.7 % 16.22 16.43 -1.3 %
8 1.0 2 0.750 0.742 1.1 % 39.64 42.20 -6.1 %
4 1.0 10 0.926 0.919 0.8 % 25.99 27.60 -5.8 %
8 1.5 0 0.628 0.588 6.8 % 32.68 37.66 -13.2 %
4 1.5 2 0.787 0.773 1.8 % 17.52 18.93 -7.4 %
8 1.5 10 0.844 0.843 0.1 % 61.82 69.32 -10.8 %

Table 3.7: Detailed results for unbalanced tandem queues.

T T Our T QNAT S S Our S QNAT
mi bi Sim. App. error QNAT Error Sim. App. error QNAT error

(1,1,1,1) 0 0.515 0.537 -4.3 % 0.500 2.9 % 5.95 5.61 5.7 % - -
(1,1,1,1) 2 0.702 0.703 -0.1 % 0.750 -6.8 % 9.25 9.10 1.7 % 8.17 11.7 %
(1,1,1,1) 10 0.879 0.876 0.3 % 0.917 -4.3 % 21.43 21.41 0.1 % 18.55 13.5 %
(1,5,5,5) 0 0.711 0.717 -0.8 % 0.167 76.5 % 17.87 17.67 1.1 % - -
(1,5,5,5) 2 0.791 0.788 0.3 % 0.800 -1.1 % 20.53 20.45 0.4 % - -
(1,5,5,5) 10 0.898 0.884 1.6 % 0.895 0.3 % 32.27 32.59 -1.0 % 22.88 29.1 %
(1,4,2,8) 0 0.677 0.692 -2.3 % 0.200 70.5 % 16.59 16.28 1.9 % - -
(1,4,2,8) 2 0.775 0.774 0.1 % 0.800 -3.2 % 19.29 19.15 0.7 % - -
(1,4,2,8) 10 0.893 0.886 0.8 % 0.902 -1.0 % 31.03 30.86 0.6 % 23.04 25.7 %

Table 3.8: Comparison of our method with QNAT.

careful with drawing conclusions from this limited set of cases. Table 3.8 only gives
an indication of how the two methods perform.

3.5.3 Industrial case

To give an indication of the performance of our method in practice, we present the
results of an industrial case. The case involves a production line for the production
of light bulbs. The production line consists of 5 production stages with buffers in
between. Each stage has a different number of machines varying between 2 and 8.
The machines have deterministic service times, but they do suffer from breakdowns.
In the queueing model we included the breakdowns into the coefficient of variation
of the service times, yielding effective service times with coefficients of variation
larger than 0. In Table 3.9 the parameters of the production line are shown.
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Stage mi µp,i c2
p,i bi

1 2 5.73 0.96 -
2 8 1.53 0.09 21
3 4 3.43 0.80 11
4 1 32.18 0.57 34
5 4 16.12 0.96 19

Table 3.9: Parameters for the production line for the production of light bulbs.

We only have data of the throughput and not of the mean sojourn time of the
line, so we can only test the approximation for the throughput. The output of the
production line based on the measured data is 11.34 products per time unit. If we
simulate this production line, we obtain a throughput of 11.41 products per time
unit. The throughput given by our approximation method is 11.26, so in this case
the approximation is a good prediction for the actual throughput.

3.6 Concluding remarks

In this chapter we described a method for the approximate analysis of a multi-
server tandem queue with finite buffers and general service times. We decomposed
the tandem queue in subsystems. We used an iterative algorithm to approximate
the arrivals and departures at the subsystems and to approximate some performance
characteristics of the tandem queue. Each multi-server subsystem is approximated
by a single (super) server queue with state-dependent inter-arrival and service times,
the steady-state queue-length distribution of which is determined by a spectral ex-
pansion method.

This method is robust and efficient; it provides a good and fast alternative
to simulation methods. In most cases the errors for performance characteristics
as the throughput and mean sojourn time are within 5% of the simulation results.
Numerical results also give an indication of the performance of the method compared
with QNAT. One may notice that we obtain the worst results when the buffers are
small in combination with single servers. Because these small buffered single server
tandem queues arise very frequently in practice, we derive a better method for this
specific model in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Single-server tandem queue with

small buffers

The only case where the method in the previous chapter does not work properly
is the special case of one server per subsystem and small buffers. This situation is
very common in practice. Therefore, we develop a method for this type of tandem
queues in this chapter. The method to approximate the queue-length distribution
of the buffers is also based on decomposition of the tandem queue in single-buffer
subsystems. In this method, the dependencies between service time and blocking
time after service are now carefully taken into account; this seems to be the most
important source of performance improvement of the proposed approximation in
comparison with the original approximation. By fitting the first two moments, the
distributions of the service times including starvation and blocking are approximated
by simple phase-type distributions, the parameters of which are tuned by means of
an iterative algorithm. We use the matrix-geometric method for this single-server
model, because that method turned out to be as fast as the spectral expansion
method in this case and numerically more stable.

S 0 b 1 S 1 b 2 S 2 b 3 S 3

M 0 M 1 M 2 M 3B 1 B 2 B 3

L :

Figure 4.1: A tandem queue with four servers.

4.1 Model and decomposition

We consider a tandem queue (L) with N servers in tandem and N −1 buffers Bi,
i = 1, . . . , N − 1, of size bi in between. The servers are labeled Mi, i = 0, . . . , N − 1.

51
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The random variable Si denotes the generic service time of server Mi; Si is generally
distributed with rate µp,i and coefficient of variation cp,i. Each server can serve one
customer at a time. Server M0 is never starved and we consider the BAS blocking
protocol. Figure 4.1 shows a tandem queue with four servers in tandem.

We decompose the original tandem queue L into N−1 subsystems L1, L2, . . . , LN−1.
Subsystem Li consists of buffer Bi of size bi, an arrival-server in front of the buffer,
and a departure-server after the buffer. In Figure 4.2 we show the decomposition of
line L of Figure 4.1.

S 0 b 1 S 1 b 2 S 2 b 3 S 3

M 0 M 1 M 2 M 3B 1 B 2 B 3

L :

A 1 b 1 D 1

A 2 b 2 D 2

A 3 b 3 D 3

L 1 :

L 2 :

L 3 :

Figure 4.2: Decomposition of the tandem queue of Figure 4.1.

The arrival-server of subsystem Li is, of course, server Mi−1, but, to take into
account the connection with the upstream line, its service time is different from
Si−1. The random variable Ai denotes the service time of the arrival-server in
subsystem Li, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1. This random variable represents the original
service time Si−1 of server Mi−1 including possible starvation of this server before
the service beginning. Similarly, the random variable Di denotes the service time of
the departure-server in subsystem Li; it represents the service time Si of server Mi

including possible blocking of this server after service completion.
In the next section we elaborate further on the arrivals at and the departures

from the subsystems.

4.2 The subsystems

In this section we describe how the service times of the arrival and departure
server in subsystem Li are modeled. Also, we describe the method to fit the first
two moments and the detailed analysis of each subsystem.
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4.2.1 The arrivals at and the departures from the subsystems

In the description of the service time Ai of arrival-server Mi−1 of subsystem Li we
try to use all information available. Note that an arrival in buffer Bi, i.e., a customer
being served by Mi−1, moves to buffer Bi when space becomes available, corresponds
to a departure from the upstream subsystem Li−1. Just after this departure, two
situations may occur: subsystem Li−1 is empty with probability qe

i−1, or it is not
empty with probability 1− qe

i−1 (where, of course, we do not count the customer at
arrival-server Mi−2 as being in Li−1). In the former situation, server Mi−1 has to
wait for a residual service time of arrival-server Mi−2 of subsystem Li−1, denoted as
RAi−1, before the actual service can start. In the latter situation, the actual service
Si−1 can start immediately. Hence, the service time Ai is equal to RAi−1 + Si−1

with probability qe
i−1 and equal to Si−1 with probability 1− qe

i−1. Figure 4.3 shows
a schematic representation of the service time Ai.

S i - 1

S i - 1R A i - 1

A i :
i - 1q e

1 - q e i - 1

Figure 4.3: The service time Ai of the arrival-server of subsystem Li.

We now describe the service time Di of the departure-server Mi of subsystem Li.
Here we distinguish between a customer for whom the previous customer left behind
an empty subsystem Li and one for whom this was not the case; the reason for doing
so is that, when time elapses between the departure of the previous customer and
the service start of the current customer, it will be less likely that the current one
will be blocked. Let the random variable De

i denote the service time of departure-
server Mi if just after the previous service completion subsystem Li is empty; Dne

i

is the service time if Li is not empty.
If subsystem Li is empty just after a departure, the next service time starts when

a new customer enters subsystem Li. Upon arrival of this customer, we have two
possibilities: buffer Bi+1 of the downstream subsystem Li+1 is full with probability
pf

i+1, or not. However, this event does not correspond to an arrival or departure in

Li+1. So pf
i+1 cannot be calculated as an arrival or departure probability in Li+1,

but instead, it will be approximated by the equilibrium probability that buffer Bi+1

is full, given that arrival-server Mi in subsystem Li+1 is not blocked. If buffer Bi+1

is full, the service time De
i is the maximum of Si and the residual service time

of departure-server Mi+1 in subsystem Li+1; the residual service time of Mi+1 is
approximated by the equilibrium residual service time, denoted as EDi+1. If Bi+1
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is not full, the current customer can immediately move to Bi+1 after completion of
Si, so then De

i is equal to Si. Figure 4.4 shows a schematic representation of the
service time De

i .

S i

m a x ( S i , E D i + 1 )
D e :

i + 1

i + 1p f

1 - p f
i

Figure 4.4: The service time of the departure-server of subsystem Li when the previous
customer leaves behind an empty subsystem.

If subsystem Li is not empty just after a departure, the next service starts imme-
diately. Note that a departure from Li is an arrival at Li+1, and upon arrival three
situations may occur. First, it is possible that the arrival is triggered by a service
completion of departure-server Mi+1 of Li+1, i.e., server Mi was blocked and waiting
for Mi+1 to complete service. In this situation we say that the status of downstream
subsystem Li+1 changes from blocked to full; the probability that this occurs is de-
noted by rbf

i+1. Then the next services of Mi and Mi+1 start simultaneously, so Dne
i

is equal to the maximum of Si and Di+1. Second, just before the arrival there is only
one position left in Bi+1, so right after the arrival Bi+1 is full; the probability that
this happens is denoted by ref

i+1. Then, on arrival, departure-server Mi+1 is already
busy with a residual service time RDi+1, and thus Dne

i is equal to the maximum of
Si and RDi+1. Finally, when neither of these two situations occurs, server Mi can
start serving and after service completion, the customer can immediately move to
buffer Bi+1. Hence, in this case, Dne

i is equal to Si. Figure 4.5 shows a schematic
representation of the service time Dne

i .

Remark: There is one exception to the representation of Dne
i , namely when

bi+1 = 0. In the second situation, just before the arrival, server Mi+1 is available
and thus, right after the arrival, both servers Mi and Mi+1 start the next service
simultaneously. Hence, Dne

i is equal to the maximum of Si and Di+1 (instead of
RDi+1).

Summarizing, the service time Di of the current customer is equal to De
i if the

previously served customer left behind an empty subsystem and otherwise, it is
equal to Dne

i .
We will approximate the distribution of Ai, De

i and Dne
i by fitting simple phase-

type distributions to the first two moments. In particular, we develop an efficient
method to compute the first two moments of the maximum of two phase-type ran-
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i + 1

S i

m a x ( S i , D i + 1 )

D n e : m a x ( S i , R D i + 1 )i

i + 1r b f

i + 1i + 1

r e f

1 - r b f  - r e f

Figure 4.5: The service time of the departure-server of subsystem Li when the previous
customer does not leave behind an empty subsystem.

dom variables; this will be explained in the following sections.

4.2.2 Two moment fit

We will model the distribution of a random variable with rate λ and coefficient
of variation c as a mixed Erlang distribution if c2 ≤ 1, and otherwise, as a Hyper-
exponential distribution (see, e.g., [71]). Both types of distributions are described
in Chapter 2.

More specifically, if 1/k ≤ c2 ≤ 1/(k − 1) for some k = 2, 3, . . ., then the rate
and squared coefficient of variation of the Erlangk−1,k distribution with density

f(t) = pµk−1 tk−2

(k − 2)!
e−µt + (1 − p)µk tk−1

(k − 1)!
e−µt, t ≥ 0,

match with λ and c2
a, provided the parameters p and µ are chosen as

p =
1

1 + c2
[kc2 − {k(1 + c2) − k2c2}1/2], µ = (k − p)λ. (4.1)

If c2 > 1, the rate and squared coefficient of variation of the Hyper-exponential
distribution with density

f(t) = pµ1e
−µ1t + (1 − p)µ2e

−µ2t, t ≥ 0,

match with λ and c2, provided the parameters p, µ1 and µ2 are chosen as

p =
1

2

(
1 +

√
c2 − 1

c2 + 1

)
, µ1 = 2pλ, µ2 = 2(1 − p)λ. (4.2)

There exist also other parameter choices for fitting these distributions, and other
distributions for fitting. In our experience, use of other distributions or parameters
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does not essentially affect the quality of the approximation. As mentioned in Chap-
ter 1, the Hyper-exponential distribution is a Coxian2 distribution with

ν1 = µ1, ν2 = µ2, p1 = (1 − p)
µ1 − µ2

µ1
,

where, without loss of generality, µ1 ≥ µ2. The representation of Erlang and Hyper-
exponential distributions in terms of Coxians will be convenient for the description
of subsystem Li as a finite-state Markov process in Section 4.2.3.

In Chapter 2 we already elaborated on the computation of the first two moments
of the maximum of two independent Erlang distributed random variables. Therefore,
we continue with the description and analysis of the subsystems.

4.2.3 Analyzing a subsystem

In this section we describe the steady-state analysis of subsystem Li; in the
remainder of this section we drop the subscript i in the notations. By fitting phase-
type distributions on the service times A, De, Dne, the subsystem can be described
by a finite state Quasi-Birth-and-Death process (QBD), with states (i, j, k). The
state variable i denotes the total number of customers in the subsystem. Clearly,
0 ≤ i ≤ b + 2 where i = b + 2 indicates that the arrival-server is blocked. The state
variable j (k) indicates the phase of the service time of the arrival(departure)-server.
The possible values of j are the phases of A; the possible values of k are the phases
of De plus the phases of Dne.

To define the generator of the QBD we use the Kronecker product: If A is an
n1 ×n2 matrix and B is an n3 ×n4 matrix, the Kronecker product A⊗B is defined
by

A ⊗ B =




A(1, 1)B · · · A(1, n2)B
...

...
A(n1, 1)B · · · A(n1, n2)B


 .

To specify the generator Q of the QBD, we order the states lexicographically
and partition the state space into levels, where level i = 0, 1, . . . , b + 2 is the set of
all states with i customers in the system. Then Q has the form:

Q =




B00 B01

B10 A1 A0

A2
. . .

. . .

. . .
. . . A0

A2 A1 C10

C01 C00




Below we specify the submatrices in Q. To describe the service process of the arrival
and departure server we use the concept of a Markovian Arrival Process (MAP);
see Section 2.2. In general, a MAP is defined in terms of a continuous-time Markov
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process with finite state space {0, · · · ,m− 1} and generator G0 + G1. The element
G1(i, j) denotes the intensity of transitions from i to j accompanied by an arrival,
whereas for i 6= j element G0(i, j) denotes the intensity of the remaining transitions
from i to j and the diagonal elements G0(i, i) are negative and chosen such that the
row sums of G0 + G1 are zero.

The MAP for the service process of the departure-server can be described as
follows. Assume that the distribution of Dne can be represented by a Coxian dis-
tribution with nne phases, numbered 1, . . . , nne; the starting phase is 1, the rate of
phase i is µi and qi is the probability to proceed to the next phase i+1, and 1−qi is
the probability that Dne is finished. Of course, since nne is the last phase, qne = 0.
Similarly, the distribution of De can be represented by a Coxian distribution with
ne phases; the starting phase is 1, the rates are νi and the transition probabilities
pi. Then the states of the MAP are numbered 1, . . . , nne + ne; the first nne states
correspond to the phases of Dne and the last ne states to the phases of De. The
generator can be expressed as DE0 +DE1, where the transitions in DE1 correspond
to departures. So, in Q, the transitions in DE1 lead to a transition from level i
to i − 1, whereas the ones in DE0 correspond to transitions within level i. The
non-zero elements of DE0 and DE1 are specified below.

DE0(i, i) = −µi, i = 1, . . . , nne,
DE0(i, i + 1) = qiµi, i = 1, . . . , nne − 1,

DE1(i, 1) = (1 − qi)µi, i = 1, . . . , nne,
DE0(i, i) = −νi, i = nne + 1, . . . , nne + ne,

DE0(i, i + 1) = piνi, i = nne + 1, . . . , nne + ne − 1,
DE1(i, 1) = (1 − pi)νi, i = nne + 1, . . . , nne + ne.

The MAP for the service process of the arrival-server can be described similarly.
Its generator can be expressed as AR0 +AR1, where the transition rates in AR1 are
the ones corresponding to a service completion, i.e., an arrival in the buffer. The
size of the square matrices RA0 and RA1 is na (which is equal to the number of
phases of A). Hence, in Q, the transitions in AR1 lead to a transition from level i
to i + 1, whereas the ones in AR0 correspond to transitions within level i.

Now we can describe the submatrices in Q. The transition rates from levels
1 ≤ i ≤ b are given by

A0 = AR1 ⊗ Inne+ne
,

A1 = AR0 ⊗ Inne+ne
+ Ina

⊗ DE0,

A2 = Ina
⊗ DE1,

where In is the identity matrix of size n.
In level 0 and level b + 2 the transition rates are different, because at level 0

the departure-server is idle and at level b + 2 the arrival-server is blocked. Also,
jumps from level 0 to 1 should be directed to the starting phase of De (instead of
the starting phase of Dne). Hence,
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B01 = AR1 ⊗ Inne+ne
(nne + 1, :),

B00 = AR0,

B10 = Ina
⊗ DE1(:, 1),

C10 = AR1(:, 1) ⊗ Inne+ne
,

C00 = DE0,

C01 = Ina
(1, :) ⊗ DE1,

where X(:, y) is the y-th column of matrix X and X(z, :) is the z-th row of X.
This completes the description of the QBD. The steady-state distribution can be

determined by the matrix-geometric method. More specifically, we use the efficient
techniques developed by Latouche and Ramaswami [45], and Naoumov et al. [53].
If we denote the equilibrium probability vector of level i by πi, then πi has a matrix-
geometric form

πi = x1R
i−1 + xb+1R̂

b+1−i, i = 1, . . . , b + 1, (4.3)

where R is the minimal nonnegative solution of the matrix-quadratic equation

A0 + RA1 + R2A2 = 0,

and R̂ is the minimal nonnegative solution of

A2 + R̂A1 + R̂2A0 = 0.

The matrices R and R̂ can be determined by using an iterative algorithm devel-
oped by Naoumov et al. [53]. The algorithm for R is listed in Figure 2.6 of Section
2.3.

The final step is to determine x1 and xb+1. The balance equations at the bound-
ary levels 0, 1, b + 1 and b + 2 are given by

0 = π0B00 + π1B10,

0 = π0B01 + π1A1 + π2A2,

0 = πbA0 + πb+1A1 + πb+2C01,

0 = πbC10 + πb+1C00.

Eliminating π0 and πb+2 from the equations above, and then substituting (5.4)
for π1 and πb+1 yields

0 = x1(A1 + RA2 − B10B
−1
00 B01) + xb+1(R̂

bA1 + R̂b−1A2 − R̂bB10B
−1
00 B01),

0 = x1(R
b−1A0 + RbA1 − RbC10C

−1
00 C01) + xb+1(R̂A0 + A1 − C10)C

−1
00 C01.
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These equations have, together with the normalization equation, a unique so-
lution x1 and xb+1. Once the queue-length probabilities are known, we can easily
derive performance measures and quantities required to describe the service times
of the arrival- and departures-server. This is described below.

The Throughput T follows from

T = π1B10e +
b+1∑

i=2

πiA2e + πb+2C01e, (4.4)

or equivalently,

T = π0B01e +

b∑

i=1

πiA0e + πb+1C10e,

where e is the all-one vector.

The probability qe that the subsystem is empty just after a departure, is equal
to the mean number of departures per time unit leaving behind an empty system
divided by the mean total number of departures per time unit; so

qe = π1B10e/T.

The moments of RA can be computed straight-forwardly, once the phase of the
service time of the arrival-server, just after a departure leaving behind an empty
system, is known. To determine the distribution of the service phase, note that
component (j, k) of the vector π1B10 gives the mean number of departures per time
unit from state (j, k) at level 1. By adding all components with j = i and dividing
by π1B10e, we obtain the probability that the arrival-server is in phase i just after
a departure leaving behind an empty system.

The probability pf that the buffer is full, given that the arrival-server is not
blocked, satisfies

pf =
πb+1e∑b+1
i=0 πie

.

The moments of ED can be calculated once the phase of the service time of the
departure-server is known. To obtain the distribution of the service phase, note that
component (j, k) of vector πb+1 is the probability that the arrival-server is in phase
j, the departure-server is in phase k and the buffer is full. Hence, addition of all
components of πb+1 with k = i and division by πb+1e yields the probability that the
departure-server is in phase i, given that the buffer is full and the arrival-server is
not blocked.

The probabilities rbf and ref follow from

rbf = πb+2C01e/T, ref = πbA0e/T.
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The moments of RD, finally, require the phase of the service time of the departure-
server just after an arrival saturating the buffer. To find the distribution of the
service phase, note that component (j, k) of πbA0 is equal to the mean number of
arrivals per time unit from state (j, k) at level b. So, by adding over all components
with k = i and dividing by πbA0e, yields the probability that the departure-server
is in phase i, just after an arrival saturating the buffer.

4.3 The iterative algorithm

Now we describe the iterative algorithm to approximate the performance of
tandem queue L. The algorithm is based on decomposition of L in N−1 subsystems
L1, L2, . . . , LN−1. Before going into detail in Section 4.3.2, we present the outline
of the algorithm in Section 4.3.1.

4.3.1 Outline of the algorithm

Step 0: Choose initial characteristics of the service times of the departure-servers
for all subsystems L1, . . . , LN−1.

Step 1: For subsystem Li = L1, . . . , LN−1:

(a) Determine the first two moments of the service time Ai of the arrival-
server, given the queue-length distribution and throughput of subsystem
Li−1.

(b) Determine the queue-length distribution of subsystem Li.

(c) Determine the throughput Ti of subsystem Li.

Step 2: Determine the new characteristics of the service times of the departure-
servers for all subsystems LN−1, . . . , L1.

Step 3: Repeat Step 1 and 2 until the characteristics of the service times of the
departure-servers have converged.

4.3.2 Details of the algorithm

Step 0: Initialization
The first step of the algorithm is to initially assume that there is no blocking. This
means that the random variables De

i and Dne
i are initially the same as the service

times Si.

Step 1: Evaluation of subsystems
We know the first two moments of De

i and Dne
i , but we also need to know the first

two moments of Ai, before we are able to determine the queue-length distribution
of Li.
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(a) The arrival process
For the first subsystem L1, the service time A1 is equal to S0, because server M0

cannot be starved.
For the other subsystems we proceed as follows in order to determine the first

two moments of Ai. By Little’s law we have for the throughput Ti of subsystem Li,

Ti = (1 − pi,bi+2)µa,i,

where pi,bi+2 denotes the fraction of time the arrival-server of subsystem Li is
blocked and µa,i is the mean arrival rate at subsystem Li, i.e., µa,i = 1/E(Ai).

By substituting the estimate T
(k)
i−1 for Ti, which is the principle of conservation of

flow, and p
(k−1)
i,bi+2 for pi,bi+2 we get as new estimate for µa,i,

µ
(k)
a,i =

T
(k)
i−1

1 − p
(k−1)
i,bi+2

,

where the superscripts indicate in which iteration the quantities have been calcu-
lated.

The second moment of Ai cannot be determined by using Little’s law; instead
we calculate qe

i−1 and the first two moments of RAi−1 from the queue-length dis-
tribution of Li−1 and then determine the second moment of Ai according to the
representation in Figure 4.3.

(b) Analysis of subsystem Li

Based on the (new) estimates for the first two moments of Ai, De
i and Dne

i we can
determine the steady-state queue-length distribution of subsystem Li. To do so we
first fit mixed Erlang or Hyper-exponential distributions on the first two moments
of Ai, De

i and Dne
i , as described in Section 4.2.2. Then we calculate the equilibrium

probability vectors πi as described in Section 4.2.3.
(c) Determining the throughput of Li

Once the steady-state distribution is known, we can determine the new throughput

T
(k)
i according to (4.4) or equivalently,

T
(k)
i = (1 − p

(k)
i,0 )µ

(k−1)
d,i ,

where pi,0 denotes the fraction of time subsystem Li is empty, and µd,i is the mean
departure rate of subsystem Li, i.e., µd,i = 1/(qe

i E(De
i ) + (1 − qe

i )E(Dne
i )).

Further we determine new estimates for the probabilities pf
i , rbf

i and ref
i and

the first two moments of EDi and RDi, as explained in Section 4.2.3.
We perform Step 1 for every subsystem from L1 up to LN−1.

Step 2: The departure process
Now we have new estimates for the probabilities pf

i , rbf
i and ref

i and the first two
moments of EDi and RDi, and hence, we can recalculate the first two moments
of De

i and Dne
i , starting from subsystem LN−2 down to L1. Note that De

N−1 and
Dne

N−1 are always the same as SM−1, because server MN−1 can never be blocked.
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The calculation of the first two moments of De
i and Dne

i is based on the repre-
sentation shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.

Step 3: Convergence
After Step 1 and 2 we can check whether the iterative algorithm has converged or
not. We check this by comparing the mean departure rates in the (k − 1)-th and
k-th iteration. When the sum of the absolute values of the differences between these
rates is less than ε we stop; otherwise we repeat Step 1 and 2.

Of course, we may use other stop-criteria as well; for example, we may consider
the throughput instead of the departure rates. Bottom line is that we go on until
’nothing’ changes anymore.

4.4 Numerical results

In this section we investigate the quality of the proposed approximation by com-
paring it with discrete-event simulation. We also compare the results with the
approximation from Chapter 3 and an approximation of Helber [24]. The approx-
imation from Chapter 3 was originally developed for multi-server systems, and it
appeared to be less accurate for small-buffered single-server tandem queues. The
approximation of Helber [24] is the most recent and best available method in the
literature; therefore it is worthwhile to compare the present method with this one.
Both methods are based on decomposition, but differ in the description of the sub-
systems and the iterative method.

In order to investigate the quality of the current method we will evaluate a large
set of examples. In each example we assume that only the mean and the squared
coefficient of variation of the service times at each server are known, and we fit mixed
Erlang or Hyper-exponential distributions on the first two moments of the service
times, depending on whether the coefficient of variation is less or greater than 1;
see Section 4.2.2. Then we will compare the throughput and the mean sojourn time
(i.e., the mean time that elapses from the service start at server M1 until service
completion at server MN−1) produced by the approximation with the ones produced
by discrete-event simulation. We are especially interested in investigating for which
set of input parameters the current method gives satisfying results. Each simulation
run is sufficiently long such that the widths of the 95% confidence intervals of the
mean sojourn time and the delay probability are smaller than 1%.

We use a broad set of parameters for the tests. The mean service times of the
servers are all 1. We vary the number of servers in the tandem queue between 4, 8,
12 and 16. The squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of the service times of each
server is the same and is varied between 0.2, 0.4, 1 and 2. The buffer sizes between
the servers are the same and varied between 0, 1, 3, and 5. We can also test three
kinds of imbalance in the tandem queue. We test imbalance in the mean service
times by increasing the average service time of the ’even’ servers from 1 to 1.2.
Imbalance in the SCV is tested by increasing the SCV of the service times of the
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’even’ servers by 0.5. Finally, imbalance in the buffer sizes is tested by increasing the
buffers size of the ’even’ buffers by 2. This leads to a total of 4323 = 512 test cases.
The results for each category are summarized in Tables 4.1 up to 4.4. Each table
lists the average error in the throughput and the mean sojourn time compared with
simulation results. Each table also gives for 3 error-ranges the percentage of the
cases which fall in that range, the average error of the approximation from Chapter
3, which is denoted by VAR and the average error of the approximation from Helber
[24], which is denoted by Hel. Note that the approximation from Helber [24] can
only handle cases with squared coefficients of variation of the service times larger
than 0.5.

Buffer Error (%) in the throughput
sizes Avg. 0-2 2-4 > 4 VAR Hel

0, 0, . . . 1.15 81.3 14.1 4.7 11.17 5.02
1, 1, . . . 1.21 79.7 20.3 0.0 5.64 7.40
3, 3, . . . 1.49 70.3 29.7 0.0 2.89 6.90
5, 5, . . . 1.65 62.5 34.4 3.1 2.12 5.84

0, 2, 0, . . . 1.18 81.3 7.8 10.9 5.54 5.77
1, 3, 1, . . . 1.02 87.5 12.5 0.0 3.55 6.64
3, 5, 3, . . . 1.45 70.3 29.7 0.0 2.29 6.10
5, 7, 5, . . . 1.60 64.1 32.8 3.1 1.84 5.28

Error (%) in the mean sojourn time
0, 0, . . . 2.06 59.4 28.1 12.5 12.22 7.14
1, 1, . . . 1.24 75.0 25.0 0.0 7.03 10.54
3, 3, . . . 1.13 79.7 20.3 0.0 3.95 11.35
5, 5, . . . 1.29 75.0 23.4 1.6 2.81 10.87

0, 2, 0, . . . 1.19 87.5 12.5 0.0 6.92 8.71
1, 3, 1, . . . 0.84 93.8 6.3 0.0 5.02 10.48
3, 5, 3, . . . 1.33 76.6 20.3 3.1 3.51 10.88
5, 7, 5, . . . 1.76 64.1 28.1 7.8 2.87 10.56

Table 4.1: Overall results for tandem queues with different buffer sizes.

SCVs Error (%) in the throughput
Avg. 0-2 2-4 > 4 VAR Hel

0.2, 0.2, . . . 0.84 90.6 9.4 0.0 1.57 -
0.4, 0.4, . . . 0.70 92.2 7.8 0.0 0.85 -

1, 1, . . . 0.99 87.5 12.5 0.0 3.54 3.32
2, 2, . . . 2.12 48.4 46.9 4.7 9.34 7.49

0.2, 0.7, 0.2, . . . 1.22 76.6 20.3 3.1 1.54 -
0.4, 0.9, 0.4, . . . 1.12 81.3 18.8 0.0 2.22 -

1, 1.5, 1, . . . 1.47 70.3 29.7 0.0 5.24 4.91
2, 2.5, 2, . . . 2.27 50.0 35.9 14.1 10.74 8.75

Error (%) in mean sojourn time
0.2, 0.2, . . . 1.71 75.0 15.6 9.4 1.58 -
0.4, 0.4, . . . 0.97 84.4 14.1 1.6 2.72 -

1, 1, . . . 0.78 92.2 7.8 0.0 5.79 8.50
2, 2, . . . 1.75 59.4 34.4 6.3 9.91 11.20

0.2, 0.7, 0.2, . . . 1.48 71.9 26.6 1.6 2.97 -
0.4, 0.9, 0.4, . . . 1.14 84.4 15.6 0.0 3.86 -

1, 1.5, 1, . . . 1.05 84.4 15.6 0.0 6.75 8.91
2, 2.5, 2, . . . 1.96 59.4 34.4 6.3 10.76 11.66

Table 4.2: Overall results for tandem queues with different SCVs of the service times.
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Mean Error (%) in the throughput
service times Avg. 0-2 2-4 > 4 VAR Hel

1, 1, 1, . . . 1.07 84.0 14.1 2.0 4.06 5.67
1, 1.2, 1, . . . 1.62 65.2 31.3 3.5 4.70 6.57

Error (%) in mean sojourn time
1, 1, 1, . . . 1.12 81.3 17.2 1.6 5.10 9.74

1, 1.2, 1, . . . 1.59 71.5 23.8 4.7 5.98 10.40

Table 4.3: Overall results for tandem queues with different service rates.

Servers Error (%) in the throughput
in line Avg. 0-2 2-4 > 4 VAR Hel

4 0.52 96.9 3.1 0.0 1.48 1.55
8 1.04 88.3 11.7 0.0 3.91 4.91

12 1.67 64.1 32.8 3.1 5.42 7.93
16 2.15 49.2 43.0 7.8 6.71 10.08

Error (%) in mean sojourn time
4 0.73 94.5 5.5 0.0 1.78 1.44
8 0.98 92.2 7.0 0.8 4.71 6.47

12 1.48 74.2 21.1 4.7 6.69 13.11
16 2.23 44.5 48.4 7.0 8.98 19.24

Table 4.4: Overall results for tandem queues of different length.

Overall we can conclude from the above results that the approximation method
works very well. The average error in the throughput is around 1.4% and the average
error in the mean sojourn time is around 1.3%. In most cases the errors are within
the 1%-width confidence interval of the simulation results. When the results of
the approximation are compared with those of the VAR and Hel approximations,
we see that the new approximation performs substantially better than both other
approximations.

Let us look at the results in more detail. If we look at Table 4.1, we see that the
quality of the results for the throughput is nearly insensitive to the buffer sizes. The
errors in the mean sojourn time are slightly larger for cases with zero buffers than
for cases with non-zero buffers. But the results are still highly acceptable. Another
remark is that the approximation does not seem to be very sensitive to imbalance
in the buffer sizes.

In Table 4.2 we see that the error in the throughput is slightly increasing in the
SCVs of the service times. For the mean sojourn times the approximation performs
best when the SCVs are around 1. Here, also, the quality of the approximation is
not significantly sensitive to imbalance in the SCVs of the service times. On the
other hand, Table 4.3 shows that the quality of the approximation slightly depends
on imbalance in the mean service times.

Finally in Table 4.4, it is shown that, as expected, the errors in both the through-
put and the mean sojourn time increase when the tandem queue increases in length.
This is the case, because an increasingly larger part of the line is described by a
single server in the subsystems. But, as the length of the line increases, the results
remain highly acceptable.
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4.5 Concluding remarks

In this chapter we described an algorithm for approximating single-server tan-
dem queues with small buffers. We used a decomposition approach and developed
an iterative algorithm to approximate the performance characteristics of the tandem
queue. To improve the algorithm over existing ones, we modeled the service pro-
cesses at the subsystems in more detail, in particular taking into account dependen-
cies between service times and blocking after service. The queue-length distributions
of the subsystems are determined by using the matrix-analytic method.

We tested the algorithm by comparing it with a discrete-event simulation and
with existing methods and the results are very good. The average errors in both the
throughput and the mean sojourn time are around 1.3%, where the average errors
in existing methods are between 5 and 10%. Hence, it now seems possible to get
reliable approximations for single-server tandem queues with small or zero buffers.
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Chapter 5

Assembly queue

In this chapter we approximate the queue-length distribution of an assembly queue.
Different parts arrive at their queue and when all parts are available, the parts are
assembled at the server and leave the system. Both the inter-arrival times of the
parts and the service times are generally distributed. The approximation method is
based on decomposition of the assembly queue into subsystems. Each buffer is con-
sidered in isolation, and the interaction with other buffers is incorporated in the ser-
vice time. Each buffer can then be described by a finite-state quasi-birth-and-death
process (QBD), the steady-state distribution of which can be efficiently determined
by matrix-analytic techniques. Numerical results show that this method produces
accurate estimates for important performance characteristics as the throughput and
the mean sojourn time.

5.1 Model and decomposition

We consider a queueing system (denoted by L; see Fig. 5.1) assembling n parts
into one product. The parts are labeled 1, . . . , n. The arrival processes of parts are
modeled as follows. Type i parts are generated by a so-called arrival server, denoted
by Mi, i = 1, . . . , n. For example, in manufacturing systems, arrival server Mi may
typically represent the upstream production line producing type i parts. Arrival
server Mi serves one part at a time and is never starved (i.e., there is always a new
part available). The generic random variable Si denotes the service (or inter-arrival)
time of server Mi; Si is generally distributed with rate µi and coefficient of variation
ci. After service completion at Mi, type i parts are put in buffer Bi, where they
wait for assembly. The size of buffer Bi is bi. Server Mi operates according to the
BAS blocking protocol: if upon service completion, buffer Bi is full, then server
Mi becomes blocked and the finished part waits until space becomes available in
buffer Bi. The parts in the buffers B1, . . . , Bn are assembled into one product by
(assembly) server Ma. The assembly can start as soon as a part of each type is
available. If some are not yet available, the other ones can wait in the assembly
server (i.e., they are removed from the buffer). The generic random variable Sa

67
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denotes the assembly time of server Ma; Sa is generally distributed with rate µa

and coefficient of variation ca.

S a

b i
S 1

S 2

S n

L :

Figure 5.1: A schematic representation of an assembly system.

The method, proposed in this chapter, to approximate the steady-state queue-
length distribution of the buffers is based on decomposition of the assembly system
into subsystems. Each buffer is considered in isolation, and the interaction with
other buffers is incorporated in the service time: it consists of a so-called wait-to-
assembly time and the actual assembly time. The wait-to-assembly time reflects
that a part may have to wait for other parts to arrive, and the parameters of the
wait-to-assembly time (such as the first two moments) are determined by an iterative
algorithm. In this algorithm, the inter-arrival times and service times are approxi-
mated by fitting a simple phase type distribution on the first two moments; then each
buffer can be described by a finite-state quasi-birth-and-death process (QBD), the
steady-state distribution of which can be efficiently determined by matrix-analytic
techniques.

We decompose the original assembly system L into n subsystems L1, L2, . . . , Ln.
Subsystem Li describes the processing of type i parts in isolation; it consists of
a finite buffer of size bi, arrival-server Mi in front of the buffer, and a so-called
departure-server Di behind the buffer. In Figure 5.2 we show the decomposition of
assembly system L in Figure 5.1.

The service time of departure-server Di consists of two components. The ran-
dom variable WAi denotes the wait-to-assembly time in subsystem Li, i = 1, . . . , n.
This random variable WAi represents the time that elapses from the departure of
an assembled product until the moment that all parts j 6= i are available for assem-
bly; part i is excluded, because its presence is explicitly modeled by the subsystem.
Note that the clock for WAi starts to tick immediately after a departure, irrespec-
tive of whether there is a part in buffer Bi or not; also, WAi may be equal to zero,
namely when the buffers Bj , j 6= i, are nonempty just after departure. An impor-
tant (approximation) assumption is that the successive wait-to-assembly times in
subsystem Li are independent and identically distributed. Thus, if it takes A time
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Figure 5.2: Decomposition of the assembly system in Figure 5.1.

units for the next part i to become available, then the next assembly can start after
max{A,WAi} time units. The second part of the service time of departure server
Di is the assembly time Sa itself.

In the next section we elaborate further on the subsystems.

5.2 The subsystems

In this section we describe how the wait-to-assembly times of subsystem Li are
determined, and subsequently, how the steady-state queue-length distribution of
subsystem Li can be found by employing matrix-analytic techniques. Crucial to the
analysis is that the distributions of the random variables involved are represented
by simple phase-type distributions matching the first two moments. Details about
the two-moment fits can be found in Section 2.1.1.

5.2.1 The wait-to-assembly time

As said before, the wait-to-assembly time at subsystem Li is the time that elapses
from the departure of an assembled product in subsystem Li until the moment that
all parts j 6= i are available at the assembly server. So, WAi is the maximum of
the residual inter-arrival times RAj of the parts j 6= i; note that the residual inter-
arrival time RAj is equal to 0 when buffer Bj is nonempty just after the departure
of the assembled product (i.e., the next part j is immediately available). So, we
have that

WAi = max
j 6=i

RAj .

Below we determine the first two moments of the random variable WAi and its
probability mass at 0.

Denote by pe,j the probability that buffer Bj is empty just after the departure of
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an assembled product; so RAj is positive with probability pe,j (and zero otherwise).
In Section 5.2.2 we determine, for each subsystem Lj , the probability pe,j and
the first two moments of the conditional RAj , i.e., RAj given that it is positive.
Then, by adopting the approximation assumption that the random variables RAj are
independent, we have the ingredients to recursively compute the first two moments
of WAi and its mass at 0. The computation is based on the following relation for
the maximum of the first k residual inter-arrival times:

max
1≤j≤k

RAj = max{RAk, max
1≤j≤k−1

RAj}. (5.1)

Hence, once the first two moments of the first k − 1 residual inter-arrival times are
known, we first condition on whether the two random variables RAk and max1≤j≤k−1

RAj are positive or not; note that, by the independence assumption,

P ( max
1≤j≤k−1

RAj = 0) =
∏

1≤j≤k−1

(1 − pe,j).

Then we fit phase-type distributions on the first two moments of the conditional
random variables (according to the recipe of Section 2.1.1) to compute the first two
moments of their maximum. The computation of the maximum of independent
phase-type distributed random variables is presented in Section 2.1.2.

Thus, by repeated application of (5.1), we can compute the first two moments
of WAi, and its probability mass at 0, denoted by pne,i, which immediately follows
from the assumption that the random variables RAj are independent, yielding

pne,i =
∏

j 6=i

(1 − pe,j).

A representation of WAi is shown in Figure 5.3, where WACi is the conditional
wait-to-assembly time. The distribution of WACi is approximated by a phase-type
distribution, matching its first two moments,

E(WACi) =
E(WAi)

1 − pne,i
, (5.2)

E(WAC2
i ) =

E(WA2
i )

1 − pne,i
. (5.3)

5.2.2 Subsystem analysis

In this subsection we analyze substem Lj (and in the remainder of this section we
drop the subscript j). The conditional wait-to-assembly time WAC in the subsystem
is represented by a phase-type random variable, the first two moments of which
match (5.2) and (5.3). Further, we also fit simple phase-type distributions (according
to the recipe in Section 2.1.1) on the first two moments of the service time S of the
arrival server, the assembly time Sa. In doing so, the subsystem can be described
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Figure 5.3: The wait-to-assembly time of subsystem Li.

by a finite state Markov process, with states (i, j, k). The state variable i denotes
the total number of parts in the subsystem (at the assembly server or waiting in the
buffer). Thus, i is at least 0 and at most b + 1. The state variable j indicates the
phase of the service time S of the arrival server, and k indicates the phase of the
residence time WA + Sa at the assembly server.

To define the generator of the Markov process we use the Kronecker product: If
A is an n1 × n2 matrix and B is an n3 × n4 matrix, the Kronecker product A ⊗ B
is defined by

A ⊗ B =




A(1, 1)B · · · A(1, n2)B
...

...
A(n1, 1)B · · · A(n1, n2)B


 .

By ordering the states lexicographically and partitioning the state space into
levels 0, 1, . . . , b + 1, where level i is the set of all states with i customers in the
system, it is immediately seen that the Markov process is a QBD, the generator Q
of which has the following form:

Q =




B00 B01

B10 A1 A0

A2
. . .

. . .

. . .
. . . A0

A2 A1 C10

C01 C00




Below we specify the submatrices in Q. To describe the service processes of
the arrival server and assembly server we use the concept of a Markovian Arrival
Process (MAP); see Section 2.2 and [5]. In general, a MAP is defined in terms
of a continuous-time Markov process with finite state space {0, · · · ,m − 1} and
generator G0 + G1. The element G1,(i,j) denotes the intensity of transitions from
i to j accompanied by an arrival, whereas for i 6= j element G0,(i,j) denotes the
intensity of the remaining transitions from i to j and the diagonal elements G0,(i,i)

are negative and chosen such that the row sums of G0 + G1 are zero.
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The service process of the arrival server can be straightforwardly represented
by a MAP, the states of which correspond to the phases of the service time S. Its
generator can be expressed as AR0 + AR1, where the transition rates in AR1 are
the ones that do correspond to a service completion, i.e., an arrival in the buffer.
Hence, in Q, the transitions in AR1 lead to a transition from level i to i+1, whereas
the ones in AR0 correspond to transitions within level i.

The MAP for the service process of the assembly server will be described in more
detail. Let us assume that the distribution of the conditional wait-to-assembly time
WAC can be represented by a phase-type distribution with nwac phases, numbered
1, . . . , nwac; the rate of phase i is νi and pi is the probability to proceed to phase i+1,
and 1−pi is the probability that the wait-to-assembly time is finished. Similarly, the
distribution of the assembly time Sa can be represented by a phase-type distribution
with nsa

phases, with rates µi and transition probabilities qi, i = 1, . . . , nsa
. Now the

states of the MAP are numbered 1, . . . , nwac+nsa
, and its generator can be expressed

as DE0 + DE1, where the transition rates in DE1 are the ones corresponding to a
service completion, i.e., a departure from the system. So, in Q, the transitions in
DE1 lead to a transition from level i to i − 1, whereas the ones in DE0 correspond
to transitions within level i. The non-zero elements of DE0 and DE1 are specified
below.

DE0(i, i) = −νi, i = 1, . . . , nwac,

DE0(i, i + 1) = piνi, i = 1, . . . , nwac − 1,

DE0(i, nwac + 1) = (1 − pi)νi, i = 1, . . . , nwac,

DE0(i, i) = −µi, i = nwac + 1, . . . , nwac + nsa
,

DE0(i, i + 1) = qiµi, i = nwac + 1, . . . , nwac + nsa
− 1,

DE1(i, 1) = (1 − pne)(1 − qi)µi, i = nwac + 1, . . . , nwac + nsa
,

DE1(i, nwac + 1) = pne(1 − qi)µi, i = nwac + 1, . . . , nwac + nsa
.

Now we can describe the submatrices in Q. The transition rates from levels
1 ≤ i ≤ b are given by

A0 = AR1 ⊗ Inwac+nsa
,

A1 = AR0 ⊗ Inwac+nsa
+ Ina

⊗ DE0,

A2 = Ina
⊗ DE1,

where In is the identity matrix of size n.
If the subsystem is empty and the wait-to-assembly time has elapsed, the as-

sembly can not start yet (but has to wait for a part to arrive). This implies that
the transition rates from level 0 are slightly different from the ones at higher levels.
Therefore, we introduce the square matrix D̃E0 of size nwac + nsa

. The transitions
from states 1, . . . , nwac remain the same, but now nwac+1 is an absorbing state, in-
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dicating that the wait-to-assembly time has ended. The non-zero elements of D̃E0

are

D̃E0(i, i) = −νi, i = 1, . . . , nwac,

D̃E0(i, i + 1) = piνi, i = 1, . . . , nwac − 1,

D̃E0(i, nwac + 1) = (1 − pi)νi, i = 1, . . . , nwac.

Hence, for the transition rates at level 0 we have

B01 = AR1 ⊗ Inwac+nsa
,

B00 = AR0 ⊗ Inwac+nsa
+ Ina

⊗ D̃E0,

B10 = Ina
⊗ DE1.

Finally, we have

C01 = AR1 ⊗ Inwac+nsa
,

C00 = Ina
⊗ DE0,

C10 = Ina
⊗ DE1.

This completes the description of the QBD. The steady-state distribution can be
determined by the matrix-geometric method. More specifically, we use the efficient
techniques developed by Latouche and Ramaswami [45], and Naoumov et al. [53],
see Section 2.3. If we denote the equilibrium probability vector of level i by πi, then
πi has a matrix-geometric form

πi = x1R
i−1 + xbR̂

b−i, i = 1, . . . , b. (5.4)

Here, R is the minimal nonnegative solution of matrix-quadratic equation

A0 + RA1 + R2A2 = 0,

and R̂ is the minimal nonnegative solution of equation

A2 + R̂A1 + R̂2A0 = 0.

The matrices R and R̂ can be determined by using an iterative algorithm developed
by Naoumov et al. [53]. The algorithm for R is listed in Figure 2.6 of Section 2.3.

The final step is to determine x1 and xb. The balance equations at the boundary
levels 0, 1, b and b + 1 are given by

0 = π0B00 + π1B10,

0 = π0B01 + π1A1 + π2A2,

0 = πb−1A0 + πbA1 + πb+1C01,

0 = πbC10 + πb+1C00.
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Eliminating π0 and πb+1 from the equations above, and then substituting the form
(5.4) for π1 and πb yields

0 = x1(A1 + RA2 − B10B
−1
00 B01) + xb(R̂

b−1A1 + R̂b−2A2 − R̂b−1B10B
−1
00 B01),

0 = x1(R
b−2A0 + Rb−1A1 − Rb−1C10C

−1
00 C01) + xb(R̂A0 + A1 − C10C

−1
00 C01).

These equations have, together with the normalization equation, a unique solution
x1 and xb.

From the queue-length distribution we can readily derive performance measures,
such as throughput, mean buffer content and mean sojourn time (where the sojourn
time is the time that elapses from arrival in the buffer until service completion
at the assembly server). Also, the probability pe that the buffer is empty just
after a departure and the distribution of the conditional residual inter-arrival time
RA|RA > 0 can be obtained; namely

pe =
π1B10e

T
,

where e is a vector of ones and T is the throughput. The probability vector π1B10

π1B10e
yields the distribution of the phase of the inter-arrival time S just after a departure
leaving behind an empty buffer, and thus it can be used to determine the distribu-
tion, and the first two moments in particular, of the conditional residual inter-arrival
time.

5.3 The iterative algorithm

We now describe the iterative algorithm for approximating the characteristics
of the assembly system L. The algorithm is based on the decomposition of L in n
subsystems L1, L2, . . . , Ln. Before going into detail in Section 5.3.2, we present the
outline of the algorithm in Section 5.3.1.

5.3.1 Outline of the algorithm

Step 0: Choose initial characteristics of the wait-to-assembly time for each subsys-
tem L1, . . . , Ln.

Step 1: For each subsystem Li, i = 1, . . . , n: Determine pne,i and the first two
moments of WACi.

Step 2: For each subsystem Li, i = 1, . . . , n: Determine the queue-length distribu-
tion.

Step 3: Repeat Step 1 and 2 until the characteristics of the wait-to-assembly times
have converged.
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5.3.2 Details of the algorithm

In this subsection we describe the steps in the above outline in more detail.

Step 0: Initialization
The first step of the algorithm is to initially assume that the wait-to-assembly times
are zero. This means that the probabilities pe,j are set to 0. More sophisticated
initializations, allowing faster convergence, are probably possible, but the present
initialization already works well.

Step 1: The wait-to-assembly times
By using the probabilities pe,j that buffer j is empty just after a departure and the
first two moments of the conditional residual inter-arrival times (obtained from the
initialization or the previous iteration), we determine for subsystem Li the (new)
first two moments of the wait-to-assembly time and its mass at 0 (as described in
Section 5.2.1).

Step 1 is performed for each subsystem Li, i = 1, . . . , n.

Step 2: Analysis of subsystem Li

Based on the (new) estimates for the first two moments and the mass at 0 of the
wait-to-assembly time, we determine the steady-state queue-length distribution of
subsystem Li, as described in Section 5.2.2.

Then, by using the steady-state queue-length distribution, we calculate the prob-
ability pe,i that buffer Bi is empty just after a departure and the conditional residual
inter-arrival time, as well as the performance characteristics such as throughput and
mean sojourn time.

Step 2 is performed for each subsystem Li, i = 1, . . . , n.

Step 3: Convergence criterion
After completion of Step 1 and 2 we check whether the iterative algorithm has
converged or not. This can be done by comparing the new estimates for the prob-
abilities pe,i with the ones from the previous iteration. If the sum of the absolute
values of the differences between these estimates is less than ε, the algorithm stops;
otherwise Step 1 and 2 are repeated.

Of course, other stop-criteria may be used as well; for example, we may consider
the throughput instead of the probabilities pe,i. Bottom line is that we go on until
’nothing’ changes anymore.

Remark: In all experiments we observed that the throughput of each of the
subsystem converged, and that all throughputs converged to exactly the same value.
However, we have not been able to rigorously prove that all throughputs converge
to the same value.
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5.4 Numerical results

To investigate the quality of the proposed approximation we compare, for a
large number of cases, the estimates for the mean sojourn time of each part and the
throughput with the ones produced by discrete-event simulation. We are especially
interested in investigating under which circumstances the approximation method
gives satisfying results. Each simulation run is sufficiently long such that the widths
of the 95% confidence intervals of the mean sojourn time and the throughput are
smaller than 1%.

We use a broad set of parameters for the tests. The average service times of
the arrival servers are all 1. The number of parts in the assembly system is varied
between 2, 4 and 8. All buffers have the same size, which is varied between 0, 2,
4, and 8. The average assembly time of the assembly server is varied between 0.75
and 1, and the squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of the assembly time is varied
between 0.5 and 1. We consider balanced and imbalanced systems. In the balanced
cases we set the service rates of the arrival servers all to 1. Also the SCV of the
service times of each arrival server is the same and is varied between 0.2, 0.5, 1 and
2. We further investigate two kinds of imbalance. We test imbalance in the average
service times of the arrival servers by making the first arrival server 1/3 faster then
the last one, and by letting the service rates of the arrival servers in between change
linearly (such that the overall service rate is maintained at 1). For example, in case
of 4 arrival servers we get service rates (0.857, 0.952, 1.048, 1.143). Imbalance in the
SCV of the service times of the arrival servers is tested in the same way, but now
the SCV of the service time of the last server is three times the SCV of the first
server and the SCVs of the service times of the arrival servers in between change
linearly (such that the average SCV over the arrival servers is equal to one of SCVs
mentioned above for the balanced cases). This leads to a total of 42243 = 768 test
cases. The results for each category are summarized in Table 5.1. Each (sub)table
lists the average error in the throughput and the mean sojourn times compared with
simulation results. Table 5.2 summarizes all cases with the average errors and for
three error-ranges the percentage of the cases which fall in that range.
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Error in T Error in S

Imb. SCV

no 1.46 % 2.68 %
yes 1.49 % 2.85 %

Imb. mean

no 1.74 % 3.01 %
yes 1.21 % 2.52 %

No. parts

2 0.61 % 1.53 %
4 1.37 % 2.72 %
8 2.44 % 4.04 %

Buffers

0 2.35 % 3.29 %
2 1.68 % 2.58 %
4 1.05 % 2.09 %
8 0.82 % 3.10 %

Occ. rate

0.75 1.34 % 2.97 %
1 1.61 % 2.56 %

SCV assembly ser.

0.5 1.24 % 2.47 %
1 1.71 % 3.06 %

SCV arrival ser.

0.2 1.99 % 4.33 %
0.5 1.52 % 2.86 %

1 1.30 % 2.22 %
2 1.09 % 1.65 %

Table 5.1: Results for the assembly system with one parameter fixed.

Perf. char. Avg. 0-5 % 5-10 % > 10 %

Throughput 1.5 % 97.4 % 2.6 % 0.0 %
Mean sojourn time 2.8 % 84.9 % 13.4 % 1.7 %

Table 5.2: Overall results for the assembly system.

Overall we can conclude from the above results that the approximation method
works very well. The average error in the throughput is around 1.5 % and the
average error in the mean sojourn time is around 2.8 %.

Now let us take a look at the results in more detail. If we look at Table 5.1, we see
that the quality of the results for the throughput and mean sojourn times is nearly
insensitive to both types of imbalance, the occupation rate and the SCV of the
assembly system. We see that, as expected, the errors get higher when the number
of parts increases. Also, the approximation predicts the throughput best when the
buffers are large, the errors in the mean sojourn times are almost insensitive for
changes in the buffer sizes. Finally, the approximation is slightly better when the
SCV of service times of the arrival servers are higher. Note that all these results are
still highly acceptable.
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In Table 5.2 we see that the error in the throughput is almost always within 5%,
which is very reliable and robust. For the mean sojourn times the approximation
gives slightly higher errors, but almost all cases are within 10%.

5.5 Concluding remarks

In this chapter we developed an algorithm for approximating an assembly queue-
ing system with general arrival and service times. We used a decomposition approach
and developed an iterative algorithm to approximate the performance characteristics
of the assembly queue. For this purpose, we accurately determine the characteris-
tics of the wait-to-assembly time at a queue. The queue-length distributions of the
subsystems are determined by using a matrix-geometric method.

We tested the algorithm by comparing it with a discrete-event simulation and the
results are very promising. After testing many cases, we concluded that the average
errors in the throughput are around 1.5% and the errors in the mean sojourn time
are around 3%. The next step is to incorporate this algorithm in a network setting.



Chapter 6

Multi-server queue with multiple

arrival streams

This chapter first deals with an approximation for multiple arrival streams by us-
ing aggregation. The superposition of independent Coxian arrival streams can be
exactly described by a Markovian Arrival Process (MAP), but its state space grows
exponentially in the number of streams and in the number of phases of the Coxian
distributions. We propose to aggregate the state space, i.e., to aggregate the states
in which the total number of completed phases is the same. The number of aggre-
gate states grows polynomially, instead of exponentially. This method is then used
to approximate the queue-length distribution of the ΣGI/G/s-queue. The queue
can then be solved efficiently by using matrix-geometric techniques. A comparison
with existing methods shows that the method performs well.

6.1 Model and aggregation

We consider the superposition of m independent arrival processes, which we
label 1, . . . ,m. Arrival process i = 1, . . . ,m has independent Coxianki

distributed
inter-arrival times with ki exponential phases with parameters νi,j and pi,j with
j = 0, . . . , ki − 1; the phase-diagram is shown in Figure 6.1. Note that the family of
Coxiank distributions is dense in the family of all distributions on (0,∞), see, e.g.,
[4] and Section 2.1.1.

The superposition of Coxian arrival processes can be described by a Markovian
Arrival Process (MAP), a useful model for point processes (see Section 2.2). A
MAP is defined in terms of a continuous-time Markov process with finite state
space, {0, · · · , k − 1} say, and generator A0 + A1. The element A1,(i,j) denotes the
intensity of transitions from i to j accompanied by an arrival, whereas for i 6= j
element A0,(i,j) denotes the intensity of the remaining transitions from i to j and
the diagonal elements A0,(i,i) are negative and chosen such that the row sums of
A0 + A1 are zero. For example, for a Coxian arrival stream with parameters k, νi,
and pi, i = 0, . . . , k−1, the transition rate matrices A0 and A1 (of dimension k×k)

79
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1 − pi,0 1 − pi,1 1 − pi,ki−3 1 − pi,ki−2

pi,0
pi,1 pi,ki−2

1

νi,0
νi,1 νi,ki−2 νi,ki−1

Figure 6.1: A phase diagram of the Coxian distribution of the inter-arrival time of the
i-th arrival process.

are given by:

A0,(i,i) = −νi, for i = 0, . . . , k − 1, (6.1)

A0,(i,i+1) = (1 − pi)νi, for i = 0, . . . , k − 2,

A1,(i,0) = piνi, for i = 0, . . . , k − 1,

and all other entries are zero. Note that pk−1 is always equal to 1. The long-run
fraction of time πi that this MAP is in state i is equal to

πi =

∏i−1
j=0(1 − pj)

Cνi
, for i = 1, . . . , k − 1, (6.2)

where C is the normalization constant and π0 = 1/C. For more information on
MAPs, the reader is referred to Section 2.2.

The superposition of m independent Coxian arrival processes can be described
exactly as a MAP with states (j1, j2, . . . , jm), where ji = 0, . . . , ki − 1 represents
the number of completed phases of the inter-arrival time of arrival process i. The
number of states is k1 · · · km, which grows exponentially in the number of arrival
streams. Therefore, to keep the size of the state space limited, we aggregate the
state space as follows. We take together all states with the same total number
of completed arrival phases, i.e., aggregate state i corresponds to the set of states
(j1, j2, . . . , jm) with j1 + · · ·+ jm = i, where i runs from 0 to K = k1 + · · ·+km−m.
Here, the idea is that information on the total number of completed arrival phases
might be sufficient to accurately predict the time to the next arrival. Note that
K grows polynomially in m. To illustrate the aggregation procedure we show in
Figure 6.2 the phase diagram of the superposition of two Erlang4 arrival processes;
the aggregated states are indicated by the rings.

For the aggregated process we can exactly determine the fraction of time πi

spent in state i, and the number of transitions per time unit ri,j from state i to
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Figure 6.2: A phase diagram of the superposition of two Erlang4 arrival processes and
its aggregation.

j. Then the transition rate from i to j is given by qi,j = ri,j/πi. Note that rates
qi,j with i > j correspond to arrivals; the ones with i < j do not. Figure 6.3
shows the aggregated states and their transition rates for the example in Figure
6.2. An efficient algorithm for computing the transition rates qi,j is presented in
the next section. The aggregated process is, in general, not Markovian and the
sojourn times in the states may not be exponential (except when for each stream
νi,j = νi, j = 0, . . . , ki−1; then the sojourn time in an aggregated state is exponential
with parameter ν1 + · · ·+νm). Now, the crucial step is that we treat the aggregated
process again as a MAP with transition rates qi,j and thus we act as if the sojourn
times are exponential and the transitions are memoryless. Further the rates qi,j with
i > j (corresponding to arrivals) are put in the matrix A1 and the rest are put in A0.
So, for the example of two Erlang4 arrival streams, we use Figure 6.3 as flow diagram
for the MAP obtained from aggregation. This procedure yields a compact MAP
approximately describing the original arrival process and that naturally preserves
some of the dependencies present in the original process.

In Section 6.2 we develop algorithms to efficiently and exactly compute the
transition rates of the aggregated MAP.

Remark 1 The superposition of m identical Coxian2 arrival streams can be de-
scribed by a MAP with states j2 denoting the number of streams in the second
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q0,1 q1,2 q2,3 q3,4 q4,5 q5,6

q6,3q5,2q4,1q3,0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 6.3: A diagram of the aggregated MAP of the superposition of two Erlang4 arrival
processes, where a transition from state i to i − 3 corresponds to an arrival.

phase of the Coxian inter-arrival time (the other m − j2 streams are in the first
phase). Thus the number of states is linear in m. Now the proposed aggregation
does not help, i.e., it leads to exactly the same states as the original arrival process.

6.2 Transition rates of the aggregated MAP

The MAP obtained by aggregation has a special structure. The process is skip-
free to the right; it can jump from state i to i+1, but it is not possible to make larger
jumps to the right. Transitions to the right do not correspond to arrivals. Hence,
the transition rate matrix A0 has negative elements on the diagonal and non-zero
elements on the super-diagonal; the other elements are zero. Note that, in case of
m Coxianki

arrival streams with identically distributed phases, i.e., νi,j = νi, the
time the aggregated process spends in each state is exponentially distributed with
parameter ν =

∑m
i=1 νi. So, in this special case, the diagonal elements of A0 are

all equal to −ν. The aggregated process can make large jumps to the left; these
transitions correspond to an arrival. This means that the transition matrix A1 is a
lower triangular matrix. In the following section we present a method to find the
transition matrices A0 and A1. In Section 6.2.2 we describe a more efficient method
for the special case of identical Erlangk−1,k arrival streams.

6.2.1 Coxian arrival streams

To determine the transition rates of the aggregated process we aggregate the
Coxian arrival streams one by one, i.e., we aggregate the first two streams, then add
the third one and so on (see Figure 6.4). Below we describe how to add an arrival
stream.

Suppose we have aggregated a number of arrival streams and now we want to
add the next stream, with transition rates A0 and A1 and state-space {0, . . . , l−1}.
The long-run fraction of time spent in state i is πi (cf. (6.1) and (6.2)). The
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A 1

A 2

M 2

A 3

M 3

M n
A n

Figure 6.4: Recursive construction of the aggregated MAP, where Ai denotes the i-th
arrival stream and Mi the MAP obtained after aggregating A1, . . . , Ai.

transition rates of the aggregated streams are B0 and B1 and the state space is
{0, . . . ,m − 1}. Obviously, the number of states m depends on the number of
streams that is aggregated. The long-run fraction of time the aggregated process
spends in state i is ξi. Let us refer to these processes as process 1 (the new stream)
and process 2 (the ones already aggregated).

By aggregating process 1 and 2 we obtain a process with state space {0, . . . , n}
where n = l + m − 2. Now we want to determine its transition rates C0 and C1

and the long-run fraction of time ηi it spends in state i. Since process 1 and 2 are
independent of each other, we immediately have

ηi =

min(i,l−1)∑

j=max(0,i−m+1)

πjξi−j , i = 0, . . . , n. (6.3)

To determine the number of transitions per time unit out of state i, note that, if
process 1 is in state j and process 2 in state i−j, the total number of transitions out
of these states is −πjξj−i(A0,(j,j) + B0,(i−j,i−j)). Hence, addition over all feasible
states (and multiplication by −1) yields

ηiC0,(i,i) =

min(i,l−1)∑

j=max(0,i−m+1)

πjξi−j

(
A0,(j,j) + B0,(i−j,i−j)

)
, i = 0, . . . , n. (6.4)

Similarly we obtain, for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1,
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ηiC0,(i,i+1) =

min(i,l−2)∑

j=max(0,i−m+1)

πjξi−jA0,(j,j+1) +

min(i,l−1)∑

j=max(0,i−m+2)

πjξi−jB0,(i−j,i−j+1),

(6.5)
and for all i = 0, . . . , n and h = 0, . . . , i,

ηiC1,(i,i−h) =

min(i,l−1)∑

j=max(h,i−m+1)

πjξi−jA1,(j,j−h) +

min(i−h,l−1)∑

j=max(0,i−m+1)

πjξi−jB1,(i−j,i−j−h).

(6.6)
The time needed to determine the transition rates C0 and C1 is O(n2 min(l,m)).

Hence, the time complexity to aggregate M Coxianki
arrival streams is O(MK2kmax)

where K =
∑M

i=1 ki and kmax = max(k1, . . . , kM ).

6.2.2 Identical mixed Erlang arrival streams

For identical mixed Erlang arrival streams we can develop a simpler and more
efficient algorithm to determine the transition rates of the aggregated arrival process.
Suppose we have m arrival streams, each with Erlangk−1,k distributed inter-arrival
times with parameters p and µ. So, with probability p (1− p), an inter-arrival time
consists of k − 1 (k) exponential phases with rate µ. The number of states of the
aggregated process is (k − 1)m + 1. First we use (6.3) to determine the long-run
fraction of time πi the aggregated process spends in state i, where i = 0, . . . , (k−1)m.
Second we determine the transition rates A0 and A1 of the aggregated process in
one go. Of course, the rate at which we leave a state is always equal to ν = mµ, so

A0,(i,i) = −ν, i = 0, . . . , (k − 1)m. (6.7)

To determine the transition rates we start with the last state (k− 1)m and then
work our way back to the front. From state (k − 1)m we can only jump to state
(k − 1)(m − 1), thus

A1,((k−1)m,(k−1)(m−1)) = ν. (6.8)

State i with (k − 1)(m − 1) + 1 ≤ i ≤ (k − 1)m can only be reached from state
i − 1. Hence, application of the balance principle to state i yields

πi−1A0,(i−1,i) = −πiA0,(i,i),

and thus, by (6.7),

A0,(i−1,i) =
πi

πi−1
ν, i = (k − 1)(m − 1) + 1, . . . , (k − 1)m. (6.9)

State i with 1 ≤ i ≤ (k − 1)(m − 1) can be reached from state i − 1, but also
from i + k − 2 and i + k − 1. So, by application of the balance principle to state i
we obtain
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A0,(i−1,i) =
πi

πi−1
ν −

πi+k−1

πi−1
A1,(i+k−1,i) −

πi+k−2

πi−1
A1,(i+k−2,i), (6.10)

valid for all i = 1, . . . , (k − 1)(m − 1). Note that a transition from state i + k − 2
to i corresponds to the completion of the k − 1th and last phase of an inter-arrival
time (and thus to an arrival); a transition from i + k − 1 to i corresponds to the
completion of the kth phase. Since the fraction of inter-arrival times consisting of
k − 1 phases is p (the rest consists of k phases), it follows that the ratio of the
number of transitions per time unit from state i + k − 2 to i and the number of
transitions per time unit from state i + k − 1 to i is equal to p/(1 − p). Thus

πi+k−2(1 − p)A1,(i+k−2,i) = πi+1pA1,(i+k−1,i),

which can be rewritten as

A1,(i,i−(k−2)) =
πi+1(1 − p)

πip
A1,(i+1,i+1−(k−1)), i = k − 2, . . . , (k − 1)m − 1.

(6.11)
Finally, the transition rates from states i to i− (k−1) for i = k−1, . . . , (k−1)m

can be found by using that the rate at which we leave a state is always ν, so we get

A1,(i,i−(k−1)) = ν −A1,(i,i−(k−2)) −A0,(i,i+1), i = k − 1, . . . , (k − 1)m. (6.12)

Using the equations (6.7)-(6.12) the transition rates can be determined recur-
sively. The other rates in A0 and A1 are 0. The time complexity of this algorithm
is only O(m2k2).

Example: the aggregated MAP for two Erlang2,3 streams
Consider two identical Erlang2,3 arrival streams; the scale parameter of the Erlang
distribution is λ = 1 and the probability that an inter-arrival time consists of two
exponential phases is p = 1/2. The state space of the detailed MAP consists of the
pairs (j1, j2) where ji = 0, 1, 2 is the number of completed phases of the inter-arrival
time of stream i. In the aggregated MAP we get the following 5 states:

State of the aggregated MAP Original states of the detailed MAP
0 (0,0)
1 (0,1), (1,0)
2 (0,2), (1,1), (2,0)
3 (1,2), (2,1)
4 (2,2)

From aggregate state i it is possible to jump up to state i + 1 with rate qi,i+1

and to jump down to state i − 1 or i − 2 with rates qi,i−1 and qi,i−2, respectively.
The latter two jumps correspond to an arrival, the first one not.
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Now we first need to determine the probabilities πi. For each arrival stream,
the probability to be in state 0, 1 and 2 is equal to 2/5, 2/5 and 1/5, respectively.
Hence, it is easily seen that the probabilities πi are:

π0 =
4

25
, π1 =

8

25
, π2 =

8

25
, π3 =

4

25
, π4 =

1

25
.

To determine the rates qi,j we use the following properties:

• The total rate out of each state i is equal to 2, so

4∑

j=0

qi,j = 2 i = 0, . . . , 4.

• The balance equations for the states i = 0, 1, . . . , 4 are given by:

2π0 = q1,0π1 + q2,0π2

2π1 = q0,1π0 + q2,1π2 + q3,1π3

2π2 = q1,2π1 + q3,2π3 + q4,2π4

2π3 = q2,3π2

2π4 = q3,4π3

• The average number of transitions per time unit ri+1,i and ri+2,i satisfy

ri+1,i

ri+2,i
=

p

1 − p
,

so

pπi+2qi+2,i = (1 − p)πi+1qi+1,i, i = 0, 1, 2.

We immediately obtain that q4,2 = 2 because of the first property. By using the
balance equation for state i = 4 we see that q3,4 = 1/2 and because of the third
property we get q3,2 = 1/2. Similarly, all other rates can be obtained. Figure 6.5
shows the MAP, now including the rates.
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Figure 6.5: A phase diagram of the aggregated MAP of two mixed Erlang2,3 arrival
streams.

6.3 Numerical results

In this section we investigate how accurate the aggregated MAP describes the
superposition of arrival streams. To do so we use simulation. First, in Section 6.3.1,
we consider the ΣCki

/G/1 queue. We compare the mean waiting time (W ) and the
probability that a customer arrives at an empty system (pe) for the real system with
the corresponding characteristics for:

(i) the system where the inflow is the aggregated MAP;

(ii) the GI/G/1 system where the first two moments of the inter-arrival time
match with the first two moments of an arbitrary inter-arrival time of the
superposition of arrival streams;

(iii) the GI/G/1 system where the first two moments of the inter-arrival time are
determined according to the method of Whitt [84] and Albin [2].

The distribution of the inter-arrival time in (ii) and (iii) is determined by matching
the first two moments, i.e., we use an Erlangk−1,k or Coxian2 distribution, depending
on whether the squared coefficient of variation is less or greater than 1 (see, e.g.,
[71]). For the fits we used we refer to Section 2.1.1.

Second, in Section 6.3.2, we consider an inventory control system, consisting of a
central stock point that faces demand from several retailers. The inter-arrival times
of orders from a retailer are assumed to be Coxian distributed. We compare the
fraction of demand delivered from stock (β) and the average inventory level (I) for
the real system with the corresponding characteristics for:

(i) the inventory system with an aggregated MAP demand process;
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(ii) the inventory system where the demand process is a renewal process, the
first two moments of the inter-arrival times of which match with the first two
moments of an arbitrary inter-arrival time of the superposition of the demand
processes of the retailers.

Now we can not compare it with the system with a renewal demand process, the
first two moments of the inter-arrival times of which are determined by the method
of Whitt [84] and Albin [2]. The reason is that their method is specifically designed
for ΣGi/G/1 queues.

In Section 6.3.3 we briefly discuss the results. All simulation results have 95%
confidence intervals, the widths of which are smaller than 1%.

6.3.1 The ΣCki
/G/1 queue

We have simulated systems with identical arrival processes and systems with
different arrival processes. We start with the identical arrival processes.

The inter-arrival times of the m identical arrival processes are Erlangk−1,k dis-
tributed with squared coefficient of variation c2

a. We vary the number of arrival
streams between 2, 4, 8 and 16. The squared coefficients of variation of the inter-
arrival times are varied between 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1. The service times are expo-
nentially distributed, Erlang distributed or deterministic, depending on the squared
coefficient of variation c2

d. We vary c2
d between 1, 0.2 and 0. The parameters of the

Erlang distributions are determined according to the two moment fit described in
Section 2.1.1. Note that we only consider arrival streams, the inter-arrival times of
which have a squared coefficient of variation less than 0.5; the reason is that the
aggregation is exact when the squared coefficient of variation is greater or equal to
0.5 (see Remark 1). Finally, the occupation rate ρ of the queueing system is varied
between 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9. This results in a total of 144 test cases. The results
can be found in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Table 6.1 shows the average errors for the test
cases with one of the parameters being fixed. Table 6.2 shows the average errors
over all test cases and gives insight in the distribution of the errors. AM stands for
the aggregation method, W/A for Whitt and Albin’s method, and TM for the two
moment fit.

In case of nonidentical arrival streams we use m = 5 arrival streams. We examine
different levels of imbalance in the arrival rates, varying from no imbalance to the
situation where the highest arrival rate is 9 times as big as the lowest one. The
arrival rates are varied between the scenarios as shown in Table 6.3.

For the coefficients of variation we consider 4 cases: No imbalance, imbalanced
arrival streams with low variability, imbalanced arrival streams with high variability,
and a case with arrival streams with both low and high variability. So, the squared
coefficients of variation of the inter-arrival times are varied between the scenarios as
shown in Table 6.4.

The rest of the parameters are the same as in case of identical streams. This
again leads to 144 test cases. The results are presented in Tables 6.5 and 6.6, similar
as for identical arrival streams.
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Average Error in W Average Error in pe

No. servers AM W/A TM AM W/A TM
2 1.4 % 10.2 % 11.7 % 2.7 % 4.9 % 4.9 %
4 1.8 % 6.7 % 16.0 % 3.7 % 5.2 % 5.2 %
8 2.1 % 4.4 % 17.9 % 3.6 % 4.6 % 4.6 %

16 2.2 % 3.6 % 18.0 % 2.9 % 3.7 % 3.7 %

c2
a AM W/A TM AM W/A TM

0.4 0.5 % 7.0 % 8.8 % 0.6 % 3.0 % 3.0 %
0.3 0.8 % 6.4 % 12.8 % 1.6 % 3.3 % 3.3 %
0.2 2.4 % 5.9 % 18.0 % 4.1 % 4.8 % 4.8 %
0.1 3.8 % 5.7 % 23.9 % 6.7 % 7.4 % 7.4 %

c2
d AM W/A TM AM W/A TM
0 2.3 % 8.9 % 19.2 % 3.8 % 6.5 % 6.5 %

0.2 1.9 % 6.2 % 17.0 % 3.4 % 4.8 % 4.8 %
1 1.4 % 3.6 % 11.5 % 2.5 % 2.4 % 2.4 %
ρ AM W/A TM AM W/A TM

0.5 2.3 % 3.8 % 2.4 % 3.5 % 5.0 % 5.0 %
0.75 2.0 % 4.9 % 10.9 % 3.3 % 2.8 % 2.8 %
0.9 1.3 % 10.1 % 34.4 % 2.9 % 6.0 % 6.0 %

Table 6.1: Results for the queueing system with one parameter fixed.

Real system Error in W
compared with Avg. 0-5 % 5-10 % 10-15 % > 15 %

Aggregated MAP 1.9 % 93.1 % 6.9 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
Whitt and Albin 6.2 % 54.2 % 26.4 % 11.1 % 8.3 %
Two moment fit 15.9 % 34.7 % 15.3 % 16.0 % 34.0 %

Error in pe

Aggregated MAP 3.2 % 73.6 % 26.4 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
Whitt and Albin 4.6 % 65.3 % 27.1 % 4.2 % 3.5 %
Two moment fit 4.6 % 65.3 % 27.1 % 4.2 % 3.5 %

Table 6.2: Overall results for the queueing system with identical arrival streams.

6.3.2 Inventory control system

For the inventory control system we also make a distinction between identical
and different order arrival processes. We start with the first case.

The inventory control system consists of one stock point, facing demand from
m retailers. A schematic representation of the inventory system is shown in Figure
6.6. The stock point is controlled by an (s, nQ)-installation stock policy; for more
information see Smits [68]. The batch size Q is varied between 800, 900, and 1000,
the reorder level s is varied between 800, 900, and 1000, and the replenishment lead-
time L is exactly 8 time units. The number of retailers m is varied between 2, 4,
8, and 10. The batch sizes of all orders have mean µ where mµ = 150 and squared
coefficient of variation 0.5. The average time between two successive orders of a
retailer is 1 time unit and the squared coefficient of variation c2

a is varied between
0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1. Again, the distribution of the inter-arrival time of an order is
Erlangk−1,k. This gives 144 test cases. Tables 6.7 and 6.8 summarize the results of
these tests.

In case of different order arrival processes we use m = 5 retailers. The arrival
rates of the order arrival processes and the squared coefficients of variation of the
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Arrival rates
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
(0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2)
(0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4)
(0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8)

Table 6.3: Scenarios for arrival rates.

Squared coefficients of variation
(0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3)
(0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4)
(1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0)
(0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0)

Table 6.4: Scenarios for squared coefficients of variation.

inter-arrival times are chosen according to Tables 6.3 and 6.4. The other parameters
are the same as in case of identical order arrival processes. This leads to 144 cases.
The results are summarized in Tables 6.9 and 6.10.

6.3.3 Discussion

In this section we discuss the results of the preceding sections. We first take a
look at the results for the ΣCki

/G/1 queue, and then briefly discuss the results for
the inventory problem.

When the component arrival streams have identical mixed Erlang distributions,
the AM method produces very good results, and it performs significantly better
than the other two methods. Clearly, in this case, information on the total number
of completed arrival phases provides sufficient information to accurately predict
arrivals. However, for non-identical arrival streams, we see a different picture. Now
the overall performance is less, but still significantly better than the other two
methods. Variations in arrival rates do not seem to have a great impact on the

External supplier

Retailer

Retailer

Retailer

Retailer

Figure 6.6: Schematic representation of the inventory system.
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Average Error in W Average Error in pe

Arr. rates AM W/A TM AM W/A TM
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 3.5 % 4.9 % 11.5 % 2.5 % 4.5 % 4.5 %

(0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2) 3.8 % 4.5 % 11.4 % 2.8 % 4.9 % 4.9 %
(0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4) 4.3 % 4.4 % 11.5 % 2.8 % 4.8 % 4.8 %
(0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8) 5.4 % 4.1 % 13.2 % 4.0 % 5.4 % 5.4 %

c2
a AM W/A TM AM W/A TM

(0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3) 0.7 % 4.9 % 12.9 % 1.4 % 3.6 % 3.6 %
(0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4) 1.9 % 4.4 % 12.1 % 1.5 % 3.7 % 3.7 %
(1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0) 1.6 % 5.1 % 12.3 % 0.9 % 4.7 % 4.7 %

(0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) 12.8 % 3.4 % 10.5 % 8.1 % 7.6 % 7.6 %

c2
d AM W/A TM AM W/A TM
0 4.7 % 5.9 % 13.8 % 3.2 % 5.6 % 5.6 %

0.2 4.4 % 4.6 % 12.8 % 3.1 % 5.1 % 5.1 %
1 3.7 % 3.0 % 9.2 % 2.6 % 3.9 % 3.9 %
ρ AM W/A TM AM W/A TM

0.5 2.0 % 3.9 % 3.5 % 2.0 % 5.2 % 5.2 %
0.75 4.1 % 4.1 % 10.2 % 3.1 % 4.3 % 4.3 %
0.9 6.6 % 5.4 % 22.0 % 3.8 % 5.2 % 5.2 %

Table 6.5: Results for the queueing system with one parameter fixed.

Real system Error in W
compared with Avg. 0-5 % 5-10 % 10-15 % > 15 %

Aggregated MAP 4.3 % 77.1 % 8.3 % 4.9 % 9.7 %
Whitt and Albin 4.5 % 60.4 % 35.4 % 4.2 % 0.0 %
Two moment fit 11.9 % 26.4 % 25.0 % 21.5 % 27.1 %

Error in pe

Aggregated MAP 3.0 % 79.2 % 14.6 % 6.3 % 0.0 %
Whitt and Albin 4.9 % 53.5 % 43.8 % 2.1 % 0.7 %
Two moment fit 4.9 % 53.5 % 43.8 % 2.1 % 0.7 %

Table 6.6: Overall results for the queueing system with different arrival streams.

performance, but when there are significant differences in the coefficient of variation
of the inter-arrival times, the performance of AM deteriorates (up to average errors
around 12%). There are several reasons for this. First, the aggregated MAP assumes
exponential sojourn times in each state; this is true for identical mixed Erlang
streams, but no longer holds for non-identical streams. Second, the total number
of completed arrival phases provides definitely less useful information in case of
non-identical streams.

The results for the inventory control system are even better than for the ΣCki
/G/1

queue. Most of the errors are much smaller than 1% (which is the accuracy of the
simulation) and also much smaller than the errors of the TM method. Here, we see
the same effect as in the ΣCki

/G/1 queue: when the difference in the coefficients
of variation of the inter-arrival times of orders becomes large, the errors tend to
increase (but in the next section we show how the approximation can be improved).
Further, also the results for the two moment fit are better than for the ΣCki

/G/1
queue. Note that we could not test Whit and Albin’s method in the inventory
control problem, because this method has been developed for a queueing system.
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Average Error in I Average Error in β
s AM TM AM TM

800 0.11 % 2.41 % 0.12 % 0.68 %
900 0.08 % 1.73 % 0.05 % 0.91 %

1000 0.06 % 1.17 % 0.03 % 0.88 %
Q AM TM AM TM

800 0.10 % 2.31 % 0.10 % 0.90 %
900 0.08 % 1.71 % 0.06 % 0.83 %

1000 0.07 % 1.29 % 0.05 % 0.75 %

c2
a AM TM AM TM

0.1 0.06 % 1.90 % 0.06 % 0.86 %
0.2 0.08 % 1.48 % 0.06 % 0.68 %
0.3 0.06 % 1.11 % 0.04 % 0.53 %
0.4 0.06 % 0.81 % 0.04 % 0.41 %

No. of streams AM TM AM TM
2 0.09 % 1.80 % 0.10 % 0.69 %
4 0.08 % 1.68 % 0.06 % 0.76 %
8 0.04 % 1.10 % 0.03 % 0.61 %

16 0.04 % 0.73 % 0.02 % 0.42 %

Table 6.7: Results for the inventory system with one parameter fixed.

Real system Error in I
compared with Avg. 0-1 % 1-2 % 2-3 % > 3 %

Aggregated MAP 0.11 % 100.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
Two moment fit 2.36 % 6.3 % 33.3 % 23.6 % 36.8 %

Error in β
Aggregated MAP 0.09 % 100.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
Two moment fit 1.10 % 52.8 % 42.4 % 4.9 % 0.0 %

Table 6.8: Overall results for the inventory system with identical order streams.

6.4 Analysis of the ΣGI/G/s queue

We now consider a system with s parallel and identical servers. Customers
arrive according to m independent arrival streams. The inter-arrival times of stream
i = 1, . . . ,m are independent and Coxianki

distributed with parameters νi,j and pi,j

with j = 0, . . . , ki − 1. Note that any distribution on (0,∞) can be approximated
arbitrarily close by a Coxian distribution, see, e.g., [4].

The queue is unlimited and customers are served in order of arrival. The service
times are mutually independent and independent of the inter-arrival times. The
service time distribution is Coxiank; see Figure 6.7 for a graphical representation of
this queueing system.

The approximation for this queueing model consists of two steps. First we con-
struct approximating MAPs for the arrival and service process by aggregating the
state-space of the MAPs exactly describing the arrival and service process. In the
second step we model the ΣGI/G/s queue as a QBD, corresponding to a so-called
MAP/MAP/1 queue, and analyze the QBD by using matrix-geometric techniques.
In the next section we elaborate further on the first step.

In this section we model the ΣGI/G/s queue as a MAP/MAP/1 queue with
a state-dependent service process. By using the aggregation technique described in
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Average Error in I Average Error in β
s AM TM AM TM

800 0.95 % 3.13 % 0.18 % 0.53 %
900 0.65 % 2.15 % 0.31 % 1.03 %

1000 0.44 % 1.52 % 0.31 % 1.06 %
Q AM TM AM TM

800 0.89 % 2.96 % 0.26 % 0.88 %
900 0.67 % 2.18 % 0.28 % 0.89 %

1000 0.48 % 1.66 % 0.25 % 0.85 %

c2
a AM TM AM TM

(0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3) 0.07 % 1.43 % 0.05 % 0.62 %
(0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4) 0.17 % 1.27 % 0.09 % 0.57 %
(1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0) 0.17 % 2.04 % 0.08 % 0.73 %

(0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) 1.63 % 2.06 % 0.58 % 0.70 %
Arr. rates AM TM AM TM

(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 0.44 % 1.39 % 0.19 % 0.53 %
(0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2) 0.48 % 1.61 % 0.19 % 0.62 %

(0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4) 0.55 % 1.80 % 0.21 % 0.71 %
(0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8) 0.57 % 1.99 % 0.21 % 0.75 %

Table 6.9: Results for the inventory system with one parameter fixed.

Real system Error in I
compared with Avg. 0-1 % 1-2 % 2-3 % > 3 %

Aggregated MAP 0.91 % 75.0 % 4.2 % 6.3 % 14.6 %
Two moment fit 3.02 % 0.0 % 19.4 % 18.8 % 61.8 %

Error in β
Aggregated MAP 0.35 % 88.9 % 11.1 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
Two moment fit 1.17 % 45.1 % 52.1 % 2.8 % 0.0 %

Table 6.10: Overall results for the inventory system with different order streams.

Section 6.2, we approximate the arrival process by a MAP with matrices P0 and
P1 of dimension p = k1 + · · · + km − m. The service process, and in particular the
number of busy servers, depends on the number of customers in the system. So,
for each i = 0, . . . , s, we determine the MAP describing the service process for i
busy servers with matrices Di

0 and Di
1 of dimension di; note that d0 = 1 and that

di+1 = di + k − 1.
Hence the MAP/MAP/1 system can be described by a QBD with states (i, j, l).

The state variable i denotes the total number of customers in the system (including
the ones in service). The state variable j (l) indicates the state of the arrival (service)
process. To define the generator of the QBD we use the Kronecker product: If A
is an n1 × n2 matrix and B is an n3 × n4 matrix, the Kronecker product A ⊗ B is
defined by

A ⊗ B =




A(1, 1)B · · · A(1, n2)B
...

...
A(n1, 1)B · · · A(n1, n2)B


 .

Now we will specify the generator Q of the QBD; by ordering the states lexico-
graphically and partitioning the state space into levels, where level i = 0, 1, . . . is
the set of all states with i customers in the system, the generator has the following
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A r r i v a l  s t r e a m s S e r v e r sW a i t i n g  l i n e
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Figure 6.7: Graphical representation of the queueing system.

form:

Q =




B00 B01

B10 B11 B12

B21
. . .

. . .

. . . Bs−1s−1 Bs−1s

Bss−1 A1 A0

A2 A1 A0

A2
. . .

. . .

. . .




The number of states at level i = 0, 1, . . . , s is equal to pdi; it increases up to level s
from whereon it remains constant. At level 0 only the arrival process is active. So
the transition rates within this level are

B00 = P0.

For 0 < i < s, the transition rates within level i are given by

Bii = P0 ⊗ Idi
+ Ip ⊗ Di

0, i = 1, . . . , s − 1,

where In denotes the identity matrix of dimension n. If an arrival occurs at level
i < s, then the QBD jumps to level i + 1. In doing so, the current state l of the
service process does not change, because the number of completed service phases
stays the same. This leads to the following rate matrices for arrivals:

Bii+1 = P1 ⊗ Ĩdi×di+1
, i = 0, . . . , s − 1,
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where Ĩdi×di+1
is a matrix of dimensions di × di+1, defined as

Ĩdi×di+1
=
(

Idi
0
)
.

When a departure occurs at level i ≤ s, one additional server becomes idle, but the
current state j of the arrival process does not change. Hence, the rate matrices for
departures are:

Bii−1 = Ip ⊗ D̃i
1, i = 1, . . . , s,

where D̃i
1 is a matrix of dimensions di × di−1, consisting of the first di−1 columns

of Di
1. The description of the service process does not change anymore from level s

onwards. So the transition rates from levels i ≥ s are given by:

A0 = P1 ⊗ Ids
, (6.13)

A1 = P0 ⊗ Ids
+ Ip ⊗ Ds

0, (6.14)

A2 = Ip ⊗ Ds
1. (6.15)

This completes the description of the QBD. It can be analyzed straightforwardly
using the matrix-geometric method, see, e.g., [45; 55]. If we denote the equilibrium
probability vector of level i by pi, then pi has a matrix-geometric form:

pi = psR
i−s, i ≥ s.

To determine the so-called rate matrix R we use an algorithm developed by Naoumov
et al. [53], which is an application of the cyclic reduction method developed by Bini
and Meini [7] to compute the matrix R. This algorithm is listed in Figure 2.6 of
Section 2.3.

The next step is to solve the equilibrium equations at the levels 0, 1, . . . , s in order
to get the complete equilibrium distribution. To do so we first use the equilibrium
equations at the levels i < s to express all equilibrium vectors pi with i < s in terms
of ps. Finally, by using the equilibrium equations at level s and the normalization
equation, we can determine ps and thus we know the entire equilibrium distribution.

From the equilibrium distribution of the QBD we can easily determine perfor-
mance characteristics like the average waiting time and the delay probability. In
the next section we present some numerical results in order to test the quality of
the proposed approximation.

6.5 Numerical results for the ΣGI/G/s queue

In this section we test the quality of the proposed approximation by comparing it
with discrete-event simulation. We also compare the results with an approximation
that combines an approximation for multiple arrival streams by Whitt [84] and
Albin [2] with an approximation for multi-server queueing systems by Whitt [87].
We split the results in two parts. In the first part we consider queueing systems
with identical arrival streams and in the second part we consider queueing systems
with different arrival streams.
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Assuming that we only know the mean and the squared coefficient of variation
of the inter-arrival and service times, we fit mixed Erlang distributions or Coxian2

distributions on the first two moments, depending on whether the coefficient of
variation is less or greater than 1. For the mixed Erlang distribution we use the fit
presented in [71] and for the Coxian2 distribution we use the fit presented in [49].

6.5.1 Identical arrival streams

Comparison with simulation

In order to investigate the quality of our method we compare the mean waiting time
and the delay probability for a large number of cases with the ones produced by
discrete-event simulation. We are especially interested in investigating for which
set of input parameters our method gives satisfying results. Each simulation run is
sufficiently long such that the widths of the 95% confidence intervals of the mean
waiting time and the delay probability are smaller than 1%.

We use a broad set of parameters for the tests. The parameters are: the number
of arrival streams, the number of servers, the squared coefficient of variation (SCV)
of the inter-arrival times and the service times, and the occupation rate. We vary
the number of arrival streams and the number of servers between 1, 2, 4 and 6. The
SCV of the inter-arrival times of each arrival stream and SCV of the service times of
each server are varied between 1, 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2. Note that we only consider SCV
values not larger than 1. Finally, the occupation rate of the system is varied between
0.5, 0.75, 0.9 and 0.95. This leads to a total of 1024 test cases. The results for each
category are summarized in Tables 6.11 to 6.15. Each table lists the average error in
the mean waiting time and the delay probability compared with simulation results.
Each table also gives for three error-ranges the percentage of the cases which fall
in that range. For example, the first row of Table 6.11 gives the average error and
error-ranges of all 256 cases with an occupation rate equal to 0.50.

Occupation Error in mean waiting time
rate Avg. 0-1 % 1-2 % > 2 %
0.50 0.31 % 90.23 % 5.47 % 4.30 %
0.75 0.21 % 94.92 % 3.13 % 1.95 %
0.90 0.20 % 98.44 % 1.56 % 0.00 %
0.95 0.41 % 93.75 % 6.25 % 0.00 %

Error in delay probability
0.50 1.79 % 70.31 % 16.80 % 12.89 %
0.75 0.48 % 94.14 % 5.86 % 0.00 %
0.90 0.16 % 100.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
0.95 0.09 % 100.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %

Table 6.11: Overall results for queues with different occupation rates.

Overall we can conclude from the above results that our approximation method
works very well. The average error in the mean waiting time is around 0.3 % and
the average error in the mean delay is around 0.6 %. In, by far, most cases the
errors are within the 1%-width confidence interval of the simulation results.

Now let us take a look at the results in more detail. In Table 6.11, we see that
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SCV of the Error in mean waiting time
service times Avg. 0-1 % 1-2 % > 2 %

1.0 0.29 % 94.14 % 5.08 % 0.78 %
0.4 0.27 % 94.92 % 3.52 % 1.56 %
0.3 0.30 % 94.53 % 3.52 % 1.95 %
0.2 0.26 % 93.75 % 4.30 % 1.95 %

Error in delay probability
1.0 0.36 % 95.70 % 1.95 % 2.34 %
0.4 0.55 % 92.58 % 5.08 % 2.34 %
0.3 0.64 % 89.84 % 7.42 % 2.73 %
0.2 0.97 % 86.33 % 8.20 % 5.47 %

Table 6.12: Overall results for queues with different SCVs of the service times.

Number of Error in mean waiting time
servers Avg. 0-1 % 1-2 % > 2 %

1 0.50 % 85.94 % 7.81 % 6.25 %
2 0.30 % 94.14 % 5.86 % 0.00 %
4 0.19 % 97.66 % 2.34 % 0.00 %
6 0.13 % 99.61 % 0.39 % 0.00 %

Error in delay probability
1 0.74 % 87.50 % 7.81 % 4.69 %
2 0.69 % 90.63 % 5.47 % 3.91 %
4 0.51 % 94.92 % 3.13 % 1.95 %
6 0.58 % 91.41 % 6.25 % 2.34 %

Table 6.13: Overall results for queues with a different number of servers.

the quality of the results for the mean waiting times is nearly insensitive to the
occupation rate, but for the delay probabilities we see a different picture. This may
be explained by the fact that the delay probability is often close to zero in case
of an occupation rate of 0.5 and thus the relative error will be sensitive to small
deviations.

In Table 6.12 we see that the quality of the results is nearly insensitive to the
coefficient of variation of the service times. The same holds for the number of servers
(see Table 6.13). This is a convenient property, because it indicates that when the
aggregation of the service process becomes more substantial (in terms of state space
reduction), the quality of the approximation does not deteriorate.

When we look at the arrival process (Tables 6.14 and 6.15), we can conclude that
the quality of the results for the mean waiting time is nearly insensitive for both
the SCV of the inter-arrival times and the number of arrival streams. On the other
hand, the error in the delay probability is more sensitive to the arrival process, but
the results are still acceptable.

We can also compare the complete queue-length distribution of the approxima-
tion with a simulation. We have done this for the case of 5 identical arrival processes,
the inter-arrival times of which have a SCV of 0.2, and 5 servers. The service times
also have a SCV of 0.2. The occupation rate of the queue is 0.9. The errors in the
mean waiting time and the delay probability are around the averages we presented
above. In Figure 6.8 we see that the approximation, indeed, is very close to the
simulated queue-length distribution.
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SCV of the Error in mean waiting time
in.-arr. times Avg. 0-1 % 1-2 % > 2 %

1.0 0.21 % 97.27 % 2.73 % 0.00 %
0.4 0.17 % 99.22 % 0.78 % 0.00 %
0.3 0.26 % 96.09 % 3.91 % 0.00 %
0.2 0.49 % 84.77 % 8.98 % 6.25 %

Error in delay probability
1.0 0.13 % 100.0 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
0.4 0.37 % 96.09 % 3.13 % 0.78 %
0.3 0.67 % 87.11 % 10.94 % 1.95 %
0.2 1.36 % 81.25 % 8.59 % 10.16 %

Table 6.14: Overall results for queues with different SCVs of the inter-arrival times.

Number of Error in mean waiting time
arrival streams Avg. 0-1 % 1-2 % > 2 %

1 0.19 % 100.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
2 0.23 % 95.70 % 3.13 % 1.17 %
4 0.32 % 92.19 % 5.47 % 2.34 %
6 0.39 % 89.45 % 7.81 % 2.73 %

Error in delay probability
1 0.16 % 100.0 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
2 0.63 % 91.02 % 6.64 % 2.34 %
4 0.85 % 86.72 % 8.20 % 5.08 %
6 0.89 % 86.72 % 7.81 % 5.47 %

Table 6.15: Overall results for queues with a different number of arrival streams.

Comparison with Whitt/Albin

We also compare our method with a method developed by Whitt [84; 87] and Albin
[2]. Together, they developed a method for approximating multiple arrival streams.
They did this by adjusting the coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival times of
the superposition of the arrival streams and then modeled the arrival process as
a renewal process in such a way, that the errors are minimal. For multi-server
queues Whitt [87] developed a method to approximate a number of performance
characteristics by interpolating between performance characteristics of other known
queueing models. To approximate the performance of systems with both multiple
arrival streams and multiple servers, we combined the two methods.

We test their method for the same cases as above. In Figure 6.9 we show the
average errors for both our aggregation method and the method of Whitt and Albin.
This figure shows that our method is superior to Whitt and Albin’s method in terms
of the average error. An advantage of Whitt and Albin’s method, however, is that
it is easier to implement and it requires less computational effort.

6.5.2 Different arrival streams

We also want to test the quality of the results of our method in case of different
arrival streams, because in practice it is quite well possible that the arrival streams
have different characteristics. Again, each simulation run is sufficiently long such
that the widths of the 95% confidence intervals of the mean waiting time and the
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between the queue-length distributions obtained by approxima-
tion and simulation.

delay probability are smaller than 1%.
The sets of parameters used for different arrival streams are as follows. We

have 4 arrival streams. For the inter-arrival rates of the arrival streams we use
the following sets: (1, 1, 1, 1), (0.85, 1.05, 0.95, 1.15) and (0.7, 1.1, 0.9, 1.3). These
numbers represent the relative difference between the rates, so for example in the
third set, the fourth arrival stream generates arrivals 1.3

0.7 ≈ 1.86 times faster than
the first stream. The SCVs of the inter-arrival times of the arrival streams are
varied between the sets (0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4), (0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35), (1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0),
(0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5) and (1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0). Here, each number represents the SCV of
the inter-arrival times of the corresponding stream. For the number of servers and
the SCV of the service times we use the same values as in Section 6.5.1. Finally, we
vary the occupation rate of the system between 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 and 0.95. This leads
to a total of 768 test cases. The results are summarized in Tables 6.16 to 6.20.

As expected the results are slightly less accurate than the ones for identical
arrival streams; one of the reasons may be that we approximate the sojourn time in
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the results obtained by aggregation and by the method of
Whitt and Albin.

each state of the aggregate MAP for the arrival process by an exponential (which is
correct in case of identical streams). The average error in the mean waiting times is
around 2.3 % and the average error in the delay probability is around 1.3 %, which
is still highly acceptable. In the next section we present two adaptations to improve
the results for different arrival streams.

In Table 6.16, we see that the error in the mean waiting time is more sensitive
to the occupation rate, than in case of identical arrival streams (cf. Table 6.11).
For the SCV of the service times (see Table 6.17), the conclusions are the same as
in case of identical streams (although the errors are slightly greater). But the error
of the delay probability is more sensitive to the number of servers than in case of
identical streams as seen in Tables 6.18 and 6.13. Looking at Tables 6.19 and 6.20
we see that the quality of the approximation is fairly sensitive to differences in the
SCV of the inter-arrival times, but it is not significantly affected by differences in
arrival rates. Further, we can conclude that the approximation is less accurate when
the differences in SCV of the inter-arrival times are large.

In Figure 6.10 we compare the results of our aggregation method with the ones
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Occupation Error in mean waiting time
rate Avg. 0-3 % 3-6 % > 6 %
0.50 0.46 % 100.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
0.75 1.58 % 82.92 % 15.00 % 2.08 %
0.90 3.28 % 57.92 % 21.25 % 20.83 %
0.95 3.96 % 51.67 % 23.33 % 25.00 %

Error in delay probability
0.50 3.13 % 70.83 % 12.50 % 16.67 %
0.75 1.26 % 85.83 % 12.08 % 2.08 %
0.90 0.48 % 100.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
0.95 0.27 % 100.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %

Table 6.16: Overall results for queues with different occupation rates.

SCV of the Error in mean waiting time
service times Avg. 0-3 % 3-6 % > 6 %

1.0 2.03 % 75.83 % 17.08 % 7.08 %
0.4 2.32 % 73.75 % 13.33 % 12.92 %
0.3 2.44 % 71.25 % 15.00 % 13.75 %
0.2 2.50 % 71.67 % 14.17 % 14.17 %

Error in delay probability
1.0 0.95 % 92.92 % 5.00 % 2.08 %
0.4 1.26 % 89.58 % 5.42 % 5.00 %
0.3 1.36 % 88.75 % 5.83 % 5.42 %
0.2 1.56 % 85.42 % 8.33 % 6.25 %

Table 6.17: Overall results for queues with different coefficients of variation of the service
times.

of the method of Whitt and Albin. Again the aggregation method performs much
better, although the differences are less than in case of identical streams.

6.6 Improvements

In this section we present two improvements of the aggregation method.
In Table 6.5 we see that the results deteriorate when the differences in the coeffi-

cients of variation of the inter-arrival times become large. A possible explanation is
that the method attempts to aggregate two different classes of distributions, namely
mixed Erlang and Coxian2 distributions. As a consequence, the information pro-
vided by the aggregated arrival stream will be less useful. Therefore we propose
to separate the streams with inter-arrival times with a coefficient of variation less
or equal than 1 from the ones with a coefficient of variation greater than 1. Ag-
gregation of the first set of streams results in MAPe, and the second set in MAPc,
say. Then, these two MAPs are combined in one MAP without further aggregating.
This, of course, provides a more detailed description of the superposition of arrival
processes; the state space of the resulting MAP is larger, but the number of states
is still polynomial in the number of streams and the number of phases per stream.

Table 6.5 shows that also the performance for mixed Erlang streams is less
when the differences in variability of the inter-arrival times are large. For Erlang
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Number of Error in mean waiting time
servers Avg. 0-3 % 3-6 % > 6 %

1 2.95 % 66.67 % 16.25 % 17.08 %
2 2.49 % 71.25 % 16.25 % 12.50 %
4 2.08 % 75.00 % 15.00 % 10.00 %
6 1.76 % 79.58 % 12.08 % 8.33 %

Error in delay probability
1 0.51 % 97.50 % 2.50 % 0.00 %
2 0.60 % 95.00 % 5.00 % 0.00 %
4 1.59 % 83.75 % 8.33 % 7.92 %
6 2.43 % 80.42 % 8.75 % 10.83 %

Table 6.18: Overall results for queues with a different number of servers.

SCV of the Error in mean waiting time
inter-arrival times Avg. 0-3 % 3-6 % > 6 %
(0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4) 0.42 % 98.96 % 1.04 % 0.00 %

(0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35) 1.30 % 90.10 % 9.90 % 0.00 %
(1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0) 1.46 % 85.94 % 14.06 % 0.00 %
(0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5) 5.27 % 33.85 % 22.92 % 43.23 %
(1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0) 3.16 % 56.77 % 26.56 % 16.67 %

Error in delay probability
(0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4) 0.51 % 96.88 % 3.13 % 0.00 %

(0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35) 2.15 % 79.17 % 11.46 % 9.38 %
(1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0) 0.42 % 100.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
(0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5) 2.87 % 69.79 % 16.15 % 14.06 %
(1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0) 0.47 % 100.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %

Table 6.19: Overall results for queues with different SCVs of the inter-arrival times.

distributions, this may be explained as follows. Let us consider, for example, an
arrival stream with Erlang4 distributed inter-arrival times and another stream with
Erlang2 distributed inter-arrival times. The aggregation method takes together
states with the same sum of completed arrival phases. For example, state 1 is the
aggregation of the detailed states (0, 1) and (1, 0); this state provides information on
the residual inter-arrival time of the Erlang4 process, but it provides no information
on the residual inter-arrival time of the Erlang2 process. Therefore, we propose the
following adaptation. In the example, we stretch the Erlang2 inter-arrival time to an
Erlang4 inter-arrival time, but after completion of phase 0, the process immediately
jumps to phase 3 (in other words, we rename phase 1 as phase 3); see Figure
6.11. Now state 1 of the aggregated process provides information on the residual
inter-arrival times of both arrival processes. In general, when we have m arrival
streams, where stream i, i = 1, . . . ,m, has Erlangki

distributed inter-arrival times,
we proceed as follows. Set K = max1≤i≤m(ki − 1) and renumber the phases of each

arrival stream: phase j of arrival stream i becomes phase ⌊ jK
ki

⌋. This means that the

phases of arrival stream i change from {0, . . . , ki − 1} into {0, ⌊K
ki
⌋, ⌊ 2K

ki
⌋, . . . ,K}.

After renumbering the phases, we aggregate the streams as before. Again, the state-
space of the resulting MAP is larger than before, but it is still polynomial in the
number of streams and number of phases per stream.

To investigate the effect of these two modifications we use exactly the same cases
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Inter-arrival rates Error in mean waiting time
of the arrival streams Avg. 0-3 % 3-6 % > 6 %

(1, 1, 1, 1) 2.07 % 75.31 % 15.00 % 9.69 %
(0.85, 1.05, 0.95, 1.15) 2.34 % 72.19 % 15.00 % 12.81 %

(0.7, 1.1, 0.9, 1.3) 2.54 % 71.88 % 14.69 % 13.44 %
Error in delay probability

(1, 1, 1, 1) 1.14 % 89.38 % 6.88 % 3.75 %
(0.85, 1.05, 0.95, 1.15) 1.27 % 88.75 % 6.56 % 4.69 %

(0.7, 1.1, 0.9, 1.3) 1.44 % 89.38 % 5.00 % 5.63 %

Table 6.20: Overall results for queues with different arrival rates of the arrival streams.

as in Section 6.3.1 for the different arrival streams. The results are summarized in
Tables 6.21 and 6.22.

Average Error in W Average Error in pe

Arr. rates AM W/A TM AM W/A TM
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 0.8 % 4.9 % 11.5 % 1.0 % 4.5 % 4.5 %

(0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4) 0.9 % 4.5 % 11.4 % 1.2 % 4.9 % 4.9 %
(1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0) 0.8 % 4.4 % 11.5 % 1.0 % 4.8 % 4.8 %

(0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) 1.0 % 4.1 % 13.2 % 0.8 % 5.4 % 5.4 %

c2
a AM W/A TM AM W/A TM

(0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3) 0.6 % 4.9 % 12.9 % 1.3 % 3.6 % 3.6 %
(0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4) 0.9 % 4.4 % 12.1 % 1.1 % 3.7 % 3.7 %
(1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0) 1.4 % 5.1 % 12.3 % 0.8 % 4.7 % 4.7 %

(0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) 0.7 % 3.4 % 10.5 % 0.7 % 7.6 % 7.6 %

c2
d AM W/A TM AM W/A TM
0 0.9 % 5.9 % 13.8 % 1.1 % 5.6 % 5.6 %

0.2 0.8 % 4.6 % 12.8 % 1.0 % 5.1 % 5.1 %
1 0.9 % 3.0 % 9.2 % 0.9 % 3.9 % 3.9 %
ρ AM W/A TM AM W/A TM

0.5 0.7 % 3.9 % 3.5 % 1.0 % 5.2 % 5.2 %
0.75 0.7 % 4.1 % 10.2 % 1.0 % 4.3 % 4.3 %
0.9 1.3 % 5.4 % 22.0 % 1.0 % 5.2 % 5.2 %

Table 6.21: Improved results for the queueing system with different arrival streams with
one parameter fixed.

Table 6.21 shows that the modifications of the aggregation method indeed strongly
improve the results; the average errors in W and pe have become much smaller. The
aggregation method now outperforms the other two methods in all cases.

6.7 Concluding remarks

In this chapter we proposed to use an aggregated MAP for the (approximate)
description of the superposition of Coxian arrival streams. Simulation results suggest
that the aggregated MAP captures the characteristics of the superposition of arrival
streams very well. Application to a queueing model and an inventory control model
leads to average errors in predicting performance characteristics less than 2%. So we
may conclude that aggregated MAP can be very useful to accurately approximate
superpositions of arrival processes.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of the results obtained by aggregation and by the method of
Whitt and Albin.

We then developed a method for approximately analyzing ΣGI/G/s queues with
Coxian inter-arrival times and service times. The approximation aggregates the state
space of the MAPs describing the arrival and service process; this leads to a QBD
with a substantially smaller state space than the original one. The QBD obtained
after aggregation can be efficiently analyzed by the matrix-geometric method de-
veloped by Naoumov et al. [53]. The numerical complexity of the approximation
method is polynomial in the number of arrival streams and the number of servers,
whereas the complexity of the exact analysis is exponential. We also introduced
some adaptations for the case of different arrival streams in order to improve the
results in this situation.

The numerical results show that the approximation method is robust and accu-
rate; the errors in the mean waiting time and the delay probability are very small.
The average error for both performance characteristics is approximately 1%. The
results also show that the errors of the approximation method are about 4 to 20
times smaller than the ones produced by the method of Whitt [84; 87] and Albin
[2]. A disadvantage of the present method compared to Whitt and Albin is that
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Figure 6.11: Aggregation of an Erlang4 and Erlang2 arrival stream, before (left) and after
renumbering (right).

Real system Error in W
compared with Avg. 0-5 % 5-10 % 10-15 % > 15 %

Aggregated MAP 0.9 % 99.3 % 0.7 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
Whitt and Albin 4.5 % 60.4 % 35.4 % 4.2 % 0.0 %
Two moment fit 11.9 % 26.4 % 25.0 % 21.5 % 27.1 %

Error in pe

Aggregated MAP 1.0 % 100.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
Whitt and Albin 4.9 % 53.5 % 43.8 % 2.1 % 0.7 %
Two moment fit 4.9 % 53.5 % 43.8 % 2.1 % 0.7 %

Table 6.22: Improved overall results for the queueing system with different arrival streams.

(i) it is more difficult to implement and (ii) it requires much more numerical ef-
fort. However, an advantage besides the accuracy, is that the aggregation method
calculates the queue-length distribution, which can be used to determine different
performance characteristics as well.
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Chapter 7

Priority queue

In this chapter we develop an approximation method to determine the performance
of a single-server queueing system with multiple classes of customers, which are
served according to the preemptive-resume priority policy. The preemptive-resume
policy is in this setting the least complicated method. However, other policies,
like the non-preemptive policy, can be analyzed along the same lines. Under this
preemptive-resume policy high priority customers may interrupt the service of low
priority customers and after the interruption the service time of the low priority cus-
tomer resumes at the point where it was interrupted. The approximation method
decomposes the multi-queue system into single-queue subsystems, one for each cus-
tomer class. Each subsystem is treated as a single-server queue with vacations, i.e.,
the server alternatingly visits the queue and then takes a vacation (to serve high
priority customers). We first develop an approximation for the mean and variance
of the visit period and inter-visit (i.e., vacation) period and then solve the vaca-
tion model by means of matrix-analytic methods. Numerical results show that this
method produces very good results.

The present chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 gives, besides the intro-
duction of the model and further notation, a high-level view of the approximation
scheme. In Section 7.2 the approximations for the mean and the variance of the
visit and inter-visit period are presented. Building on these results, Section 7.3 an-
alyzes the vacation model. An extensive numerical study to test the accuracy of the
approximation algorithm is presented in the penultimate section. Finally, the last
section describes the main conclusions of the present research and indicates some
possible directions for further research.

7.1 Model and decomposition

We consider a system with one server for N ≥ 2 customer classes, each with its
own infinite capacity queue. The customer classes are indexed by i, i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
where class i customers have preemptive priority over class j customers when i < j.
So class 1 customers have the highest priority and class N customers the lowest
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priority. When the server is working on a class j customer and a higher priority
customer of class i arrives, the server immediately switches to class i customers.
When there are no higher priority customers in the system anymore, the server
resumes serving the class j customer at the point where service was interrupted.

Customers arrive at all queues according to independent arrival processes; the
mean and second moment of the inter-arrival times of process i are denoted by E[Ai]
and E[A2

i ], i = 1, 2, . . . , N , respectively. The service times of class i customers are
independent, identically distributed random variables with mean E[Bi] and second
moment E[B2

i ], i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
The occupancy rate ρi at queue i is defined by

ρi =
E[Bi]

E[Ai]
,

and the total occupancy rate ρ is given by ρ =
∑N

i=1 ρi, and in the sequel it is
assumed that ρ < 1 .

Our interest is in Li, the length of queue i at an arbitrary point in time,
i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The main contribution of this chapter is the development of a
method to approximate the complete distribution of Li. Based on the approximate
queue-length distribution, it is then straightforward to obtain approximations for
performance characteristics, such as mean queue lengths and mean sojourn times.

In the remainder of this section we present a high-level description of the approx-
imation method. The key idea is to decompose the original priority system with N
queues into N separate single-queue systems with vacations. The analysis focusses
on one queue at a time, queue i say, where the higher priority queues 1, . . . , i − 1
determine the periods in between service interruptions, the so-called visit periods,
and the durations of the service interruptions, the so-called vacation or inter-visit
periods at queue i, i = 1, 2, . . . , N . Once we have calculated the first two mo-
ments of the visit and inter-visit periods and fitted phase-type distributions to these
moments, the queue-length distribution of queue i can be obtained by means of a
matrix-analytic analysis of the single-queue model with vacations (see Section 7.3).

The subsequent sections aim to determine:

1. The first two moments of the visit period for queue i (see Section 7.2);

2. The first two moments of the inter-visit period for queue i (see Section 7.2);

3. The queue-length distribution of queue i given the first two moments of the
visit and inter-visit periods (see Section 7.3).

7.2 Visit and inter-visit period

At queue i the server is alternatingly available and unavailable due to high
priority service requests. A period during which the server is available is referred to
as a visit period, and denoted by Vi; a period during which the server is unavailable
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is referred to as an inter-visit period and denoted by Ii. Below we will first determine
an approximation for the first two moments of Vi, and then turn our attention to
Ii.

Clearly, a visit period to queue i corresponds to an idle period of the higher
priority queues 1, . . . , i − 1. In other words, Vi is the residual inter-arrival time
of higher priority customers right after finishing a high priority busy period. To
estimate the idle period we aggregate the high priority queues into a single queue,
fed by the superposition of the arrival processes of class 1 up to class i−1 customers;
the service times are assumed to be a probabilistic mixture of service times of the
higher priority queues, where the mixing probabilities are proportional to the arrival
rates. Hence, we describe the interruptions of higher priority customers by the
idle and busy periods of a ΣGI/G/s-queue. We could also approximate the visit
and inter-visit period by the idle and busy period of the GI/G/s-queue, but after
some numerical experiments it appeared that the ΣGI/G/s-queue approximation
performed significantly better.

In Chapter 6 we developed a method to approximate the queue-length distribu-
tion of the ΣGI/G/s-queue. To determine the idle period of a ΣGI/G/1-queue we
can make use of that method. The first step is to aggregate the arrival processes into
a single MAP, for which we can plug in the first two moments of the inter-arrival
times of the higher priority customers, E[Aj ] and E[A2

j ] for j = 1, 2, . . . , i − 1. In
doing so, we try to preserve some of the dependencies between inter-arrival times,
which may be important to the duration of the idle period. Dependencies between
service times seem to be less important to the duration of idle and busy periods,
and therefore, are neglected; so the service times are assumed to be independent
and identically distributed according to a mixture of the service time distributions
of higher priority customers. Hence, the first two moments of the service time Si of
an arbitrary customer with higher priority than i, i = 2, . . . , N , are given by:

E[Si] =

∑i−1
j=1 E[Bj ]/E[Aj ]
∑i−1

j=1 1/E[Aj ]
,

E[S2
i ] =

∑i−1
j=1 E[B2

j ]/E[Aj ]
∑i−1

j=1 1/E[Aj ]
.

If we now plug the first two moments of the interarrival and service times in the
approximation for the ΣGI/G/s-queue we get the steady-state probability vectors
pj , j ≥ 0, of the corresponding QBD; for more details we refer to Section 6.4. We
can now compute the probability state-vector α of the MAP of the arrival process
right after the end of a busy period by

α =
p1B10

p1B10e
,

where B10 is the transition matrix from level 1 to level 0 of the QBD and e is the
vector of ones. It is now straightforward to compute the first two moments of the
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residual interarrival time of the MAP with transition matrices P0 and P1 and with
initial state-vector α, see e.g. Neuts [56]:

E[Vi] = αP−1
0 e,

E[V 2
i ] = 2αP−2

0 e,

where e is the vector of ones. This concludes the computation of the first two
moments of the visit period Vi.

Below we compute the first two moments of Ii, the inter-visit period for queue i.
Since we now know the mean idle period E[Vi] and also the load of the ΣGI/GI/1-

queue, which is ρ̃i =
∑i−1

j=1 ρj , we can also calculate the mean of the busy period,
E[Ii], from:

ρ̃i =
E[Ii]

E[Ii] + E[Vi]
,

yielding

E[Ii] =
ρ̃iE[Vi]

1 − ρ̃i
. (7.1)

The second moment of the busy period, E[I2
i ], is more difficult to compute.

For ease of notation we drop the subscript i in the remainder of this section. To
approximate E[I2] we first further simply the model describing the higher priority
customers by acting as if the interarrival times are independent and identically
distributed according to an arbitrary interarrival time of the superposition of the
arrival streams of higher priority customers; the dependencies between interarrival
times seem to be less important to the duration of the busy period (contrary to the
idle period). To compute the first two moments of the busy period of a GI/G/1
queue we make use of the same ideas as used for the M/G/1-queue, see [40]. This
idea is the following. We start with the service of the first customer. His service time
is denoted by S. During his service new customers may arrive to the system. Note
that the arrival process starts immediately after an arrival. Denote this random
number of arrivals by N and label the customers C1, . . . , CN . At the departure of
the first customer we take customer C1 in service. However, instead of letting the
other customers C2, . . . , CN wait for their turn, we take them temporarily out of the
system. Customer C2 will be put back into the system again as soon as the system
is empty again. Thus it is as if C1 initiates a new busy period for which C2 has
to wait. Note that this, so called, sub-busy period is not the same in distribution
as the original busy period (in contrast to the M/G/1-queue), because the elapsed
interarrival time at the start of a sub-busy period is not 0, as at the start of a ’real’
busy period. Denote the busy period by I and a sub-busy period due to Ci by Ĩi. As
an approximation we assume that all sub-busy periods follow the same distribution.
Then we have the following important relation:

I = S + Ĩ1 + · · · + ĨN .
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For a sub-busy period Ĩ we similarly have:

Ĩ = S + Ĩ1 + · · · + ĨÑ ,

where Ñ is the number of arrivals during the first service of a sub-busy period. As
mentioned above, the elapsed interarrival time at the start of a sub-busy period is
not 0; more specifically, we assume the arrival process is in the same state as at the
end of a busy period in a GI/G/1-queue. The computation of the first two moments
of N and Ñ boils down to computing the distribution of the state of absorption in
an absorbing QBD; see Section 2.3.3 for details.

We start with Ĩ; for the first moment of Ĩ we can write down:

EĨ = E(S + Ĩ1 + · · · + ĨÑ ).

Since Ñ is assumed to be independent of Ĩ1, Ĩ2, . . ., we can simplify this to

EĨ = ES + EÑEĨ ,

and this equation can be rewritten as

EĨ =
ES

1 − EÑ
.

Since the first moments of S and Ñ are known, we can compute EĨ. The first
moment of I can now be calculated by

EI = ES + ENEĨ . (7.2)

Note that this is an alternative to (7.1). We will use the above equation in the
computation of the squared coefficient of variation c2

I of I. The reason is that
we expect to make the same types of errors in the approximation above as in the
approximation for EI2, explained below, and thus errors may cancel out in the
computation of c2

I .
Now we turn to the second moment of Ĩ. We can write down

EĨ2 = E(S + Ĩ1 + · · · + ĨÑ )2.

Assuming that S and Ñ are independent of Ĩ1, Ĩ2, . . ., we can simplify this to

EĨ2 = ES2 + 2E(SÑ)EĨ + EÑEĨ2 + (EÑ2 − EÑ)(EĨ)2,

yielding

EĨ2 =
ES2 + 2E(SÑ)EĨ + (EÑ2 − EÑ)(EĨ)2

1 − EÑ
.

All terms at the right hand are known, except for E(SÑ). To calculate this quantity
we need an extra simplifying approximation: we now assume that the arrival process
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at the start of service S is in steady state, instead of in the state at the end of the
busy period of a GI/G/1-queue. In doing so, we know that the expected number of
arrivals after t time units, denoted by E(Ñ(t)), is equal to t/EA. This immediately
leads to

E(SÑ) =

∫ ∞

0

tE(Ñ(t))fS(t)dt

=

∫ ∞

0

t
t

EA
fS(t)dt

=
ES2

EA
,

where fS(·) denotes the density of the service time S.
Now the second moment of Ĩ is known, we turn our attention to the second

moment of I. We have

EI2 = E(S + Ĩ1 + · · · + ĨN )2,

which can be rewritten as

EI2 = ES2 + 2E(SN)EĨ + ENEĨ2 + (EN2 − EN)(EĨ)2.

In this case the expected number of arrivals after t time units, denoted by
E(N(t)), is more difficult to compute. Now the arrival process is definitely not
in steady state at the start of service S; in this case a new interarrival time A starts
simultaneously with S. Therefore we need the so-called renewal function EN(t) in
this case. We distinguish four cases:

Case 1: c2
A ≥ 0.5 and c2

S ≥ 0.5

Case 2: c2
A ≥ 0.5 and c2

S < 0.5

Case 3: c2
A < 0.5 and c2

S ≥ 0.5

Case 4: c2
A < 0.5 and c2

S < 0.5

Case 1: Smeitink and Dekker [67] have shown that the renewal function for a
Coxian2 distribution with parameters λ1, λ2 and p (see Section 2.1.1) equals

E(N(t)) =
λ1λ2

λ1p + λ2
t −

λ1p(λ2 − (1 − p)λ1)

(λ1p + λ2)2
(1 − e−(λ1p+λ2)t).

If we use the two moment fit for Coxian2 distributions on the first two moments of
A as described in Section 2.1.1, we get

E(N(t)) =
t

EA
+

(
EA2

2(EA)2
− 1

)
(1 − e−at), with (7.3)

a =
2

EAc2
A

.
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Note that this is only valid for a c2
A ≥ 0.5. After fitting a Coxian2 distribution on

S and substituting (7.3) for E(N(t)), we get for E(SN), after some calculations,

E(SN) =

∫ ∞

0

tE(N(t))fS(t)dt

=

∫ ∞

0

t

(
t

EA
+

(
EA2

2(EA)2
− 1

)(
1 − e−at

))
fS(t)dt

=
ES2

EA
+

(
EA2

2(EA)2
− 1

)
×

(
ES −

ES(4 + ac2
SES(4 + a(2c2

S − 1)ES))

(2 + aES)2(1 + ac2
SES)2

)
, (7.4)

where a = 2/(EAc2
A).

Case 2: To be able to calculate the above integral (7.4) for a c2
S < 0.5 we fit a

gamma distribution with shape parameter β and scale parameter µ on the first two
moments of S, with β = 1/c2

S and µ = 1/(ESc2
S). This leads to

E(SN) =

∫ ∞

0

tE(N(t))fS(t)dt

=

∫ ∞

0

t(
t

EA
+ (

EA2

2(EA)2
− 1)(1 − e−at))fS(t)dt

=
ES2

EA
+

(
EA2

2(EA)2
− 1

)(
ES −

βµβ

(a + µ)β+1

)
, (7.5)

where a = 2/(EA(c2
A)).

Case 3: For c2
A < 0.5 we do not have an expression for E(N(t)). As an approxi-

mation, we could use expression (7.3). But this function may become negative for
some values of t when we set a = 2/(EA(c2

A)). Therefore, we will require that a
should be chosen such that expression (7.3) is increasing in t. For the derivative of
E(N(t)), given by (7.3), we get

d

dt
E(N(t)) =

1

EA
+ a(

EA2

2(EA)2
− 1)e−at.

Hence, the derivative is greater or equal to 0 for all t ≥ 0 if

a ≤
2

EA(1 − c2
A)

.

Further, we want that a matches with the ‘old’ value of a for c2
A = 0.5, and thus we

choose

a =
2

EA(1 − c2
A)

.
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Now we can use equation (7.4) to calculate the second moment of I, this time with
a = 2/(EA(1 − c2

A)).

Case 4: For the same reasons as in case 3 we can use equation (7.5) to calculate
the second moment of I with a = 2/(EA(1 − c2

A)).

Based on the estimates for the first moment, given by (7.2), and the second
moment of the inter-visit period I, we calculate c2

I by

c2
I =

EI2

(EI)2
− 1.

7.3 Vacation model

The present section aims to compute the queue-length distribution of the vaca-
tion model for queue i given the first two moments of the visit period Vi and the
inter-visit periods Ii as computed in the preceding section. By means of matrix-
analytic techniques, we analyze a single-station vacation model. Comprehensive
surveys on vacation models can be found in [16; 17; 70].

Since the present section focusses on one single queue i, the subscript i will be
dropped from all random variables. Throughout the present section, the distribution
functions of the interarrival and service times are needed. However, the only infor-
mation available for these random variables is the first two moments. A common
way to obtain an approximate distribution is to fit a phase-type distribution on the
first two moments as shown in Section 2.1.1 (cf., e.g., [71]). In the remainder of the
present section, we assume that the fitted distributions are used as substitute for
the arrival and service distributions and that the numbers of phases needed equal
nA and nB , respectively. We do the same for the visit and intervisit period, which
gives us a number of phases equal to nV and nI , respectively.

The vacation model can be described by a continuous-time Markov process with
states (i, j,m). The state variable i = 0, 1, . . . denotes the total number of customers
in the specific queue under consideration, whereas the state variable j = 1, 2, . . . , nA

indicates the phase of the arrival process A. Finally, m = 1, 2, . . . , nD indicates the
phase of the departure process D, which is the combination of the service process
B, the visit process V and the inter-visit process I. These latter two processes
can be modeled by one single variable, since the server is either serving customers
or is on vacation. When the server is serving customers, one has to keep track
of the phase of the service process and of the phase of the visit process. On the
other hand, when the server is on vacation the phase of the inter-visit period is
needed, but also the phase of the service process, because we resume the service
where it left off. Consequently, the total number of states for the departure process
is nD = nB × (nV + nI).

Refer by level i to the set of states with i customers in the system and group
the states by these levels, so that (i, j,m) precedes (i′, j′,m′) if i < i′. Within each
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level, the states are grouped according to the arrival phase, so that (i, j,m) precedes
(i, j′,m′) if j < j′. Lastly, the states are ordered by the departure phase, so that
(i, j,m) precedes (i, j,m′) if m < m′. Now, one may verify that the introduced
Markov process is a quasi-birth-and-death (QBD) process where the infinitesimal
generator Q has the following block-tridiagonal structure,

Q =




B00 B01 0 0 0 . . .
B10 A1 A0 0 0 . . .
0 A2 A1 A0 0 . . .
0 0 A2 A1 A0

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .




.

Below we specify the submatrices in Q, where we use the concept of Markovian
Arrival Process (MAP) (see, e.g., [4] and Section 2.2) to describe the arrival and
departure processes. In general, a MAP is defined in terms of a continuous-time
Markov process with finite state space {0, · · · ,m− 1} and generator G0 + G1. The
element G1(i, j) denotes the intensity of transitions from i to j accompanied by an
arrival. For i 6= j element G0(i, j) denotes the intensity of the remaining transitions
from i to j, while the diagonal elements G0(i, i) are strictly negative and chosen
such that the row sums of G0 + G1 are zero.

The arrival process can be straightforwardly represented by such a MAP, the
states of which correspond to the phases of this process. Its generator can be
expressed as GA

0 +GA
1 , where the transition rates in GA

1 are the ones that correspond
to an arrival of a customer to the system. The transition rates of the GA

0 and GA
1

matrices are listed below.

−µA
i = GA

0 (i, i), i = 1, 2, . . . , nA,

pA
i µA

i = GA
0 (i, i + 1), i = 1, 2, . . . , nA − 1,

(1 − pA
i )µA

i = GA
1 (i, 1), i = 1, 2, . . . , nA,

with pA
i and µA

i the parameters of the fitted phase-type distributions for the arrival
processes.

The MAP for the departure process with generator GD
0 + GD

1 is a little more
involved. All transitions related to the vacation periods do not cause departures
and are, thus, within GD

0 . Completion of a service process, obviously, leads to a
departure implying that the corresponding rates are in GD

1 . Transitions within a
service process not causing departures are, of course, part of GD

0 . To deal with the
situations in which there are zero customers present, we have to introduce matrix
G̃D

0 , representing the transition within level 0. The difference between these matrices
GD

0 and G̃D
0 is that there is no service process active in G̃D

0 , but only the visit and
inter-visit processes are active. The transition rates for GD

0 , GD
1 are summarized
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below:

−(µB
i + µV

j ) = GD
0 (i(nV + nI) + j, i(nV + nI) + j),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nV ,

pB
i µB

i = GD
0 (i(nV + nI) + j, (i + 1)(nV + nI) + j),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 2, j = 1, . . . , nV − 1,

(1 − pB
i )µB

i = GD
1 (i(nV + nI) + j, j), i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nV ,

pV
j µV

j = GD
0 (i(nV + nI) + j, (i)(nV + nI) + j + 1),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nV − 2,

(1 − pV
j )µV

j = GD
0 (i(nV + nI) + j, i(nV + nI) + nV + 1),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nV ,

−µI
j = GD

0 (i(nV + nI) + nV + j, i(nV + nI) + nV + j),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nI ,

pI
jµ

I
j = GD

0 (i(nV + nI) + nV + j, i(nV + nI) + nV + j + 1),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nI − 1,

(1 − pI
j )µ

I
j = GD

0 (i(nV + nI) + nV + j, i(nV + nI) + 1),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nI ,

and for G̃D
0 we have

−µV
j = G̃D

0 (i(nV + nI) + j, i(nV + nI) + j),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nV ,

pV
j µV

j = G̃D
0 (i(nV + nI) + j, (i)(nV + nI) + j + 1),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nV − 2,

(1 − pV
j )µV

j = G̃D
0 (i(nV + nI) + j, i(nV + nI) + nV + 1),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nV ,

−µI
j = G̃D

0 (i(nV + nI) + nV + j, i(nV + nI) + nV + j),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nI ,

pI
jµ

I
j = G̃D

0 (i(nV + nI) + nV + j, i(nV + nI) + nV + j + 1),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nI − 1,

(1 − pI
j )µ

I
j = G̃D

0 (i(nV + nI) + nV + j, i(nV + nI) + 1),

i = 0, . . . , nB − 1, j = 1, . . . , nI ,

where pB
i , pV

i , pI
i , µB

i , µV
i and µI

i are the parameters of the fitted phase-type dis-
tributions for the service, visit and inter-visit processes.
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Now, we are in the position to describe all submatrices in Q, i.e.,

B01 = GA
1 ⊗ InD

,

B00 = GA
0 ⊗ InD

+ InA
⊗ G̃D

0 ,

B10 = InA
⊗ GD

1 ,

A0 = GA
1 ⊗ InD

,

A1 = GA
0 ⊗ InD

+ InA
⊗ GD

0 ,

A2 = InA
⊗ GD

1 ,

where In is the identity matrix of size n and if A is an n1 × n2 matrix and B an
n3 × n4 matrix the Kronecker product A ⊗ B is an n1n3 × n2n4 matrix defined by

A ⊗ B =




A(1, 1)B · · · A(1, n2)B
...

...
A(n1, 1)B · · · A(n1, n2)B


 .

This completes the description of the QBD. If we let qi denote the equilibrium
probability vector of level i, the corresponding balance equations are given by

qn−1A0 + qnA1 + qn+1A2 = 0, n ≥ 2,

and

q0B00 + q1B10 = 0, (7.6)

q0B01 + q1A1 + q2A2 = 0. (7.7)

Introducing the rate matrix R as the minimal nonnegative solution of the nonlinear
matrix equation

A0 + RA1 + R2A2 = 0,

it can be proved that the equilibrium probabilities satisfy (see, e.g., [55])

qn+1 = qnR, n ≥ 1.

To determine this matrix R we use the algorithm developed by Naoumov et al.
[53] (see Section 2.3). The vectors q0 and q1 follow from the boundary conditions
(7.6), (7.7), and the normalization condition. This completes the analysis of the va-
cation model. The different performance characteristics can now easily be calculated
from these queue-length distributions.

7.4 Numerical results

The present section reports on an extensive numerical study designed to assess
the accuracy of the approximation method developed. We compare the first two mo-
ments and tail probabilities of the queue-length distribution with the ones produced
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Test bed

Parameter Notation Values
Number of classes N 2, 4, 8
Load ρ 0.75, 0.9
SCV interarrival times Ai 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2
SCV service times Bi 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2
Imbalance interarrival rates IAi 1:1, 1:10
Imbalance service rates IBi 1:1, 10:1

Number of instances 384

Table 7.1: Test bed.

by discrete-event simulation. Each simulation run is sufficiently long such that the
widths of the 95% confidence intervals of the performance measures of interest are
smaller than 1%. A first important remark is that the computation time of our
algorithm, which takes at most one second, is considerably less than the simulation
time, which, on the same computer, can mount up to fifteen minutes or more.

7.4.1 Parameter setting

We use a broad set of parameters for the tests. The number of priority classes
in the system is varied between 2, 4 and 8. The total load on the system varies
between 0.75 and 0.9.

The squared coefficients of variation of the interarrival and service times for
each class are identical and are varied between 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2. We have to
remark that we envision production systems as the main application for the present
chapter. Since the variations in the interarrival and service times tend to be small in
such systems - in contrast to telecommunication systems where heavy-tailed random
variables are common - we only consider cases in which these variations are indeed
relatively small.

Furthermore, both balanced and imbalanced priority systems are considered.
In the balanced cases we set the arrival rates of all queues equal to 1. We test
imbalance in the arrival rates by making the arrival rate of the class with lowest
priority 10 times higher than the rate of the highest priority class, and by letting
the arrival rates of the other queues change linearly such that the overall mean
arrival rate is maintained at 1. For example, in case of 4 classes we get arrival rates
(0.182, 0.727, 1.273, 1.818). Testing imbalance in the service rates proceeds along
the same lines, now the highest priority class has the highest service rate, and the
lowest priority class the lowest service rate. This leads to a total of 23423 = 384
test cases, which are summarized in Table 7.1.

The performance measures under consideration in the present numerical study
are the mean, standard deviation, 0.90-quantile and 0.95-quantile of the marginal
queue-length distributions, where the α-quantile of the distribution of a random
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variable X can be defined as the smallest value x such that

P[X ≤ x] ≥ α.

7.4.2 Results

Table 7.2 summarizes the performance of the approach developed in the present
chapter showing the averages over the cases of the average errors over the classes
within the cases, excluding the highest class, and for three error-ranges the percent-
age of the cases which fall in that range. We excluded the highest class, because
it behaves as a GI/G/1-queue without vacations, which can be analyzed exactly.
Overall, we can say that for all performance measures the average error is around
1.2%, while for the great majority of the cases the errors are less than 5%. These
results are very satisfying, particularly in view of the complexity of the system under
consideration.

To confirm this statement, we also present, for each case, the results for the class
with the maximum error (which is usually the lowest priority class). The results
are listed in Table 7.3. Comparing this table to Table 7.2, we can conclude that
even for the maximum error per case, the results are still very satisfactory with an
average error of around 4.5% and almost no cases with an error above 10%.

Average/maximum errors as function of ρ (%)

0.75 0.9

Mean queue lengths 0.90/2.50 1.39/4.33
SD queue lengths 1.06/3.16 1.61/5.06
0.90-quantile 0.93/4.20 1.60/7.00
0.95-quantile 1.12/5.33 1.52/6.21

Table 7.4: Relative average/maximum errors as function of total utilization ρ.

Average errors (without highest class)

Aver. (%) 0-5 % 5-10 % > 10%

Mean queue lengths 1.14 96.1 3.6 0.3
SD queue lengths 1.33 95.0 4.7 0.3
0.90-quantile 1.27 93.0 3.6 3.4
0.95-quantile 1.27 93.0 5.2 1.8

Table 7.2: Overall results for the average errors over the classes (excluding the highest
class).
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Maximum errors

Aver. (%) 0-10 % 10-20 % > 20%

Mean queue lengths 3.41 91.4 6.3 2.3
SD queue lengths 4.11 88.6 9.6 1.8
0.90-quantile 5.60 86.5 6.5 7.0
0.95-quantile 5.77 82.0 12.8 5.2

Table 7.3: Overall results for the maximum error over the classes.

Average/maximum errors as function of N (%)

2 4 8

Mean queue lengths 0.74/1.35 1.07/2.88 1.62/6.02
SD queue lengths 0.98/1.88 1.27/3.47 1.75/6.98
0.90-quantile 0.94/1.89 1.45/5.14 1.40/9.77
0.95-quantile 0.99/1.98 1.41/5.08 1.56/10.25

Table 7.5: Relative average/maximum errors as function of the number of classes N .

Average/maximum errors as function of c2

A (%)

0.25 0.5 1.0 2.0

Mean queue lengths 1.61/6.05 1.02/3.52 0.21/0.44 1.73/3.64
SD queue lengths 1.66/6.08 1.11/3.47 0.85/2.48 1.71/4.41
0.90-quantile 2.05/9.54 1.08/4.90 0.29/0.81 1.64/7.15
0.95-quantile 1.89/9.53 0.97/4.17 0.50/2.30 1.93/7.07

Table 7.6: Relative average/maximum errors as function of c2

A.

Average/maximum errors as function of c2

B (%)

0.25 0.5 1.0 2.0

Mean queue lengths 1.30/5.14 1.03/3.58 0.93/2.44 1.31/2.49
SD queue lengths 1.42/5.77 1.11/3.89 1.03/2.72 1.78/4.06
0.90-quantile 1.72/8.87 1.35/5.76 0.62/2.64 1.37/5.12
0.95-quantile 1.51/7.40 1.08/6.23 0.99/3.35 1.72/6.11

Table 7.7: Relative average/maximum errors as function of c2

B .
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Average/maximum errors as function of IA (%)

1:1 1:10

Mean queue lengths 1.51/4.23 0.78/2.61
SD queue lengths 1.82/5.11 0.84/3.11
0.90-quantile 1.84/7.91 0.69/3.28
0.95-quantile 1.82/7.34 0.82/4.20

Table 7.8: Relative average/maximum errors as function of the imbalance in the arrival
rates IA.

Average/maximum errors as function of IB (%)

1:1 10:1

Mean queue lengths 1.81/5.46 0.47/1.37
SD queue lengths 2.22/6.68 0.45/1.54
0.90-quantile 2.03/8.78 0.50/2.42
0.95-quantile 2.11/9.22 0.54/2.32

Table 7.9: Relative average/maximum errors as function of the imbalance in the service
rates IB .

More specifically, Tables 7.4 through 7.9 show the detailed results for our ap-
proach, when fixing one parameter at a certain value. Our approximation method
seems to be fairly insensitive to different parameter settings. When we observe the
parameters ρ and N , the errors are a bit higher when the utilization or the num-
ber of classes increases. This is what we expected, because the inter-visit periods
become larger when the load or the number of classes increases, and thus the ap-
proximation of the inter-visit times becomes more prominent. We can also observe
that the coefficient of variation of the service time cB has almost no influence on
the performance.

The coefficient of variation of the interarrival time cA on the other hand, does
have a larger influence on the performance. The method performs best in case
of Poisson arrivals. The reason is that in this case the moments of the visit and
inter-visit periods are determined exactly, so the only approximation lies in the
two-moment fit. When the higher priority class customers arrive less frequently
and/or demand less service than the lower priority class customers (imbalance), we
can observe that this leads to smaller errors in the estimates for the performance
characteristics. This is also due to the smaller influence of the inter-visit periods.
Note that the unbalanced cases, considered in the test bed, make sense from a
practical and efficiency point of view, see e.g. [66].

Note that we can also think of cases in which our approximation method breaks
down, i.e. gives very large errors. Namely, when the inter-visit periods become very
prominent. This happens, for example, when the load gets very high or when the
server favors customers with the largest service demand.
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7.5 Concluding remarks

In the present chapter, we have developed a novel decomposition method for
priority queues with generally distributed interarrival and service times, and with
a preemptive-resume policy, yielding the complete queue-length distribution for
each priority class. The multi-queue priority system has been decomposed into
single-queue vacation systems, each of which has been analyzed by means of matrix-
analytic techniques. The main challenge in the approximation method was found in
the computation of the moments of the visit and inter-visit periods. The accuracy
of the approximation scheme has been validated via an extensive simulation study.
The approximation turned out be accurate, robust and computationally efficient.

By employing similar techniques, the algorithm developed can be carried over to
variants of the considered priority queue, e.g., systems with non-preemptive priority
or systems with finite buffers. Finally, the algorithm of the present chapter may be
extended to the computation of derivatives of performance measures with respect to
the input parameters. Such an extension would allow application of gradient meth-
ods to optimize systems performance and sensitivity analysis with respect to these
variables. Due to the low computational complexity of the developed procedure, it
can be used as subroutine in such an optimization procedure.



Chapter 8

Queueing networks: an outlook

In this thesis we have developed approximations for a wide variety of models based
on queueing theory. In this chapter we explore possibilities for extensions towards
more complex networks. For this, we make a distinction between finitely buffered
queueing networks and infinitely buffered queueing networks. We make this distinc-
tion, because it is far more difficult to analyze finitely buffered queueing networks
compared to the analysis of infinitely buffered queueing networks. For example,
when we observe a single-server queueing network model with exponential service
time distributions and Poisson input, we can analyze the joint queue-length dis-
tribution of this model in case of infinite buffers. This model falls in the class of
Jackson networks [28], so we even have a closed form solution for the joint queue-
length distribution. The model with finite buffers, on the other hand, can only be
analyzed exactly when the number of queues and the buffer sizes are very small.
There are only approximations available for special types of queueing networks such
as tandem queues (see Chapter 3 and 4). Further, an important problem in finitely
buffered networks is the possible occurrence of dead-lock. Identifying conditions
under which networks are dead-lock free is already a hard problem.

We want to stress that the thoughts presented in this chapter are purely based on
intuition and that we have not yet developed a full methodology for these networks.

In the remainder of this section we successively consider queueing networks with
finite buffers in Section 8.1 and networks with infinite buffers in Section 8.2.

8.1 Queueing networks with finite buffers

The models treated in this thesis and which fall in the finite buffer class are
(multi-)server tandem queues with finite buffers (Chapter 3 and 4) and assembly
queues (Chapter 5); for these models we have developed approximations for the
queue-length distribution.

A next natural step is the extension to more complex networks. We want to
speculate about the possibility for these extensions to four types of networks (see
Figure 8.1):
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• Tree-like networks

• Feed-forward networks

• Tandem queues with feedbacks

• Networks with an arbitrary topology

T r e e - l i k e  n e t w o r k F e e d - f o r w a r d  n e t w o r k

N e t w o r k  w i t h  a r b i t r a r y  t o p o l o g yT a n d e m  q u e u e  w i t h  f e e d b a c k

Figure 8.1: An overview of the different types of networks.

In the analysis of tandem queues we decompose the tandem queue in subsystems
and, by means of an iterative algorithm, we walk back and forth over subsystems of
the tandem queue. In more complex networks we probably need to do something
similar. In tree-like networks, where customers start in the leafs and leave the
network in the root, this idea can be maintained best. We can start the iteration
method in each of the leafs and go through the network while updating the inputs
of each subsystem until we reach the root. From the root we can then update
the departure processes in backward direction. The subsystems now seem to get
a bit more complicated, because some queues have multiple input sources. We
encountered a similar feature in the model for multi-server tandem queues, so this
will probably not be a huge problem.

We expect that in feed-forward networks the complications are similar to the ones
in tree-like networks, because one can still walk back and forth over the network.
The only thing that changes is that the departure process from a subsystem now
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depends on more than one other subsystem, but it seems pretty straightforward to
include this feature in the departure process.

When we consider tandem queues with feedbacks things may get more compli-
cated. This is because when we go through the network from the start and update
the arrival process for each subsequent subsystem, we indirectly influence the input
of subsystems at the beginning of the tandem queue to where the feedback is di-
rected. This may influence the stability of the iterative algorithm. It seems possible
that the iterative algorithm now converges to the wrong equilibrium or does not
converge at all. If that is the case, it becomes important to identify the iterative
regimes which do converge to the correct equilibrium.

For networks with an arbitrary topology we really seem to have a problem. We
cannot identify a starting- or an endpoint of the iteration anymore. In an iterative
algorithm this is really needed, because we first update the arrival processes and then
backwards update the departure processes at the subsystems. So, it is a challenge
to find, if it exists at all, an iterative scheme converging to the true equilibrium for
networks with an arbitrary topology.

Another possible extension for queueing networks is incorporating different types of
stations in the network, like the assembly queue. This seems to be a very doable
extension compared to a network with only multi- or single-server queues. The only
thing that changes is that we now have different types of subsystems. For a small
case we already implemented an iteration method and ran some tests. We have
done this for an assembly queueing system, but now, instead of having one station
for each part in front of the assembly server, we included tandem lines in front of
the assembly server. We also included a tandem line behind the assembly server.
The iterative scheme for this system is along the same lines as the one described for
tree-like networks.

M 0 0 B 1 0 M 1 0 B 2 0

M 2 B 3 M 3M 0 1 B 1 1 M 1 1 B 2 1

M 0 2 B 1 2 M 1 2 B 2 2

B 4 M 4

Figure 8.2: An overview of an assembly line with nine servers (M00, . . . , M4) and buffers
B10, . . . , B4 in between the servers.

More precisely, the assembly lines are solved by successively using the procedures
for tandem lines and assembly systems. Figure 8.2 shows an assembly line, which is
then decomposed. The first virtual tandem line is shown is Figure 8.3. Here, assem-
bly machine M2 is now replaced by an aggregate machine AM2, which also includes
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the behavior of the other tandem queues in front of the assembly machine. First, the
iterative procedure for tandem queues is applied separately to the subsystems on the
path that is followed by component i (i.e. servers M0i,M1i, AM2i, M3 and M4), with
i = 1, 2, 3. Solving these tandem queues results in an approximate description of
the behavior of the aggregated assembly machine AM2i. Second, these descriptions
are used to apply the assembly system procedure to the assembly server M2, where
the arrival processes at the queues and the departure process at the assembly server
are taken from the results of the tandem lines. Subsequently, the whole procedure
is started again by using these new characteristics to solve the tandem queues. The
procedure is repeated until a certain stopping criterion is satisfied.

M 0 0 B 1 0 M 1 0 B 2 0

A M 2 B 3 M 3 B 4 M 4

Figure 8.3: The first virtual tandem line of the decomposed assembly line.

We tested this method for the analysis of assembly lines on a case with all
buffers of size zero by comparing it with the results of a simulation model. The
parameters are given in Table 8.1. The simulation model predicts Tsim = 0.4598 for
the throughput. For the mean sojourn times in the three lines the simulation model
predicts Ssim,0 = 8.356, Ssim,1 = 8.470 and Ssim,2 = 7.738, where Ssim,i denotes the
mean sojourn time of component i. The queueing approximation algorithm predicts
TQN = 0.4593, SQN,0 = 8.385, SQN,1 = 8.448 and SQN,2 = 7.833. This leads to
errors of respectively −0.1%, +0.3%, −0.3% and +1.2%, which is in the same order
of magnitude as the errors of the separate algorithms. For more detailed results we
refer to Vijfvinkel [74].

We could also think of other types of nodes, like a finite buffer variant of a
priority queue (Chapter 7) or a finite buffer variant of a polling system, see e.g. Van
Vuuren and Winands [83].

8.2 Queueing networks with infinite buffers

As said, infinitely buffered queueing networks seem to be more manageable. This
is due to the fact that the servers cannot get blocked and thus the departure pro-
cesses from the stations are completely described by the arrival and service processes
at the stations. The most famous work on general queueing networks is QNA from
Whitt [85; 86]. QNA is a fast two-moment decomposition method, developed to ap-
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Server mean c2

M00 1.0 1.50
M01 1.0 1.00
M02 1.5 1.00
M10 0.5 0.15
M11 0.5 0.15
M12 0.5 0.15
M2 1.0 1.00
M3 1.0 1.00
M4 1.0 1.00

Table 8.1: The parameters of a nine-server assembly line without buffers

proximately compute certain performance measures such as the mean sojourn time.
Some alternatives for QNA have been suggested, see e.g. [21; 37].

Now that the powerful matrix-analytic methods have been further developed in
recent years and we have methods at our disposal to handle correlations in arrival
streams (Chapter 6) and to handle priority queues (Chapter 7), there are many
more opportunities to develop new methods for the analysis of queueing networks.
We have the tools available to develop approximate queue-length distributions for
open queueing networks with an arbitrary topology, infinite buffers and with general
arrival and service processes.

We now give a sketch of how such an (iterative) method could look like, after
decomposing the queue. In contrast to the methods for queueing networks with
finite buffers we start by determining the arrival rates to all queues. This is possible
because we know that for all queues the input rate is equal to the output rate. We
can do this by using the same techniques as the ones used for Jackson networks.
When we know the arrival rates to the queues we may use an iterative algorithm to
determine other characteristics of all arrival streams, like the second moments of the
inter-arrival times. We believe that it may be enough to do the following iteration:

1: Calculate the queue-length distributions of all queues and the characteristics
of all output streams, given the estimates of the arrival streams.

2: Calculate new characteristics of the arrival streams based on the characteristics
of all output streams and return to step 1.

This iteration scheme will probably converge to a good equilibrium. And if it does
not converge, some minor alterations will probably suffice. Note that in many cases
it is more efficient to walk through the network, like in feed-forward networks.

If we use this suggested method for multi-server networks, it will probably work
well. But when we introduce different kinds of nodes in the network, like priority
queues or k-limited polling queues, some other difficulties arise. An example is that
the correlations between arrivals and departures and the autocorrelations may be-
come significant. In a k-limited polling system, a server often handles a number
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of customers of the same type consecutively, which may lead to an output process
(which may be an input process of another station) that is dependent of the queue
which is served in the current station. It is not certain that the results deteriorate
much in these cases, but otherwise different approaches to describe the arrival pro-
cesses are needed. For example, one may use Markov modulated type processes to
describe the arrival processes in the case of k-limited polling systems.

Besides extensions towards queueing networks, we can also think of developing meth-
ods for different types of stations. In most models considered in this thesis, we used
decomposition of models with multiple queues and used an accurate description of
the arrival and departure processes, matrix-analytic methods and an iterative algo-
rithm to compute the complete queue-length distribution. These ideas may be used
in virtually any multi-queue station, as we have already shown in the difficult case
of the k-limited polling system [83]. Other models one can think of are, for example,
priority queues with different priority rules or multiple servers or polling systems
with different polling rules or with multiple servers.
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Summary

Performance Analysis of Manufacturing Systems
Queueing Approximations and Algorithms

This thesis is concerned with the performance analysis of manufacturing sys-
tems. Manufacturing is the application of tools and a processing medium to the
transformation of raw materials into finished goods for sale. This effort includes all
intermediate processes required for the production and integration of a product’s
components.

For the design or improvement of manufacturing systems it is important to be
able to predict their performance. For this purpose, models are being developed and
analyzed. Many types of models can be distinguished. The types of models which
are most common are simulation models and analytical models.

Simulation models represent the events that could occur as a system operates
by a sequence of steps in a computer program. The probabilistic nature of many
events, such as machine failure and processing times, can be represented by sampling
from a distribution representing the pattern of the occurrence of the event. Thus,
to represent the typical behavior of the system, it is necessary to run the simulation
model for a sufficiently long time, so that all events can occur a sufficiently large
number of times.

Analytical models describe the system using mathematical or symbolic relation-
ships. These relationships are then used to derive a formula or to define an algorithm
by which the performance measures of the system can be evaluated. Often it is not
possible, within a reasonable amount of computer time or data storage space, to ob-
tain the performance measure from the relationships describing the system. Further
assumptions that modify these relationships then have to be made. The resulting
model is then approximate rather than exact, and to validate this approximation, a
simulation model may be required.

This thesis was carried out in the STW-project EPT, which is a combined effort
of groups from the Mechanical Engineering department and the Mathematics and
Computer Science department of Eindhoven University of Technology. It aims at
developing methods and techniques to analyze manufacturing systems by using the
concept of the ’effective process time’ (EPT). The effective process time is the total
time a job experiences at a work station; so besides the clean process time it includes
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all kinds of disturbances. So, it is not needed to explicitly model these disturbances
in either a simulation or an analytical model. This makes it easier to collect data for
simulation or analytical models and immediately makes the development of more
realistic analytical models possible. The Systems Engineering group from the Me-
chanical Engineering department focuses on the development of simulation models,
whereas the Stochastic Operations Research group from the Mathematics and Com-
puter Science department focuses on the development of analytical models.

The work in this thesis is an attempt to develop analytical methods to predict
the performance of manufacturing systems. The aim is that these methods can
be applied to realistic systems, and can be fed by EPT-data, yielding accurate
performance predictions. As a result, these methods may serve as an alternative
for, or an addition to, discrete-event simulation. To develop these methods we
will make use of queueing theory and, in particular, of matrix-analytic methods.
These methods, combined with decomposition techniques and aggregation methods,
give us the possibility to evaluate relatively large queueing systems very efficiently
and accurately. The ultimate goal is to be able to analyze complex networks with
different types of nodes within a reasonable time and with a reasonable accuracy.
There is still a long way to go before that goal will be reached. In this thesis some
steps towards that goal are taken.

In Chapter 1 we give an introduction to manufacturing systems and modeling
techniques. Also, we give an overview of the types of models that are treated in this
thesis, including a literature survey.

In Chapter 2 an overview is given of the basics of queueing theory which is used
in this thesis. As well as Markovian Arrival Processes, we introduce Quasi Birth-
and-Death processes and the methods to solve them using matrix-analytic methods.
Also, we introduce some algorithms for determining the first two moments of the
inter-arrival times of a superposed arrival process and of the maximum of a number
of independent random variables.

Chapter 3 is motivated by a production system that manufactures the feet of
lamps. The model is a queueing system consisting of a number of multi-server
stations with generally distributed service times in tandem with finite buffers in
between. We develop an approximation using decomposition. Also, tests are per-
formed to check the quality of the approximation. This chapter is concluded with a
case study.

Production systems with single machine workstations and very small buffers in
between the workstations are common in the automotive industry. The results in
the previous chapter in this specific case were not good enough. Therefore we handle
a single-server tandem queue with small finite buffers in Chapter 4. By modeling
the arrivals and departures in more detail compared to the approach of Chapter 3,
we improve its results in the case of single server tandem queues.

In Chapter 5 we deal with an assembly system. Assembly systems are frequently
encountered in production lines in the automotive industry. A number of different
parts arrive at queues in front of an assembly server. This assembly server assembles
the parts into one product. We decompose the system into a number of subsystems
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for each part. A wait-to-assembly time is introduced as the time the assembly
server has to wait for all parts to be available. The subsystems are solved by using
a matrix-analytic method and the characteristics of the wait-to-assembly times are
determined by means of an iterative algorithm. Finally, the throughput and mean
sojourn times are compared with results from discrete-event simulation to test the
quality of the algorithm.

Chapter 6 deals with a multi-server queueing system with multiple arrival streams,
this is a so-called ΣGI/G/c-queue. We analyze it by aggregating the arrival process
and the service process in a suitable way. Then, we describe it as a state-dependent
Markov process, and solve it by using a matrix-analytic method. In this way we
are able to determine an approximation for the complete queue-length distribution.
The quality is tested by comparing the mean sojourn time and delay probability
against the results of a discrete-event simulation.

Chapter 7 is concerned with a priority system. In order-based production envi-
ronments, like in semi-conductor industry, some types of products are often priori-
tized over others. Different types of customers arrive at a queueing system. These
types each have their own priority. The priority strategy we consider is preemptive
resume. Decomposing the queueing system gives a queueing system with vacations
for each type of customer. By exploiting the relationship between the subsystems,
we develop a method to determine the complete queue-length distribution. Again,
the results of the approximation are compared with a discrete-event simulation.

In Chapter 8 we present an outlook to the analysis of complete networks con-
sisting of queues we studied in earlier chapters. We focus on two types of networks.
First we discuss finitely buffered networks. Next, we consider networks with infinite
buffers. Further, we also give some other directions for future research.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift gaat over prestatie-analyse van fabricagesystemen. Fabricage is het
toepassen van gereedschappen en een verwerkingsmethode voor het bewerken van
grondstoffen tot eindproducten. Alle tussenliggende processen die nodig zijn voor
het maken en integreren van de componenten van een product horen hierbij.

Het voorspellen van de prestaties van fabricagesystemen is belangrijk voor het
ontwikkelen of verbeteren ervan. Daarom worden hier modellen voor ontwikkeld
en geanalyseerd. De twee meest voorkomende modellen zijn simulatiemodellen en
analytische modellen.

Simulatiemodellen representeren de gebeurtenissen die binnen een systeem kun-
nen optreden door een opeenvolging van stappen in een computerprogramma. De
onzekere aard van veel gebeurtenissen, zoals procestijden en storingen van machines,
kan worden gerepresenteerd door trekkingen uit een verdeling die deze gebeurtenis-
sen beschrijft. Dus om het typische gedrag van het systeem te verkrijgen is het
nodig om het simulatiemodel lang genoeg uit te voeren, zodat alle gebeurtenissen
vaak genoeg voorkomen.

Analytische modellen beschrijven het systeem door middel van wiskundige en
symbolische relaties. Deze relaties worden dan gebruikt om een formule of een
algoritme af te leiden welke de prestatiematen van het systeem kan bepalen. Vaak
is het niet mogelijk om de prestatiematen te bepalen binnen een redelijke tijd of
hoeveelheid opslagruimte. Dan is het nodig om meer aannames te maken die de
relaties vereenvoudigen. Het resulterende model is dan niet langer exact, maar
benaderend. En om deze benadering te valideren is vaak een simulatiemodel nodig.

Dit proefschrift is uitgevoerd binnen het STW-project EPT. Dit is een gecombi-
neerd project tussen onderzoeksgroepen van de faculteit Werktuigbouwkunde en de
faculteit Wiskunde en Informatica aan de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. Het
doel van het project is het ontwikkelen van methoden en technieken voor het analy-
seren van fabricagesystemen met behulp van het concept ’effectieve procestijd’. De
effectieve procestijd is de totale tijd welke een product nodig heeft bij een werksta-
tion. Naast de gewone procestijd zitten hier ook allerlei verstoringen in. Het is dus
niet nodig om al deze verstoringen apart te modelleren. Dit maakt het gemakke-
lijker om gegevens te verzamelen voor simulatie- of analytische modellen en maakt
het meteen mogelijk om meer realistische modellen te ontwikkelen. De Systems En-
gineering groep van de Werktuigbouwkunde faculteit richt zich op het ontwikkelen
van simulatiemodellen en de Besliskunde en Stochastiek groep van de Wiskunde en
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Informatica faculteit richt zich op het ontwikkelen van analytische modellen.
Het werk in dit proefschrift is een poging tot het ontwikkelen van methoden om

de prestaties van fabricagesystemen te voorspellen. Het doel is dat deze metho-
den, gevoed met EPT-gegevens, toegepast kunnen worden op realistische systemen.
Daarbij moeten de methoden nauwkeurige voorspellingen van de prestaties van de
systemen kunnen geven. Deze methoden kunnen dan dienen als een alternatief
voor of een aanvulling op simulaties. Om deze methoden te ontwikkelen maken we
gebruik van wachtrijtheorie en in het bijzonder van matrix-analytische methoden.
Deze methoden, gecombineerd met decompositie- en aggregatietechnieken, geeft ons
de mogelijkheid om relatief grote wachtrijsystemen efficiënt en accuraat te evalueren.
Het ultieme doel is om complexe netwerken met verschillende soorten knooppunten
binnen een redelijke rekentijd en accuratesse te kunnen analyseren. Er is nog een
lange weg te gaan voordat dat doel bereikt wordt. In dit proefschrift worden een
aantal stappen richting dat doel genomen.

In hoofdstuk 1 geven we een introductie op fabricagesystemen en modelleertech-
nieken. Ook geven we een overzicht van de soort modellen die we in dit proefschrift
onderzoeken, inclusief een literatuuroverzicht.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een introductie gegeven op de wachtrijtheorie die in dit
proefschrift gebruikt wordt. Naast Markov aankomstprocessen introduceren we
quasi-geboorte-sterfte-processen en de matrix-analytische methoden om ze op te
lossen. Ook introduceren we een aantal algoritmen voor het bepalen van de eerste
twee momenten van de tussenaankomsttijden van een gesuperponeerd aankomstpro-
ces en van het maximum van een aantal onafhankelijke stochasten.

Hoofdstuk 3 is gemotiveerd door een fabricagesysteem voor de fabricage van
lampvoetjes. Het betreft een wachtrijmodel met een aantal multi-server werkstations
met algemeen verdeelde bedieningstijden in tandem met daartussen eindige buffers.
We ontwikkelen een benadering met behulp van decompositie. Ook vergelijken we
de resultaten met die van een simulatiemodel. Het hoofdstuk wordt afgesloten met
een casestudie.

In de automobielindustrie zien we vaak fabricagesystemen met werkstations met
één machine en kleine buffers ertussen. In hoofdstuk 4 behandelen we een single-
server tandem wachtrij met kleine eindige buffers, omdat de resultaten in het vorige
hoofdstuk niet goed genoeg waren voor dit specifieke geval. Doordat we de aankom-
sten en vertrekken bij de werkstations in vergelijking met de aanpak in het vorige
hoofdstuk in meer detail modelleren, kunnen we de resultaten in dit geval sterk
verbeteren.

In hoofdstuk 5 behandelen we een assemblagesysteem. Assemblagesystemen ko-
men veel voor in productielijnen in de automobielindustrie. Een aantal verschillende
soorten onderdelen arriveren bij een wachtrij die voor een assemblage werkstati-
on staat. Dit assemblage werkstation assembleert de onderdelen tot één product.
We delen het systeem op in een aantal subsystemen voor ieder onderdeel. We
introduceren een wacht-tot-assemblagetijd, lossen de subsystemen op met behulp
van matrix analytische methoden en bepalen de karakteristieken van de wacht-
tot-assemblagetijd door middel van een iteratief algoritme. Uiteindelijk worden
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de doorzet en de gemiddelde doorlooptijd vergeleken met de resultaten van een
simulatiemodel om de kwaliteit van het algoritme te testen.

Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt een multi-server wachtrijsysteem met meerdere aankomst-
stromen, de zogenaamde ΣGI/G/c-wachtrij. We analyseren dit model door het
aankomst- en vertrekproces op een geschikte manier te aggregeren. Daarna be-
schrijven we het model als een toestandsafhankelijk Markovproces en lossen we het
Markovproces op met behulp van matrix-analytische methoden. Op deze manier
zijn we in staat om de volledige rijlengteverdeling te bepalen. De kwaliteit van de
methoden wordt getest door de resultaten te vergelijken met die van een simulatie-
model.

Hoofdstuk 7 betreft een prioriteitenmodel. In order-afhankelijke productieomge-
vingen, zoals de halfgeleiderindustrie, worden sommige typen producten met voor-
rang behandeld. Verschillende soorten klanten arriveren bij een wachtrijsysteem.
Deze soorten klanten hebben ieder hun eigen prioriteit. Het decomponeren van het
wachtrijsysteem geeft een wachtrijmodel met onderbrekingen voor ieder type klant.
Door de relatie tussen de subsystemen te gebruiken ontwikkelen we een methode
om de volledige rijlengteverdeling te benaderen. De resultaten worden wederom
vergeleken met die van een simulatiemodel.

In hoofdstuk 8 presenteren we een vooruitblik op de analyse van netwerken be-
staande uit knooppunten die in eerdere hoofdstukken bestudeerd zijn. We richten
ons op twee soorten netwerken. Eerst bespreken we eindig gebufferde netwerken.
Daarna kijken we naar netwerken met oneindige buffers. Ook geven we andere
richtingen voor toekomstig onderzoek aan.
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